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Cover:

The PSI gantry for tumour therapy using a proton beam.
The head is rotated at about 45° and Dr. Pedroni is controlling the precise position ol
a dosimetry device (or beam measurements.
The beam application technique of this gantry allows the treatment of patterns and brings
about a higher tumour dose and lower radiation burden of healthy tissues compared to
other kind of radiation therapy.
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FOREWORD

The present

When looking at tho groat numbor of research papers
as compiled In this annual report, it Is evident that
thematlcally there aro Iwo cfustoro:

• Cancer: from molecular mechanisms of Its deve-
lopment to medical treatment.

• NourodogonoratlvG dlsoasea: biochemical mecha-
nisms and diagnosis

Successful work In both these research areas
necessitate the Intlmato collaboration of various
scientific disciplines such as biology, chemist!/ and
physics etc, profiting from - and contributing to - tho
research climate at PSI.

In many research projects the most advanced
tools of biomedical research are used, such as
computational modelling and molecular biology, An
example is the study of the molecular dynamics of
various forms of a tumorepecific antibody fragment,
and the preparation of its most stable variant by
molecular biological methods.

Increasingly, within the department projects are
defined and pursued that transgress organisational
boundaries. An example is the study of synthesis,
pharmacokinetics and imaging of new tracers for the
assessment of the aggressiveness of a tumor.

The research environment at PSi fs characterised
by the availability of a range of major instruments and
facilities. In this respect, three milestones are worth
mentioning:

• The completion of the new proton therapy unit and
the successful treatment 0/ naturally occurring
tumors in animal patients.

• In light of the continuing positive outlook for the
Synchrotron Light Source (SLS) new research
areas are defined nnd actively pursued.

• A prototype PET scanner has been successfully
installed, bringing our instrument specifications up
to modern standards.

In a continued effort to further focus and thereby
strengthen our research activities, the work on
contrast agents for magnetic resonance imaging was
finalised and terminated this year.

Shaping the future

A characteristic of the current research environ-
ment is the rapid change in emphasis and direction of
the various scientific endeavours. Life science is no
exception. This; leads to the need to constantly
reassess our research projects and reevaluate our

network of scientific cooperations. In addition, a
constant adaptation of the rosöarch programme to tho
institute's overall goals and tho resources availablo Is
necessary.

Much has boon accomplished In tho life science
department during 1995 In this respect. In particular
the Impact of (he SLS planned at PSI has been
evaluated, In many productive but diflicult discussions
tho groundwork for decisions to bo taken has been
laid, Tho various options will be put in front of a panel
of international experts early 1996 and the future
strategies will then be decided,

As it Is expected that the panel will endorse the
establishment of research projects using neutrons,
(from the spallatlon source SINQ) and photons (from
SLS), conceptual work has been done to define a new
research programme „Structural research in biology
and medicine". In addition, first experiments were
performed at existing synchrotron radiation sources,
These Involve the determination of xenoblotic material
(boron) in rat brain coll cultures.

The task to lead a complex research department
such as F2 has become increasingly difficult, due to
the necessity lo contlnously adapt the research
programmo to shrinking resources. During tho past
year the strategic and tho oxecutlve/ administrative
function have been more clearly defined, and
segregated. While these two functions are intimately
connected, the separate, but coordinated execution of
them has increased the overall efficiency of the
department's management. It is foreseen to continue
this system in the next year. The changes occuring at
and around PSI present many opportunities for new
research activities, and it is a great challenge to
actively shape the future of the Life Science
Departement.

Finally we would like to thank the many persons
outside the department that have contributed to our
work. Unfortunately we also must announce the
unexpected death of the chairman of Ihe F2-research
committee, Prof. W.A. Fuchs of the University of
Zurich. His passing away leaves a gap difficult to fill.
We will involve our research committee in the
upcoming dfecisions and we thank its members in
advance for their help.

We would like to thank the F2 staff for their
ongoing contributions and cooperation and wo look
forward to an exciting 1996.

W. Hirt Departement Head
R. Andres Deputy Department Head

NEXT PAQE(S)
toft BLANK



II RADIATION MEDICINE

1. InlföducliöH

Q. MUNKEL, H, BLATTMANN

The PSI proton therapy facility has been planned,
d§s(gned and realized (n a remarkably short timo by
Iho worldwide emallast group working In the flold of
partlclö radiotherapy. Th© personal dedication of all
members of the Division of Radiation Modicino as
well as the PSI Internal contributions have made tho
entire phase of construction a unique example of
cooperation and success. Support and contributions
from outside the Institute gave additional Impact on
tho realization of the project, and also hero, we
experienced idealism and strong engagement, The
PSI administration and tho director, Prof. Eberle, In
particular, gave this project Importanco and priority
amongst tho many other activities of tho whole
institute. We would like to thank everybody who has
boort Involved In tho proton therapy project, This Is
Europe's first JnsialialJon providing GultiGienlly high
onorgios for tho Irradiation of doop seated tumors
within the human body and having a gantry which
allows optimized treatments. In addition, PSI has
realized tho world's first spot scanning technology,
which made the design of the first compact gantry
possible.

Now we have a medical facility at a physics
research Institute going into operation. There are
certainly advantages as v.ell as disadvantages in this
particular situation. The avaUbilriy of tho accelerator
with a very competent operation and maintenance
are to be seen on the positive side. Physical and
technical know how have been the basis for the
development of the project and will also ascertain a
constant quality in operation. The possibility for
adaptations and changes, which might turn vu1. to be
useful or necessary, is another important advantage.
The PSI gantry is, as a prototype, supposed to offer
a sophisticated technology as well as to bo used for
dairy medical purposes. The absence of the pressure
coming trom a hospital routine allows for these
changes and for a general effort In further
developments of the hardware as well as Iho
treatment planning and operation software. The
research environment at PSI can provide ideal
conditions for those activities by the interde-
partmental cooperation and tho know how of the
involved people. This is of great importance as Iho
goal for the future is an optimized and mature
technology which can bo realized In clinical
radiotherapy centers in Switzerland and Europe. But
there are also some disadvantages in today's
situation, such as Iho dependence on referrals and
the purely outpatient selection. The good cooperation

With tho referring clinics (Swiss and European
Radiotherapy Cerilere) and the appropriate
Infrastructure for ambulatory patient caro at PSI will
compensate for this, Excellent hospital care has
traditionally boon provided by tho Reglonalspilal
Bmgg and the Kanfonsspfial Baden. The limited
beamtlme available? fit Ihö Institute also results In a
limited patient number. But reliability of tho beam is
ossential for responsible treatment performance:
shutdowns Influence the biological effect of the
radiation. As wo have to prove tho efficiency of
proton therapy with spot scanning, wo havo to
provide continuity In performance, PSI Is not
supposed to run large randomized patient trials, this
is the issue for hospital based facilities. However, wo
will treat patients according to protocols, which have
been designed in close cooperation with tho Swiss
Proton Users Group and which moot the clinical
needs as well as the logistic possibilities at PSI. In
tho long range tho PUG and tho American Proton
Radio-Oncology Group PROG plan to coordinate
Ihoir protocols in order to recruit largo patient
numbers and to get moro significant results, The
evaluation of a therapy modality in cancer treatment
is anyway time consuming. Representative results of
radiation therapy are found after several years,
normally five and more. Therefore wo cannot prove
the benefit of a new method right after the onset of
operation, though feasibility, patient comfort and
tolorability are important criteria of the quality of our
method.

The proton therapy project at PSI is supposed to
contribute to the medical progross in radiation
therapy. Ihe second most efficient weapon against
cancer. Medical progress meets the expectation of
society and is a patient's right as well as a challenge
for all medical personnel. Out it can only be realized
with cooperation and patience on both the patients'
and Ihe medical side. PSI offers a well known and
proven beam quality combined with a novel
technology. Protons are established at our institute
by successful treatment of more than 2000 patients
v/rth ocular tumors. The gantry project Is expected to
oxtend Ihe spectrum of therapy modalities and
maintain PSI's medical reputation.



2. Proton therapy on the gantry-
general preparations

G, MUNKEL, E, PEDRONI, A, LOMAX, H, BLATTMANN,
T. BÖHWMQER, A, CöHAY, S, ÜN, B, SCHAFFNER
Division of Radiation Medicine, Paul Scbeffef
Jrtsllll/lo, Vllllgan
Department Q8, PSI
Proton Users Group - Swiss Radiotherapy Centers
Veterinary Clinic, University of Zürich, B. Kaser

Tho proton project for tho Irradiation o( deep
seated tumors has been mainly a physical and
technical work during tho time of realization at PSI.
The particular conditions concerning place, space
and environment gave additional challenge beside
the machine related work, In addilion, medical
perspectives had to bo defined, as from the momont
of the onset of patient treatment on, the project will
turn into being medical.

A medical project at a physics research Institute
ha9 positive and negative aspects, or, In other words,
il has advantages and provides difficulties at the
6ame time. The advantagos are on tho physical and
technical §WQ, as tho in* house knowlodgo and
experience allow for an optimized oporatlon of the

accelerator as well as öf the wholo gantry, which is a
prolotype, Tho novel technology almost requires the
research environment of a place like PSI, where a
permanent caroM observation, analysis of tho
functioning and adaptation to tho medical needs can
be maintained Without the pressure of n clinical
routine, Tho safety öspocls have been addressed
with priority, as patient treatments ato not allowed
until uncertainties In tho beam application, Its control
and the mechanical operation have been considered
and excluded as far as possible with all serloslty. An
extended safety report has been written and
presented to tho Swiss health authorities, who gave
thon tho permission for medical operation. The
Irradiation of spontaneous tumors In pet animals, as
described in the chapter Experimental Tumor
Therapy, has boon another preparatory work before
treating human patients, The whole performance of
these treatments allowed us to got early Information
on tho effcel of the scanned beam with its high dose
rale on living tumor- and normal tissue. The
positioning control of the anesthetized animals
relative to the beam was done by checking the
position " ' bony landmarks, mainly teeth.

tojb&A
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in collaboration with the BO düpartmont of PSI,
mainly Dr. Stefan Kirsch, iho development of a
soflwaro program to compare and match radiological
Imaging Information hag been Initiated, This Is
expected to allow In the futuio for an "automatic"
control of the pationt's position for each treatment
session by comparing with Ihe CT scout view for Iho
treatment planning and the first x-ray control on the
gantry, The highly precise deposition of the dose
requires an adequately precis« patient positioning
during the whole treatment courssJho molding of the
patient is a crucial part of the preparation for therapy,
It has to bo done with respect to tho Jurnor site, the
patient's comfort, Ihe reproduclbillly of this position,
tho physiological motions duo to mainly respiration
and also Ihe safety of tho patient on tho gantry.

Molding exorcises on members of the group of
radiation medicine have been done extensively. This
provided us with Important practical knowledge about
feasibility, tolerability of certain fixation techniques,
materials, time consumption etc., Finally wo decided
to e.g. chango Ihe material and to some oxlont the
form of Ihe shell which is holding the molds. Also the
performance of transport of the patient in Ihe mold to
tho CT scanner and the gantry has been tosled by
ourselves. Again, technical changes have been
made on Iho transporter device

The well known Indications for prötön
radiotherapy, mainly established by tho group at The
Harvard Cyclotron and Massachusetts General
Hospital In Boston, USA, are certainly to bo adopted
by any proton therapy place In the world. But new
technologies such as gantries and the PSI spot
scanning allow for and require a widening up of the
list of indications in order to justify the technical and
financial effort and to make an optimized radiation
treatment available for a larger number of patients.
The Swiss Radiation Therapy Centers, represented
by physicians and medical physicists, have
discussed and designed, in close collaboration with
the group at PSI, first treatment protocols to start
with. They shall provide established therapies as well
as new ones, respecting at tho same time the
starting phase of a novel project at a research
institute. So we will see patients with low grade
gliomas and meningeomas of the brain, skull base
tumors of different histology will &<? another cnsl'sngs
to show that the spot scan dose application is
beneficial. Sarcomas, the often large tumors in
different anatomical sites, have been treated
successfully with tho former dynamic spot scanning
of the pion project at PSI. As a consequence, they
will be also an indication for protons. The larger
tumors are, tho larger is iho unnecessarily irradiated
volume of normal tissue. Tho specific dose
distnbution we can achieve by tho scanned proton
beam will allow for sufficiently high tumor doses white
saving tho healthy surroundings substantially.
Patients with advanced prostate cancer, another
indication for tho beginning of tho project, arc also

expected to mainly benefit from the reduction of side
offect9 due to the doso tailoring,

A major amount of time has beon Invested In
comparative treatment planning for protons and
conventional beams in order to show tho
advantageous doso distribution of the canned
particle beam, This procedure Is tho fundamental one
for finding those tumor sites which will not only
benefit from but require proton therapy In the future,
The PSI project Is a prototype which has been
doslgnod as a starter for hospital based facilities.
One step In this direction is the Implementation of a
network between tho members of tho Proton Users
Group and PSI, giving the opportunity to share
patient Imaging data for radiation treatment planning
and comparing tho results In order to take
appropriate treatment decisions, At tho same lime
this will be training for both sides and a preparation
for tho users to include protons Into their routine
work.

Tho International PTCOG (Proton Therapy Co-
operative Group) has initiated tho Proton Radio-
Oncology Group PROG, who has designed treatment
protocols for the American centers in Boston and
Loma Linda, California, II Is planned to coordinate tho
Swiss and the PROG protocols in the future in order
(o got larger patient numbers for evaluation of proton
therapy, Though the original Input for the medical use
of protons came mainly from the centers in the
United States, by now, tho European activities have
become equally strong. PSI has inaugurated
Europe's first proton project with a gantry and
sufficiently high energies for the irradiation of deep
seated tumors. There are initiatives in other
European countries to plan and realize comparable
projects, relying on the PSI spot scanning technique.
Several beam lines with low energies for the
treatment of ocular tumors aro operational in Great
Britain, France, Sweden and soon in Germany, PSI
has set standards also in this particular field. The
future role v/ill be pioneering a new technology using
an established beam quality in order to maintain
radiation therapy as a modern, efficient and
unrenunciable element of cancer therapy.



3. Tho status of the PSI proton
therapy facility

E, PEDRONI, H, BLATTMANN, T, BOHOINQER, A, COHAY,
E, EQQcn, S, LIN, A, LOMAX, G, MUNKEL, B. ROSSI,
B. ScHAPrtJEn, H.U. STAUBLE

The proton therapy facility being presently
realized al PSI Ig characterized by a number of now
challenging technical developments;
1. the application of the dose by scanning a locmoö

proton boarr. directly within tho patient (spot
scanning method - with routine three-dimensional
conformation of the dose)

2. the development of tho second and most compact
Isocontric gantry for protons In fhe world and

3. tho optimization of patient handling (patient
transporter, dedicated CT unit, X-ray devices on
the gantry for patient positioning, proton
radiography equipment, combined uso of tho CT
data for treatment planning and for daily control of
tho patients position, Monte Carlo verification of
tho dose calculation algorithms, etc.).

A complete description of the technical aspects of tho
project has been published in the January 1995 Issue
of Medical PJiysJcs. We refer here to this paper for
the technical details of the facility design1.

Tho Installation öf the pretöfi gantry Is almost
completed and all devices are now In place
However, the technical equipment Is not completely
debugged and all tho dllforont operational procedures
havo still to bo optimized,

Thö photograph prossntöd In figure 1 shows the
proton treatment room as II appeared Ift SUfflfrW
1995,

Wo are presently In the middlo of the
commissioning phase of tho proton gantry and we
are pleased that the machine Is performing well and
Is in good agreement with the päfäfnöters öf the
design. The beam was first transmitted through the
gantry In summer of 1994, During tho remaining
beam period of 1994 wo developed the basic
Instrumentation for tho scanning of the beam, up to
the point that we were able to perform In September
1994 tho first treatment of a veterinary patient (a dog)
using tho scanned proton beam with the gantry in the
vertical position (collaboration with the Veterinary
Medical Clinic of tho University of Zurich, Dr. B.
Kaser-Hot2), After tho winter shutdown of tho PSI
accelerator, we continued with the treatment of
animal patients with spontaneous cancer throughout
1905, Those preliminary treatments provided
oxtromoly valuable practical experience In tho use of
the machine, II Is also very encouraging that at this
time our votorinary pationts aro all doing vory well.

Fig. 1: Photograph of the treatment room at PSI with the head of the proton gantry



Mööt of the beam llmo In 1995 has boon spont
commissioning the whole facility, Improving our
doslmetric methods and for the Installation of the
romalnlng components of Iho gantry, The main goal
of 1995 wa9 howovor not achieved, since the
treatment of tho flrel human patient has boon
postponed to the beginning of 1Ö96. the major
masons for net being ready to start with human
patients treatments In 1995 wore the unfinished
development of tho software doing the safety
checking of the steering of the beam (tho dose
controller software with its rolated practical
Implementation of the double redundant control of all
scanning devices) and tho late installation of the
electronics for tho third parallel method of switching
off the beam In tho event of an Interlock condition.
Both elements are nocossary for providing the safety
of the treatment using the spot scanning technique
on human patients. The low performance of tho
whole system (due to the Initially low reliability of the
single components of the mechanics, electronics and
computer systems) and poetical difficulties in the
doslmetric methods used for verifying the dose are
other additional weak points, which require rigorous
improvements, if we want to bo able to treat patients
on a routine basis in 1996. More work has to be
Invested in the debugging of the various components,
in a more strict definition of the treatment procedures
and in the speeding up of the doslmetric
measurements. Discipline and systematic work is
necessary to achieve the certainty to have everything
under control without possibilities of error, which is
required for human patient treatments. Better
conditions for this goal will be prepared during the
winter shut-down 1995-1996.

Comforting is the fact that no real major
conceptual problem was encountered so far during
the commissioning work. The chance to provide high
precision therapy to the benefit of the patients is
therefore becoming more and more a reality and in
spring 1996 we expect to be ready to start the
medical program in the new proton facility.

In the following we report on the most Important
results of the commissioning work performed in 1995.

3.1 The measured properties of the beam
of the gantry

The beam optics of the NA3 proton beam line and
of the gantry were designed to produce a small pencil
beam. The beam will be deposited directly in the
patient by scanning the focused beam.

The beam optics were designed to be invariant
with rotation of the gantry. Both beam lines. NA3 and
gantry, are therefore completely achromatic. The
beam optics are described in greater details in
reference [2].
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The properties of the beam coming out of the
gantry were measured at the energy of 177 MeV.
Figures 2,3 and 4 show examples of the x, y (the
transverse profiles in air) and of the z profiles (in
water) ot the beam, measured at tho isocenter ot the
gantry.

Tho size in air is 6.5 mm x 8 mm FWHM
respectively. The sizo reflects the dimensions of a 8
mm round collimator installed at the coupling point of
the NA3 beam line to tho gantry.

The transverse profiles at the isocenter were
measured at different gantry anglos and wore fitted
with a Gaussian distribution (the distribution and the
corresponding parameters of the fit are shown



respectively as the solid line and as the toxt at tho
bottom of figures 2 and 3),

Tho contor and the width of tbö profiles are
plotted , as a function of the gantry angle, In flguro 5
for tho transverse and In flguro 6 for tho dispersive
lateral direction of iho boam.

From both pictures we SGG that tho beam of tho
PSI gantry is woll conforod (with an arroröl less \bm
1 mm) on tho geometrical Isoconter of tho rnachlno
and that the width of the bgarn doos not significantly
change with gantry angle. This Is a very Important
result, especially for tho practical purpose of
simplifying treatment planning,

-[', -i -:. ' u :.' i
x (mm)

Fig. 5: Isocentrlcity of the beam of the gantry In the
nondispcrslvo transvorso direction. The
innermost trajectory ol points represents the
plot of the center of the beam projected on its
transverse direction (in the x and y plane) as
a function of the gantry angle. The external
points represent the projected width of the
beam (for comparison an exact circle Is also
shown as a dotted line).
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Fig. 6: Plot of the center and width of the beam in
the dispersive direction (z-axis) for different
angles of the gantry (the vertical axis).

Another important feature of the gantry beam
optics is the parallelism of the displacement of the
beam as a function of the setting of the sweeper
magnet. The magnetic scanning of the beam is
performed using a sweeper magnet, which is located
on the gantry beam line just ahead ol the 90'
bending magnet. Tho poles of this magnet were
designed with tiltod angles nnd with pole curvatures
in order to produce a displacement of the beam
parallel to its direction. The parallelism of tho swept

beam Is demonstrated by the gantry rnGasuromonts
of figure 7, which shows the Impact of tho boam on a
doslmetrlc film for 10 different settings ol the
sweeper magnet (each corresponding to a boam
displacement In tho dispersive plane of 2 cm), The
picture was taken repeatedly at 5 different dlstancos
from the hozzlö (in steps of 10 cm) along the beam
direction and by shilling tho film lalorally by 2 cm for
each depth, Tho picturo shows that the boam Is
shifted parallel to Itself and that the boam shape at
the exit of tho range shifter is more or less Invariant
with sweeper setting. The spGts usually used for the
treatment are located Immediately at the exit ol tho
rango shifter and correspond to the upper row of
points. Tho parallelism of the swept beam Is the most
dilficult condition to achieve for providing the full
orthogonality ol tho scanned boam (Cartesian
scanning) on tho PSI gantry.

• • * * * *e#ee

Fig. 7: Exposure of a X-ray film to different proton
dose spots applied as a function of the
sweeper setting (along the horizontal axis)
and at different depths in air (in 10 cm steps).
See also text.

Tho preliminary experience with the gantry
indicates that the beam optics calculations were
performed correctly and that the beam on the gantry
will satisfy all required criteria for an optimized
scanning of the beam.

3.2 Development of the patient handling
system

Another important goat has been achieved in
1995 with the realized integration of the computer
tomographic (CT) equipment into the whole treatment
procedure. The patient will be treated at PSI in the
supino position lying in an individual mold of rubber
foam. The patient will be prepared usually for the
treatment outside of the gantry room. A special
trolley will be used for the transport of the patient
immobilized in the treatment position in his couch.
The patient will be moved first from the preparation
room into the CT room, where he will undergo a first
positioning check using scout view images taken with
the CT unit. He will then be transported into the
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tfeötrnöhl room, Where ho will rocoive hl§ proton
treatment. The commercial CT table has boon
replaced by a new one developed at PSI (figure 8),
which provides a coupling of the couch from tho
transporter onto tho CT unit In tho samo way as this
Is done on tho gantry (figure 1), This provides the
automatic transfer of tho patlont's coordinates
between the different locations of tho treatment,
namely treatment planning and positioning control
with the CT and the actual irradiation on the proton
gantry.

For each patient the CT will be used to provide
the CT slices used for treatment planning. On this
occasion reference scout view images will bo taken
as well. Those will then be repeated before each
fraction (for a total of up to 30 fractions), thus
providing a direct check that the treatment planning

data stored In the computer and used for steering the
beam are also valid at the time of tho actual
treatment. Where possible, small positioning errors
will be corrected dlroctly by altering accordingly tho
steering of tho beam.

If necöür,ary an additional chock of the position of
tho patient can bo porformod directly on the gantry
using retractable supports with X-ray tube and film
holder.

References
[1] E.Pedfcnl et al, fvted. Phys. 22,37 (1SS5)

[2] E. Podroni and H.Enge, Mod. & Blol. Eng, &
Computing, 33,271 (199S)

Fig. 8: Modified CT table developed for the combined use of the CT for treatment planning and for the positioning
of the patient before treatment



4. Steering System

4.1 Steering

A, CORAY, E, PEDRONI, T, BÖHRINOER, S, LIN,

P, MURDOCK, M, EMMENEGGER, J, JIROUSEK

Tho fast spot scanning technique used at PSI Is
basically the delivery öf a sequence öf discrete
Irradiations at dofined positions (spots), Tho
movement of tho beam defining devices to the
subsequent spot position Is dons with the beam
ohuttor closed. Tho application of the next dose spot
Is possible only with the agreement of all steering
devices.

For the steering of the scanning a system with
two controllers has been developed (Fig. 1):

[MotiUftMJ

—J7ST]

| Monitor 2 |

Fig. 1: Schematic view of the steering devices and
interactions used (or the dynamic proton
therapy,

The therapy controller (TC) Is used to run the spot
application and to manage the interlock system. The
main hardware components are an RT-Vax in a VME
crate with a branch connection to Camac. The
rangeshifter, the sweeper and the watchdogs are
accessed through a dedicated subproccssor
(Combi). The table and gantry steering is done in a
OS9-system, which gets the positioning commands
from the therapy controller via ethernet.

The dose controller (DC) reads the position and
the delivered dose of the actual spot and compares
these values with the nominal data given in a
datatable. The DC hardware is based on another RT-
Vax with a connection to Camac to read the
rangeshifter, the hall probes and the beam monitors.
The modules for the readout of the absolute positions
of the table and gantry devices are in the VME crate.
The controlling of the application in the DC is done
using procedures, which are different and
independent of those of the therapy controller.

The therapy session is initiated by the operator
at the operation workstation by loading the two
steering dataliles into the frontends (TC and DC).
The proton beamline will then be set automatically
according to these data. An x-window based user

interface is under development. Tho identity of the
patient and individual positioning hardware is
checked using a bar-code reader (not yet realised).
The correct position of the patient In his mould can
bo verified with orthogonal x-rays and later with
proton radiographs, The operator thon starts tho
Irradiation and tho TC fakoa control over the scan
procoduro,

In Ihe automatic scan loop the TC sels the
steering devices to tho first spot position and loads
his countdown sealer with the spot dose. The DC
loads his countdown sealer from his own dalatable,
Both countdown sealers are fed from two
Indspondont parallelplale Ionisation chambers
(Monitor 1 and 2). When the roady signals from the
DC and all the steering devices are present, the TC
tolls the kicker to apply the beam, On this signal tho
DC starts reading the settings of the table-,
rangeshifter- and hall probes to check the position of
tho spot. The spot beam times range from 5 ms to
100 ms. The kicker can be closed at any time by a
"device not ready" transient or an interlock. The
beam at the patient Is then shut off within 50 usec.
The countdown sealer of the dose controller, which is
set to a higher d: *e than that of tho TC, is used as a
waicMog to stop the beam when the TC fails. When
the dose ocaler of the TC has counted down to zero
it closes the kicker and stops the dose controller
dose countdown, The DC is signalled to start tho
dose check and the evaluation of the two strip
chambers which monitor the beam position and
shape. The results are compared with the nominal
data for this spot and if accepted, both steering
controllers step forward to apply the next spot. At tho
end of the session the irradiation parameters are
logged and the operator moves the patient to the
coupling position in order to take him away from the
gantry.

The reliability of the steering has been tested
during the beam period of 1995. As a daily system
check a volume of 6x6x6 cm' inside a perspex
phantom was irradiated to a homogeneous dose of 2
Gray. The doses were measured in the centre of the
volume and at the distal fall off using ionisation
chambers. Figure 2 show the measured doses in the
centre of the volume which have a standard deviation
of 1%.

In this l<sam period the dose controller could be
taken into operation only partially. We plan to get all
the important devices working for the start of the new
beam period and introduce some improvements in
the steering software.

This steering system could only be realised
thanks to the valuable support from PSI division B8.
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4.2 Security

The main purpose of the security system is to
prevent any unplanned irradiation of the patient, not
to Irradiate to a wrong dose or at a wrong position
and to know the given dose at any moment. The
dose rate at the spot centre in our machine is several
Gray per seconds high. A security system with
redundant elements and a dose controlling based on
diverse physical processes has been built. Figure 3
shows a schematic view of the beam shutters and
controllers and some of the devices which can
generate an interlock.
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Fig. 3: Sketch of the security system used for the
dynamic proton therapy.

The main beam shutters are: 1. The fast kicker,
a magnet to deflect the beam out ot the beamline. 2.
BD1 and MDF1, 3 and 12 cm thick copper beam
blockers which are shut into the beamline. 3. The
beam splitter, a slow electrostatic beam deflecting
element. The response times of these devices are
given in table 1.

Element

Fast Kickor
Beam Stopper, BD1
Beam Stoppor, MDF1
Boam Splillor

Response
Time
0,05 msec
100 msec
500 msec
1 sac

Dose
(at SGy/s)
0,025 cGy
50cQy
?50 cQy
500 cGy

Tab, 1: Beam stopping dovlcos: Response times and
resulting doses to the patient In case of
failure of the previous element.

To apply a spot tho kickor opens only if no
Interlocks aro present and all steering dovlcoo aro in
"ready status".

At the end of each spot the kickor stops the
beam. This Is supervised by the dose controller
countdown sealer and two watchdogs. These two
watchdogs set an upper limit in time (400 ms) and
dose (1 Gy) to the spot duration. The kickor status
(On or Off) is compared with the nominal status. An
independent Ionisation chamber is used to check that
the beam Is off when the kicker is closed.

If the kicker generates an Interlock all beam
shutters close,

The fast kicker Is not a true security element
because with magnet current zero the beam goes
through. The beam stoppers BD1, MDF1 and the
splitter are all connected to one common control unit.
To improve the safety, we plan to Introduce a second
parallel control unit for the beam stoppers,

All interlocks generated by the therapy controller
(Interlock 1) and the dose controller (Interlock 2) will
simultaneously close the fast kicker and BD1.

The status fed back from BD1 is compared to the
rate of a beam monitor. If BD1 is closed and the
monitor signals beam on, MDF1 and the beam
splitter are activated.

In patient therapy mode interlocks can not be
bridged. An ongoing therapy has to be stopped if an
interlock is not resettable. The parameters which
indicate the position within a therapy run are
displayed in power fail-safe sealers. The fraction of
dose already applied is therefore known in every
case.

A detailed report of the security measures has
been written and will be analysed by external
experts.

Acknowledgements: The interlock system was
realised in close collaboration with the accelerator
control group.
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5. Improvements to the treatment
planning software

B, SCHAFFNER, A. LOMAX, E, PEDRONI

5.1 Introduction

The basic troatmont planning software used for
the PSI spot scan technique was written by S.Scheib
[1] as his thesis, The typical dose delivered by a
proton beam shows a high dose area at the end of its
range (Bragg curve). Therefore if is important to
predict very accurately Ihe range of the proton beam-
Based on the analysis of range uncertainties and
comparisons to a Monte Carlo simulation (2), somo
improvements In the accuracy of the dose calculation
could be achieved and will be described hero, They
will become especially important In complicated
anatomical situations, where the beam passes
through body inhomogeneities parallel to the beam.

5.2 Range uncertainty calculations

A computer tool to calculate range uncertainties of
protons passing through an fnhomogeneous material
was developed. The first idea behind this work was
to provide an ostimation of the over - and under
dosage of the healthy tissue and the tumor
respectively. Fig.1 shows the beams-eye-view of
expected range uncertainties calculated for the CT
image of a head. The critical areas i.e. the auditory
canal, the nasal cavities and the edge of the scull
show up well, while there seem to be no problems if
the beam comes in perpendicular to the scull. Tho
graphical display of the 3D distribution of range
uncertainties can be used for choosing the beam
direction in a way to avoid problems with a badly
defined range.

Experiments with the proton radiography confirm
these results [3,4].

-*/-/—1 • • •

so
Fig. 1:

00

Contour plot of range uncertainties for the
beams-eye-view of a proton beam going
through a head. The picture shows the upper
part of the head, the nose is to the left.

The best strategy is to avoid ihQao critical areas,
Out doponding on tho tumor site and shape, (his Will
not always bo possible. Monts Carlo (MC)
calculations can be used for predicting the accuracy
of the treatment and wore chosen here for further
Investigations, An arbitrary target In ihe head was
defined and a therapy plan was calculated with the
beam coming in along the auditory canal, This is an
example of a very critical situation which will be
avoided In praxis whenever possible, Though the
results from the treatment planning looked very good,
tho MC simulations (Rg.2, Appendix 1) showed
drastic effects on the dose distribution due to the
combined effects of Multiple Coulomb scattering and
energy loss in complex inhomogeneities, not taken
properly into account by the analytical calculation,
The differences between analytical calculation and
MC dose for these cases are not acceptable, This
was the reason to develop an improved dose
calculation algorithm which would more realistically
describe effects of density variations within tho beam
path.

5.3 Improved calculation of inhomo-
genoity effects and the pencil beam
shape

5.3.1 Tho pencil beam model

The pencil beam model is described in more detail
elsewhere [1]. Yet a short overview is given here.

All calculations of doses refer to look-up-tables
(LUT) of depth-dose-dlstributions and depth-slgma-
distributions in water. These LUTs are based on the
Bethe-Bloch equation and they also take into account
the effects of Multiple Coulomb scattering and
nuclear Interactions. The fateral shape of the beam Is
assumed to be Gaussian. With the integral dose and
the sigma width taken from the LUTs the Gaussian Is
fully defined for each depth, thus describing the 3D
shape of a pencil beam in water.

The stopping power equivalent density (a value
indicating the energy loss of the beam) of all pixels of
the 3D CT data are added up along the beam path
for each spot position (We call this the 'water
equivalent depth'). A pencil beam shaped dose is
scaled in depth by these values. That way the
treatment planning code takes into account body
inhomogeneities only along the central axis of the
beam. It doesn't account for changed Multiple
Coulomb scattering effects due to air cavities in the
body and docs not consider inhomogeneities outside
the central axis. A proper correction is applied
however for the additional spreading of the beam
through the air gap between range shifter and
patient.

An optimization procedure is usually run to
calculate the beam parameters which are expected
to give the best conformation of the dose to the
target.
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5.3.2 Modifications to tho original pencil baam
modol

By passing through inhomogeneitles the lateral
beam profile can become strongly non-Gaussian,
which moans that tho assumption tho algorithm Is
basod on doosn't hold any moro, In ordor to improvo
our analytical doso calculation model, WQ decided to
calculate- tho wator oquivalont depth parallel to the
central axis of the beam for each point within the
area influenced by one spot separately.

The LUTs for the deposited dose and the sigma
are now applied to each point individually. Thus WQ
got an individual 3D shaped pencil beam with non«
Gaussian lateral profilos for each spot position,

The optimization is then performed using these
distorted pencil beams.

With those modifications wo expect to describe
tho pencil beam within the body more accurately.

While this might not be true for every situation, for
the beams used on the PSI gantry, the now analytical
model seems to produce belter results.

Duo to the effects of body inhomogeneities the
dose distribution calculated with the new algorithm
(Rg.3, left, Appendix 2) looks at first sight worse than
the one from the old model, but it is more realistic. To
demonstrate this we used again MC calculations,
Fig,3, (right, Appendix 2) shows the resulting doso
distribution. It can easily be seen that the shape ties
up well with that predicted by the new analytical
model,
Since the final goal is to produce a better dose
distribution, we usually analyze and compare dose
volume histograms [5], Histograms were calculated
for the dose distributions described above, but only
for the lower part of the target, thus including mainly
the critical structures. For improved clarity only doses
above 70% are shown (Fig.4). There is a large
discrepancy between the histogram predicted by the
old pencil beam model (dashed line) and the
corresponding MC calculation (solid line). Between
the new model (dash-dotted line) and the
corresponding MC calculation (dash-dot-dot-dotted
line) the discrepancy is much smaller. Comparing the
two MC calculations the clear advantage of using the
new model over the old one can be seen.

70 90 100 110
Doso (%)

Analytical (old)
— MC (old)
.__.. Analytical (now)

MC (now)

120

Patient: 944400

5.4 Absolute dose calculation

As an additional change In tho software, the
calculation of tho absolute doso was Included, This
means, that the dose predicted by tho planning is
given in tho doso unit 'Gray' and has a fixed
relationship with the number of protons prescribed for
each spot position, i,o, tho beam weights, The dose
prescribed by tho physician can bo assigned to any
doso lovel as a simple factor to the beam weights.

Thus we have a prediction of the absolute dose at
every point.

The theoretical calculation was checked with
measurements on tho gantry and was shown to bo
right [6],

5.5 Summary

Some changes were introduced in tho therapy
planning software. Comparisons with MC calculations
showed that tho now analytical model is a better
algorithm for tissue heterogeneities. This applies
especially to complicated anatomical cases, which
should be avoided preferably by selecting another
beam angle, A range uncertainty calculation helps
avoiding those situations, The introduction of
absolute dose calculations makes the prescription of
the dose easier to handle and provides an additional
safety check for the delivery of the dose.
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Fig.4: Dose volume histograms of the analytically
calculated doses and the MC simulation.
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6. Dose verification

B, SCHAFFNER, H. BLATTMANN, T, BÖHRINGER,

A. CORAY, S, LATHAM, S. LIN, A, LOMAX, E. PEDRONI

6.1 Introduction

Qoforo ony doso Is dolivorod to a patient, tho
treatment plan - that Is the dose level and the shape
of the field - has to be verified, At tho moment this Is
done using mainly lonization chambers and films.
During 1995 much of the beam time was used for
plan verification. Some of the results will be
presented here.

6.2 Dose verification in a perspex phan-
tom

6.2.1 Vorification of treatment plans

Since the verification of a plan is very difficult to
perform in inhomogeneous modia, we use a stack of
perspex plates. Of course, the dose distribution in the
perspex will not be the same as In the patient. We
therefore wrote a program to simulate the dose in the
perspex phantom with the same beam data applied
to it as It will be applied to the patient. This new dose
distribution is then used for verification.

To simplify dosimetry, the surface of the perspex
phantom should always be perpendicular to the
beam incident direction. This situation is realized on
the gantry with a special holder for the perspex
plates, which can be adjusted to any gantry angle.

For the dog treatments, a verification of the plan
consisted in irradiating films and measuring the dose
at certain positions • in the center as well as in the
distal and lateral fall-off of the fields - with ionization
chambers. These measurements were then
compared to the values predicted by the treatment
planning.

Since each dose point has to be measured
separately running the full dynamic scan, this is very
time consuming. Therefore there is no way to use
this method for routine treatment of patients. Further
developments • as listed in the last section of this
report - are necessary to improve the situation.

6.2.2 Dosimetric measurements to check the
doso calculation software for large air
gaps and many range shifter plates.

Though we are steadily improving the reliability
and accuracy of our dosimetric systems, we still have
significant uncertainties - the most relevant of them
being setup errors and the reliability of the ionization
chambers. It is therefore possible that these effects
hide problems in the planning software. With
fluorescent screens we could see a drastic change of
the size of the beam spot when varying the number
of range shifter plates and the space between the

range shifter and tho screen (air gap)* Therefore we
wore concerned especially about the modeling In the
treatment planning calculation of the Multiple
Coulomb Scattering (MCS) due to the range shifter
plates followed by a large air gap. To make sure that
everything is properly done, we planned and verified
irradiations with extreme situations concerning these
parameters,

In a homogeneous perspex phantom the
Irradiation of a box shaped field was planned. Usually
wo aim to plan with as few rango shifter plates and
as small an air gap as possible, thus keeping the
pencil beam small and allowing a precise irradiation,
To see the effects of MCS we planned with dllferent
air gaps and different numbers of range shifter
plates, Fig,1 shows the measurements for the worst
case, that is 25-35 range shifter plates followed by air
gaps of 5,15 and 40 cm, which results in very wide
spots, Even the data for the 40 cm air gap fits well to
the calculated curve, The slight shift of the 40 cm«
data - which does not show up In the 5 cm- and
15 cm-data and in the data for other sets of range
shifter plates - is probably due to a setup uncertainty.

From these measurements we conclude that the
modeling of the Multiple Coulomb Scattering is good,
even for many range shifter plates and large air
gaps.
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Fig. 1: Predicted dose profiles and measured points
for the irradiation of a box shaped field in a
perspex phantom. 25-35 range shifter plates
and three different air gaps where used.

6.3 Dosimetry in inhomogeneous mate-
rials

Short of performing in vivo dosimetry, the best
way of simulating a real treatment is by using an
Alderson phantom. This is a body shaped phantom
made of a human skeleton and tissue equivalent
materials, cut in slices and with holes to allow the
placement of dosimeters.

For the first measurements in the Alderson
phantom a simple geometry was chosen. The head
was put on the treatment table in the upright position
with the beam coming vertically through the scull. We
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planned the irradiation of a rectangular target volume
In tho lower part of tho brain. By choosing a regular
shape of tho targot we expected it to be ea9ior to
detect orrors In tho dose calculation, To get moro
flexibility In choosing tho points whoro wo wantod to
measure tho dose, tho lower part of the head was
substituted by a stack of perspex plates, one of them
with a hole to hold the lonlzatlon chambor, Wo
modified tho CT data accordingly to simulate the
perspex plates and recalculated the dose using tho
same scanning as prescribed by the planning
program. Body Inhomoggneltles for each single
pencil beam are taken Into account In tho same way
as doscrlbed In tho therapy planning section [1], The
proton stopping power for perspex is higher than that
of the brain equivalent material, Consequently the
recalculated doso in that area will be distorted
towards the beam entrance, This arrangement with
the perspex plates also allows us to use a stack of
films with a spacing of 3 mm,

We did the experiment with two different gantry
angles • 0° and 45°, Flg.2 shows a frontal cut through
the original CT data, the target we planned to and the
dose distribution wo can achieve with a 45° beam
angle. Of course we would choose a different gantry
angle for a real patient to spare bettor part of tho
brain. Fig.3+4 show a horizontal and a vertical profile
respectively through the predicted dose calculations.
The crosses are measurements taken with an
ionization chamber. The agreement between
measurement and calculation is good,

Fig.2: Frontal cut through the CT image of the head
of the Alderson phantom. The target volume
and the dose distribution for the 45° case are
overlaid.

Fig,3: Expedod doso profilos and measured points
along the horizontal lines Indicated In Flg.2.

..,.„,»""•

o o f . ,..

. 1 1

Fig. 4: Expected dose profiles and measured points
along the vertical lines indicated in Fig.2.

6.4 Outlook

Though we achieved some good results, there is
a lot of room for improvement of our dosimetric
systems. For regular patient treatment it is essential
to get reliable dosimetric measurements in a short
time,

Measurements will be done using two ionization
chambers at the same lime and next to each other
for a permanent control of the performance of the
measuring system. Further plans include an array of
ionization chambers to measure a whole profile in
one run and a specially designed water column of
variable size to change the depth of measurement
remotely and independently of the beam incident
angle. To be able to compare film measurements
quantitatively with the predicted dose distribution we
will digitize the films. Especially for in vivo dosimetry
thermoluminescence - and alanine detectors are
being discussed. In the case of the alanine, tests
were done in collaboration with the Istituto Superiore
di Sanitä in Rome (2].
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7< Studios of a grid chahibof lot faäi
on line dosimotry:

S. LIN, D, CALABRESE*, A, CORAY, E. PEDRONI

7.1 Introduction

The most crucial component of the spot-scanning
technique l9 the boam monitor, which measures tho
Integrated lonlzation current from the proton beam
and determines the dose dellvery.To achlovo a dose
precision of 1% per spot, the collection time of the
chamber must bo less than 120 MS. It has been
proved that tho fast beam flux monitor ( monitor 1)
we are using fits our doslmetry requirements,!"!]
However, it is very sensitive to mlcrophonic effects,
because the voltage planes are mads of strechod
thin mylar foils (25\im). In ordor to avoid tho
mlcrophonlc disturbance caused by the set and reset
of the range shifter plates[1], we set a 100 ms beam
delivery delay after every plate set {refer to Figure 5
) and a 300 ms delay after the reset of the plates,
This extends unnecessarily the treatment time.

To Improve the monitor system, a grid chamber,
which has been used traditionally as a detector for
energy measurements of heavy ions,[2,3] has been
developed ( soo Figura 1 ) and its characteristics
have been studied, according to the requirements of
our on line dosimetry system. The chamber is filled
with pure nitrogen gas at one atmosphere pressure.
A high purity (99,9997 %) of the nitrogen gas Is
required in order to avoid electron attachment by the
electronegative impurities,
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Fig. 1: Schematic diagram of the grid chamber, r =
0.05 mm, d = 1.0 mm, p - 10.0mm, q*30.0
mm. The integration current is collected at
the anode.

With a 1-cm width Gaussian beam, we must have
a 3 cm chamber spacing, which results in an ion
collection time of 1.2 ms if a polarizing voltage of 3
kV is applied. Therefore, a Frisch grid must be used
to screen electrically the positive ions and then the
chamber collection time will dominantly depend on
the electron drift which is thousands times faster than
the ion driit.1.2]

7,2 Studies of the characteristics of the
grid chamber.

Our chamber must havo the following properties;
(1) Collection time < 120 (is, l.o. the shielding of tho
po'jitivo Ions must bo as efficient as possible. But at
tho same time the collodion of olectron9 by the grid
must bs avoided; (2) The chamber gain should not
depend on tho boam Intensity, I.e. it must havo a
good and stable electron transmission efficiency and
negligible recombination; (3) Negligible mlcrophonlc
effect,

7.2.1 Collection time and grid shielding inof-
flcloncy:

For a short collection time, the "Inefficiency" ( o )
of the grid shielding, I.G, the ratio of charge induced
on tho anode plate to tho positive lonlzation charge,
must bo as small as possible ( a fow %). a depends
upon the geometrical construction of the chamber,
We have[2]

<3
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Fig. 2: The delays of the chamber output currents
after the beam has been turned off. Monitor
1: polarizing voltage V = 2000 V, plate
spacing = 0.5cm; the grid chamber: Vc = -
1400 V, Vg= - 600 V, Va- 0 V. The rise times
of the electronic amplifiers = 10 \is. The'T"
signs indicate the time when the fast kicker
has been switched off.

(1)

where / = 4 (

With our parameters, we have o <= 1.8 %.
The grid chamber has a plate spacing

L = (p + q) = 4 cm and if the polarizing voltage
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-1400V, it should have a Ion collection llmo ol

0,6ms ( if u
nltrogon).

Flguro 2 shows »hat Ihe delay of the grid chamber
signal Is lass lhan 40 u.s, and Iha reaction lime öl the
(äsl kfckef Is äböUl 40 Us, The experiment has
proved thai Ilia anode sees dornlnanlly Ihe electrons,

7.2.2 Recombination and electron transmission
efficiency of the grid chamber:

(a) Recombination te§t:
Some of the lonlzatlon charges in tho gas can

meet and neutralize others of opposite sign before
they reach tho collector, I.e. Ihe output current of an
lonizatlon chamber can be reduced from Its
saturation current by recombination (see Flguro 3).

o

8
n

XI

I- . 4

0 .'.'

n

Polarizing FioWl

Fig. 3: Tha saturation curve ol a piano chamber with
a chamber spacing of 3.5 cm. Gas: nitrogen.
Tho proton beam current ** 0.1 nA.

According to Figure 3, we must have a polarizing
field

(2)E g > 200 Won

in order to avoid the recombination.

(b) The electron transmission efficiency ( n ) Is Ihe
proportion of tho lonization electrons which reach the
anode raiher than the grid. For a stronger signal, n.
must be as large as possible. We have [2]

= 1 when Mt^l+P
Eo 1-p

when —£• <

Otherwise

Kli

\iV Ep " K

(3)

'it

Z7/̂ , 4; A comparison of oxperimontal results and
theoretical calculation of the electron
transmission efficiency versus K p / E 0 ,

Theoretical curve: solid lino; experimental
curves: beam current « 0.1nA, ;
beam current» 0.04nA:

Figure 4 illustrates Ihe differences between Ihe
experimental results and the theoretical calculation,
which are caused by (ho charge effed on KQ . When

the beam current Increases, the ionizalion charge
density Increases and the r\ curves are shifted

tovirda higher values with respect to tho theoretical
curve. To avoid the above charge effect, we must
work in the flat region of the curve of Figure 4, in
which all tho electrons by-pass the grid, and n, a 1,
Tho fluctuation of E y due to tho charge effect has

then no influence on i\. With our construction, we
must have

E P /E 0 >2. (4)
(c) We have tested tho beam intensity influence on
the outp . current of tho grid chamber. Taking
monitor 1 as a reference, we have measured the
ratios of the ouiput currents of the grid chamber to
that of monitor 1 with the beam currents 0.1 nA and
0.04 nA respectively. We have found that the
corresponding ratio difference at these two currents
is 0.7%. when Vc a -1400 V. Vg a . 600 V (Ep = 600
Wan. Eo = 267 V/em). And it Vc * M 5 0 0 V, Vg = -
600 V (Ep a 600 V/crn, Eo = 233 V/cm ), the ratio
difference becomes 2.9 %.

7.2.3 Microphonic effect tests

A comparison of the microphonic effect of monitor
1 and the grid chamber is shown in Figure 5. Tho
microphonic disturbance to tho grid chamber is
smaller lhan the noise background, therefore can not
been observed
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Fig. 5: Comparison of the mlcrophonlc effect of
monitor 1 and the grid chamber caused by
the range shifter setup.The two chambers
are at tho same distances from the range
shifter. The analog signals of the lonlzatlon
currents of the two monitors are of tho order
of IV.

7.3 Conclusion

Wo havo measured the dose precision with the
grid chamber and compared rt with those of monitor 1
and 2 [1]. The results are as follows: with a beam
spot duration of 15 ms, the dose errors due to the
reaction time of the system [ including electronic
amplifiers (10 u.s), the fast kicker and the monitors]
are 0.68% with the grid monitor, 0.68% with monitor
1, and 1.72% with monitor 2. Our studios havo
proved that a grid chamber working with pure
nitrogen, constructed properly and with the
appropriate electronic parameters can be used for
our fast on line dosimetry. The above work was a
cooperation with Prof. Dr. P. Rueggsegger*s student,
D. Calabrese, of the Institute of Biomedical
Techniques, ETH Zürich.
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8. Experimental Tumor Therapy
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*Vot. mod. Clinic, Veterinary University Hospital,
Winterthurerstr. 260, 8057 Zurich

•Institute for Vst. Pathology, Veterinary University
Hospital, Wlntorthurorstr, 260,8057 Zurich

'Institute for Medical Radlöblölogy University of
Zurich and PSI

'Medical PET Program, PSI
'Memorial Sloan «ottering Cancer Center In Now
York

'University Hospital, Geneva

8.1 Introduction

The experimental tumor therapy program has
been established at PSI with the goal to supply the
human radio-oncology with Important data
concerning feasibility and safely öf the treatment with
proton3 of 200 MoV on tho gantry. Lotor It will
contribute with dose escalation studies important
information for the optimization of conforrnal proton
treatment, Protocols havo been designed for
carcinomas of the oral cavity, nasal tumors and soft
tissue sarcomas. To gel enough patients eligible for
the protocols a working patient referral system had to
bo established. 138 patients have been entered so
far into the program from all over Switzerland and
neighbouring countries (Fig, 1,). Radiotherapy has to
be provided for a much wider spectrum of indications
than just the ongoing protocols. (Fig. 2., Fig 3.) As
expected, most of the animals referred up to now did
not fall Into the protocol for proton therapy on the
gantry or for the 72 MeV OPTIS beam lino. For those
patients an alternative therapy had to be offered.
Approximately twice as many patients as in 1994
have been treated with electrons between 8 and 31
MeV with the Betatron of the Institute for Medical
Radiobiofogy at Zurich. These animals have received
a good treatment for their disease, but they also
provide the base for comparison with the proton
radiation reaction on normal tissues and tumors.

Apart from conformal irradiation, a potential for
improving radiooncological results is seen in
individualized treatment based on biological
parameters. This could either Influence the total dose
given or the fractionation. Potential doubling time,
(Tpo,), is considered important information for these

decisions. 44 biopsies of animals have been
analyzed in the second year of tho project to set up a
data base.
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If tlio spatial distribution of dividing colls could bo
determined in vivo, this could in the long run lead to
customized dose distributions In tumors, giving
higher doses to heavily proliferating areas and lower
doses to nocrotlc regions of tho turnor, This should
give rlsa to better therapy results. Precursors of the
DNA, labelled with positron emitters, and visualized
In a positron emission tomography (PET) camera aro
the candidates for this technique.

8,2 Radio-Oncology

0,2.1 Proton therapy with 72 MeV

Since the beginning of the project 19 animals, 10
cats, 6 dogs and 1 turtle have been Irradiated In tho
Opllg boam lino. With tho exception of two cases
whoro the treatment was on tho paws, all of tho
tumors were In the head area, primarily on the nose.
Tho diagnosis was equamous coll carcinoma In 14
cases, melanoma in 3 cases, basal cell tumor in 1
case and round coll tumor In 1 case. The tumor
volume had a moan size of 2.4 cm3 ±1.3 cm3.

8,2.2 Proton therapy on tho gantry

Ono goal (or the first treatments of dog9 on the
gantry was lo Jlnd out If the combination of Die high
doso rato, typical for tho spot scanning, combined
with the Increased lonlzatlon density In the Bragg
peak would lead to substantially Increased biological
effectiveness for normal tissue. A second goal was to
establish the procedures for the preparation of the
animals and to test the feasibility and practical
applicability of the irradiation technique.

The number of animals has been limited to leave
ample time for the completion of the commissioning
of the machine and the physics measurements. Only
one animal at any time was under treatment
throughout the porlod. In order to keep tho option of
the first human patient irradiation before the end of
the beam period 1995 open, no animals were treated
after August.

The choice of the beam entrance angle was
limited to a vertical beam from the top, with the
exception of the last animal prepared in August which
unfortunately died before the beginning of the proton
treatment.

Preparation and treatment ot canine patients on
the proton gantry is currently still far from routine.
(Fig. 4) Many questions, practical and technical ones,
arise when actually performing tho mold production,
treatment planning or subsequent treatment.
Therefore some parameters as dose per fraction or
planning target volume contour had to bo adjusted
between fractions. The irradiation Is also critically
dependent on a stable operation of tho cyclotron.
Some of the changes in fractionation protocols wero
related to lost fractions due to unplanned cyclotron
shutdowns.
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Fig. 4: Dog patient on gantry for treatment

Only one energy of 177 MeV was available. As a
consequence of this high energy and a range shifter
covering only 20 cm of the 23 cm range of the proton
beam, bolus material had to be placed in front of the
target In patients with treatment volumes including the
body surface (skin). Treatments wore done using only
vortical ports and a single beam. Treatment planning
for two beam ports both at a 45° angle from the
vertical was performed for one animal.

Treatment position was verified by determining the
coordinates of lead markers from iho CT images and
verifying these markers with a plumb line with the
animal on the gantry. In addition, anatomic landmarks,
such as bony protuberances or teeth were used as
reference points for verification of the treatment field
also using plumb lines. For the last patient a
positioning laser light was installed. In contrast to
traditional radiation set ups on linear accelerators with
static treatments, the radiation oncologist had no
visible light definition of the treatment field. The
positioning of the animal inside the treatment box with
iis Individual mold was analysed with radiographs
taken on Iho gantry whenever possible. Positioning
errors were of the order of several mm and decreased
with the introduction of fixation masks. While fixation
of the canine teeth for irradiation in the head improved
the rcproducibility substantially, skin marks checked
by plumb-line or laser proved to be of little use.

In this initial phase overy canine patient treated
was like a project In itself. The time involved for the

veterinarian crew for each irradiation, including travel
from Zurich to Villigen and back, was half a day or
more.

More than one year after therapy, the first dog
treated for an Infiltrative lipoma in the hind leg is still
alive. The tumor Is under control and no difference ID
the skin reaction between entrance and exit region is
visible.

The animals treated in 1995, (a perianal
myxolibrosarcoma, a maxillary fibrosarcoma and an
anaplastic nasal sarcoma), all made it possible to
observe the proton entrance and exit region on the
skin or the mucosa. In vivo dosimetry wifh an
ionization chamber or TLD's was performed whenever
possible. But even with the more reproducible
measurement by ionization chamber dose differences
from fraction to fraction of 10 % wera not uncommon.

8.3 Predictive assay

Predictive assays would contribute by selecting the
optimal treatment technique and fractionation for
individual patients. Together with (MR this technique
was established for the experimental tumor therapy
program. Beginning in January 1995 animal tumor
patients were given Bromodeoxyuridine (BrdUrd)
intravenously. Samples from 44 tumors have been
collected for histologic and flow cytometric analysis in
10 feline tumors and In 28 canine tumors.
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Tho animals Werg given intravenous
dooxyuridinQ 4 to 6 hours before a tumor biopsy was
dono, BrdUrd Is t\ thymldlno analogue and Is
Incorporated Into DNA during S-phai-e. During tho
lime Interval between Injection and biopsy, cells that
havo Incorporated BrdUrd progress a distance
through tho coll cycle, From tho movement of BrdUrd
labeled colls through thg cell cycle, the length of S
phase can bo calculated using blvarlato flow
cytometric analysis. A monoclonal antibody was usod
to Identify BrdUrd labeled cells. Tho same cell
population was also stained for DNA content with
propidium Iodide and the labeling index, the fraction of
colls synthesizing DNA, derived. Tho potential
doubling time, or Tpot, which is tho doubling time of a

population of cello taking into account tho growth
fraction, but not tho cell loss, can also bo determined.
Tpot values of a wldo range between 1 and 140 days

have been measured, These values will be related to
tumor control for those animals which underwent
radiotherapy. The injoction of BrdUrd into tumor
patients and subsequent collection of tumor tissue
samples was done at the School of Veterinary
Medicine by U, Schwyn, a doctoral student, and tho
flow cytometric analysis of tumor samples performed
at tho Paul Scherror Institute,

8.4 Tumor diagnostics v/ith PET

Oncological imaging is an important part of cancer
therapy, Ideally this should not only define the
anatomical location and extent of the neoplasm, but
should also include information on proliferation activity
in subvolumes of the tumor, The tool for this
investigation is PET. In a collaboration with the PET
program at PSI, the experimental tumor therapy
program has demonstrated its usefulness in
establishing new diagnostic techniques. The aim of
the collaboration with R. Blasberg, Memorial Sloan
Kettering Cancer Center in New York, and J.-E.
Ryser, University Hospital Geneva, is to compare the
positron emitters 124IUdR and 76BrBUdR tor tumor
proliferation measurement in vivo. Within this program
one cat with a squamous cell carcinoma of the
mandible has been studied with 124IUdR and one dog
with a mast coll tumor has been scanned with
76BrBUdR as pilot study. The two animals have been
PET scanned at various intervals after injection to
study the distribution of the isotopes in normal and
tumorous tissues as well as the kinetics of the
washout. The development of a method to measure
cell proliferation non-invasively, by imaging, would be
an important progress in oncology. The measure-
ments could be repeated easily, to monitor the
proliferation rate of tumor cells after initiation of
therapy, they should avoid the sampling artefacts of
all the methods which require a tissue biopsy.

We have started to test in veterinarian patients a
new tracer, 76Br«BidU, which has been developed
recently in PSI for this application (see PSI Annexes

II, 1993 and 1994), Qprnparlsons mpcjs in mlee with
131l-ldU In the laboratory öf radlopharrnaey (PSI)
support the choice of 70Br-BrdU. In addition lo the
physical characteristics of 7GBr, which favour 76Br-
BrdU, the rocovory of 70Br (% ln|octed dose per gram)
in tho rnlco organs was much higher than that of 1 3 1 I ,
and the ratio between tissues with a high density of
rapidly proliferating colls (l,o„ tho Intestinal wall) and
muscle was as high as 10,

In tho first study of tho tracer In a dog treated for a
spontaneous mastocytoma tumor, tho uptake of 76Br-
BrdU in Ifr? tumor could bo easily visualized and
measured by positron emission tomography (PET),
while the recovery in blood was similar to that
published by others for 131 l-ldU in human patients.

8.5 Conclusions

Concerning the voxel scan application technique
for protons, it can be concluded that no drastic
differences between the RBE In the distal part of a
treatment volume and the entrance region of tho
particles havo been detected. This statement can bo
made despite the fact that the dose In the fall-off,
especially in the distal region, was not known
precisely,

The viability of a spontaneous animal tumor model
Is dependent on a large palJent base to be able lo
select the tumors oligiblo for ongoing studios, Tho
referral rate of patients to establish this base has
been demonstrated, This referral however can only be
maintained if, in addition to the patients entering a
study, therapy can be offered also to patients not
accepted for any ongoing research protocol. For a
pilot phase, the possibility of treating patients with the
Betatron at tho IMR at half an hour distance from the
Veterinary Medical School is acceptable. In the long
run it is necessary, from a scientific view as well as
from the point of view of cost-effectiveness, to have a
more modern treatment facility, i.e. a used Linac for
photons and electrons at tho veterinary school. This is
of special importance when the program makes the
transition from the feasibility study and tho
commissioning of a new technique to the phase of
establishing the biological base for a dose escalation
for proton therapy.

We further conclude that for a long range
perspective it is important that in addition to radiation
therapy, other cancer therapy modalities, surgical
oncology and medical oncology, be also available.

This work is supported by grants: of the Swiss
National Science Foundation (31-40482.94), the
Sassola Foundation and tho Wolformann Nägeli
Foundation.
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9, OPTIS

E, EGGER, L. ZGGRAFQS', T. BÖHRIWGER, L. BERCHER',
L CHAMOT', Q. MUNKEL, H. BLATTMANN, C. QAILLOUD*

'H6pltal Ophtalmlquo Jules Gonln, Lausanne

9.1 Introduction

The OPTIS program continued with success In
1995. We treated 222 patients, the largest number of
patients treated In one year since the start of (he
project in March 1984. In Novombor 1095 wo
celebrated Ihe treatment of the 2000!h patient, As the
experience of Ihe last yoars has shown, the
availability of other proton Irradiation facilities for
ocular tumors in Western Europe has had no negative
Influence on the referal of patients to us, Since two
facilities are operational In France { one In Nice and
one In Orsay ), nearly no patients are refered to us
any longer from this country. The experience of our
group however is so well established that some few
very difficult cases are still refered to us from Franco.
The loss of french patients was however
compensated by an increase of patients from Italy and
by Ihe application of proton beam irradiation to other
Indications than uveal melanomas such as age related
macula degeneration or hemanglomas.

9.2 Summary of the activities of 1995

The OPTIS group is currently not able to produce
new results compared to which was written in the last
report. The main activity in 1995 was the revision of
our patient data base and the collection of acurate
and actual data about patient follow-up. Since some
50 % of the patients come regularly to their follow-up
visits in the first years after treatment, but neglect to
give us information about their status after 3 to 5
years, we tried to complete those informations for all
these patients in order to have the best possible
follow-up data. This work will continue until mid 1996.
After that point we will have a wonderful! material to
produce several statistical analyses concerning more
than 2000 patients and more than 10 years of follow-
up,

The ophtalmologist (L.Z.) performing the follow-up
examination remarked that patients receiving a proton
beam irradiation for a tumor located in the anterior
segment of the eye, developped stronger
complications at the eye surface, the entrance surface
of the proton beam, than patients receiving a
treatment for a tumor located in the posterior part of
the eye. In most of the cases the dose at the entrance
surface was 54.54 Gray. Up till now the relative
biological effectiveness of a modulated proton beam
was considered to be constant over the whole range
and to have a value of 1.1 relative to Co-60 photons.
We suspect a depth dependance of the relative
biological effectiveness of the modulated proton beam

|g |?e at (ha origin of this phenomenon. Presently
some cell Irradiation experiments aro performed In
collaboration with Dr. Walter Burkard of Ihe Institute
for Medical Radioblology, Tho available preliminary
results soom to confirm our suspicion.

9,3 Outlook for the future

In the next years, we expect lo treat approximately
tho same number of patients with uveal melanomas.
Since we never treated many patients coming from
Germany, tho start of a new proton beam Irradiation
facility for ocular tumors at the Hahn - Mcitner --
Institute In Berlin at the end of 1996 Is not expected to
affect our patient referral. A growing number of
patients with hemangiomas and age related macular
degeneration will probably also be treated,

In 1996 our efforts will concentrate on the detailed
analysis of our follow-up data and publication of the
results. The biological experiments mentioned above
will bo finished and depending on the final results,
some important consequences on treatment planning
and handling of the proton beam will have to be
Introduced in order to achieve a biological
homogeneous dose distribution instead of a physical
homogeneous dose distribution. The treatment of age
related macula degeneration will conllnue with a dose
of 16.3G proton Gray in 4 fractions without fixation of
tantalum clips for delimination of the target volume, At
the end of the year some preliminary results of proton
beam irradiation of age related macula degeneration
will be available. Future developments on this subject
will be discussed according to the experience we will
have gained. We hope that these results will
encourage us to write a protocol in order to start a
randomized study and treat a larger number of
patients suffering from age related macula
degeneration. The introduction of a new treatment
pfanning system corresponding to Ihe actual state of
the art is planned at the beginning of next year.
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10. Teaching activities and publi-
cations

10.1 Teaching activities and locturos

H. BLATTMANN: "Physikalische Grundlagen der
ProtonentheraplG". Alpbach Seminar für
Radioonkologie, 25.-28. January, 1995, Alpbach, Tirol
Austria, Invited paper

H, BLAHMANN: "Protonentherapie • Entwicklung einer
dynamischen Beslrahlungstechnik" am PSI, Villigen,
GSI-Kolloquium, Darmstadt, 31,1,1995, Invited

H. BLATTMANN: "KonlormlQrende Protonentherapie"
am PSI, Statusboricht, 4. Symposium über
Experimentelle Strahlentherapie, Hamburg, 23,2,-
26,2.1995, Invited paper

H. BLATTMANN: "The pion and proton therapy
experience" at PSI, Tokai University, Tokyo, Japan,
19.4,1995, Invited paper.

H. BLATTMANN: G, MuNKr , E. PEDRONI,

T. BOEHRINGER, A, CORAY, ,IN, A. LOMAX, B,
KASER-HOTZ.: "Conformal proton radiotherapy with
dynamic application technique" at PSI, Progress in
Radio-Oncology V, Salzburg, 10. - 14.5.1995, Invited
paper

H. BLATTMANN: "Status report of the PSI 200 MeV
proton radiotherapy project". Fifth Workshop on
Heavy Charged Particles in Biology and Medicine
GSI, Darmstadt, August 23-25,1995, Invited paper

H. BLATTMANN: "Accelerators In the 21st century
hospital", IAEA, XXXIX General Conference, Special
Scientific Programme, Application of Accelerators a
Rapidly Growing Nuclear Technology, Wien, 20.
Seplember 1995 Invited paper

H. BLATTMANN: "Radiosurgery", Advanced courses in
Biomedical Physics, International Week on
Hadrontherapy, 20,-24.11,1995, Archamps, Franco,
Invited paper

T. BORTFELD, J. DEBUS, C. DYSKTRA, A. LOMAX,
G. MUNKEL, W. SCHLEGEL: "Potential and limits of
dose-conformation with photons and protons", AAPM
annual meeting, Boston, July 1995

C. DYKSTRA, T. BORTFELD. J. DEBUS, A. LOMAX,

W. SCHLEGEL, G. MUNKEL: "Characterisation of dose
distributions in radiation therapy planning", Submitted
to Radiotherapy and Oncology, December 1995.

M. GOITEIN, A. LOMAX: "Patient assesment, planning
and dose delivery". International Seminar on
Hadrontherapy. ESI Archamp, November 1995.

B. KASER-HOTZ: "Radiotherapie chez des petils
animaux", Association V6terinaire Vaudoise.
Lausanne June 1995. Invited lecture.

B, KASEfl'HöT2; "Now Developments In Radiation
Oncology", Annual Mooting of the European
Associalion of Diagnostic Imaging. Berlin BRD,
September 1995, Key-Nole-Speaker

B, KASER-HOTZ: "Aufarbeitung, Prognose und
Therapie von Tumorfällen beim Hund",
Jahresversammlung der Gesellschaft Schweizerischer
Tlorärzto, Blei, Soptombor 1005, Invited Locturo

A, LOMAX, E. PEDHONI, B. SCHAFFNER, S. SCHEID,

A, TOUROVSKY, G, MUNKEL, H. BLATTMANN, T,

BOEHRINGER, A. CORAY, S, LlN, U. SCHNEIDER: "The
2ÖÖ MeV proton therapy project" at PSI, Seminar
presented at Lorna Linda University Medical Center,
University of Wisconsin, University of Michigan and
Memorial Sioane-Kettering Hospital, New York as part
of the IPSM/Wisconsln Iravol award, January 1995.

A, LOMAX, E. PEDRONI, B, SCHAFFNER, S, SCHEIB,

A, TOUROVSKY, G, MUNKEL, H. BLATTMANN, T,

BOEHRINGER, A, CORAY, S. LlN, U, SCHNEIDER: "3D
treatment planning for conformal prolon therapy by
spot scanning, Quantitative Imaging in Oncology"
(19th LH Gray Conference), Newcastle, April 1995

A. LOMAX, E, PEDRONI, B. SCHAFFNER, S. SCHEIB,
A, TOUROVSKY, G, MUNKEL, H. BLATTMANN, T,

BOEHRINGER, A. CORAY, S, LlN, U. SCHNEIDER,: "3D
treatment planning tor conformal prolon therapy by
spot scanning", Invited locturo, Ludwig-Maximillians
University, Munich, May 1995

A. LOMAX, E. PEDRONI, B. SCHAFFNER, S. SCHEIB,

A. TOUROVSKY, G. MUNKEL, H. BLATTMANN, T,

BOEHRINGER, A, CORAY, S. LlN, U. SCHNEIDER: "3D
treatment planning lor conforms! proton therapy by
spot scanning", Invited lecture, Clatterbridge Centre
for Oncology, UK, July 1995

A. LOMAX, E. PEDRONI, B. SCHAFFNER, S. SCHEIB,

A. TOUROVSKY, G. MUNKEL, H. BLATTMANN, T,

BOEHRINGER, A, CORAY, S. UN, U, SCHNEIDER: "3D
treatment planning for conformal proton therapy by
spot scanning, 5th workshop on Heavy Charged
Particles in Biology and Medicine, GSI Darmstadt,
August 1995,

A. LOMAX A, G. MUNKEL, T, BORTFELD. C. DYKSTRA,

H. BLATTMANN, J. DEBUS: "A treatment planning

intercomparison of radiation therapy using spot
scanned protons and intensity modulated photons*.
PTCOG XXII, San Francisco, April 1995

A. LOMAX, G. MUNKEL, E. PEDRONI, A. SMITH,

D. MILLER,: "The PTCOG treatment planning
inlercomparison: Collection and presentation of plans
in a common display and analysis tool", PTCOG
XXIII, Faure. South Africa. October 1995

R. MIRALBELL, A. LOMAX: "Potential role of proton
therapy in the treatment of Meduiloblastoma: Spinal
theca irradiation". International Conference on
Paodiatric Oncology, Montevideo, October 1995.
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R. MlHALBELL, A. LOMAX, T, BoflTFELD; "Potonllal tolo
of proton therapy In tho treatment of
Medulloblasloma/PNET: Supratentorial volume
reduction". Intörnatlonal Conference on Peadlatrlc
Oncology, Montevideo, October 1095.

G, MUNKCL, A. LOMAX, E. PEDRONI, H, BLAnMANN:
"Modical aspects of tho use of charged particles In
tumour Ihoropy", 5th workshop on Heavy Chargod
Particles In Biology and Medicine, GSI Darmstadt,
23.-25.8,1995.

G, MUNKEL: "Tho PSI Proton Therapy Project -
Troatment Protocols and Modical Activities", Loma
Linda University Medical Center, Dept. ol Radiation
Medicine • Proton Therapy, Loma Linda, California,
15,2,95

G. MUNKEL: "Patient Portioning and Fixation, Impact
on Radiation Troatmont Planning and Performance"
Varlan-Palo Alto, California, 21.2.95, Invited Talk,

G. MUNKEL, A. LOMAX, 6. PEDRONI, B. SCHAFFNER,

H. BLATTMANN: "Comparative Troatment Planning for
Head & Neck Cancer" PTCOG XXIII, San Francisco ,
24.-26,4.95:

G. MUNKEL: "Strahlentherapie mit geladenen
Teilchen" am Paul Scherrer Institut, Einladung für ein
zweitoiligos Sominar VHS Zurzach, 3.und 17,5,95,

G. MUNKEL: "The Use of Proton Beams in
Radiotherapy - State of the Art", International
Conference at the Groningen University Hospital,
30.6.95. Invited talk,

G. MUNKEL: "High Dose • High Precision Radiotherapy
• The Role of Charged Particles", European School of
Oncology • Radiotherapy 2000: Pre-clinical and
Clinical Strategies, Lugano, 10 • 14.7,95:
Invited talk

G. MUNKEL, A. LOMAX, E. PEDRONI, H. BLATTMANN

"Indications for Future Routine Proton Therapy,
Clincal Aspects and Comparative Treatment
Planning", Third ESTRO Biennial Meeting on Physics
in Clinical Radiotherapy, Gardone Riviera, 8. -
11.10.95: Invited talk:

G. MUNKEL: "Summary and Concluding Remarks"
International Week on Hadron Therapy, European
Scientific Institute (ESI). Archamps <F), 20. •
24.11.95: Invited talk

A. NIEMERKO. J, ADAMS, A. LOMAX, A: SMITH:

"Calculation of TCP and NTCP using DVH's derived
from proton dose distributions of treatment plans for
nasopharynx cancer", PTCOG XXIII, Faure, South
Africa. October 1995

E. PEDRONI, H. BLATTMANN, T. BOHRINGER, A. CORAY,

E. EGGER, S. LIN. A. LOMAX. G. MUNKEL,

B. SCHAFFNER: "Technische Lösungen für
medizinische Protonenbeschleuniger", 6. Alpbacher
Seminar für Radioonkologie, 25-28. January 1995,
Alpbach, Tirol, Austria.

E, PEßhÖNI, H, BLATTMANH, T, 0OHRINQGR, A, COPAY,

E. EGGER, S, LlN, A, LOMAX, G. MUNKEL,

B. SCHAFFNER: "Prosontntlon ol Iho PSI Proton
Therapy Facility", 4, European Conference on
Accelerators in Applied Research and Technology
(ECAART 4), August 29- September 2 1995, Zürich
und PSI, Switzerland.

E. PEDRONI, H. BLATTMANN, T, BÖHRINGER, A. CORAY,

E. EGGER, S. LIN. A. LOMAX, G. MUNKEL,

B, SCHAFFNER: "Commissioning and use ol the PSI
spot-scanning Isocentric system for proton therapy",
14, International Conference on Cyclotrons and their
Applications, 17-19 October 1995, Cape Town, South
Africa.

E, PEDRONI, H, BLATTMANN, T. BOHRINGER, A, CORAY,

E. EGGER, S. LIN, A. LOMAX, G, MUNKEL,

B. SCHAFFNER: "Operational aspects of tho PSI Proton
Therapy Facility", XXXIII Meoting of the Proton
Therapy Co-Operative Group (PTCOG), 17-19
October 1995, Cape Town, South africa.

E. PEDRONI, H, BLATTMANN, T, BOHRINGER, A. CORAY,

E, EGGER, S, LIN, A, LOMAX, G. MUNKEL,

B, SCHAFFNER: "Initial Experience with (he PSI proton
Gantry", XXXIII Meeting of the Proton Therapy Co-
Oporativo Group (PTCOG), 17-19 October 1995,
Capo Town, South africa.

E. PEDRONI, H, BLATTMANN, T, BOHRINGER, A, CORAY,

E. EGGER, S. LIN, A, LOMAX, G, MUNKEL,

B. SCHAFFNER: "Die Inbetriebnahme der
Protonengantry am PSI", Jahrestagung der SGSMP
(Schweizerische Gesellschaft für Strahlenbiologie und
Medizinische Physik), 17-18 November 1995, Zürich,
Switzerland.

E. PEDRONI, H. BLATTMANN, T. BOHRINGER, A. CORAY,

E, EGGER, S, LIN, A. LOMAX, G. MUNKEL,

B. SCHAFFNER: "Beam Delivery", Advanced courses in
Biornedicel Physics, International Weeek on
Hadrontherapy, European Scientific Institute (ESI),
20-24 Novmber 1995, Archamps, Haute-Savoie,
France.

L. ZOGRAFOS, E, EGGER, B. PIGUET: "Proton beam
irradiation ol subfoveal neovascular membranes", 4th
International Symposium on ocular Circulation and
Neovascularisation,
Budapest - Ungary, 22 - 26.05.1995

L ZOGRAFOS, L CHAMOT, L. BERCHER,

A. SCHALENBOURG. E, EGGER. C. GAILLOUD:
"Contribution de la biomicroscopie ullrasonore dans le
diagnostic et le traitement des tumeurs intraoculaires".
88eme Congres de la Societe Suisse
d'Ophtalmologie. Thun. 14 - 16.09.1995
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10,2 Publications

E. PEDRONI, R, BACHER, H, BLATTMANN,,
T. BÖHRINQER, A, CORAY, A, LOMAX, S, LlM,
G, MUNKEL, S, SCHEID, U, SCHNEIDER, A, TOUROVSKY:
"The 200-MoV proton therapy project" at the Paul
Scherror Instituto: Conceptual design and practical
realization. Modical Physics 22,37»53,1995

10.2,1 Books and review articles

H, BLATTMANN: "New Developments al PSI", In Ion
Beam Therapy, Chapman and Hall, Ed. Ute Linz,
1935

H, Blattmann, G. Munkel, E. Pedroni, T. Boehringer,
A. COR*Y, S. LIN, A, LOMAX, B. KASER-HOTZ:
"Conforms! proton radiotherapy with dynamic
application technique at PSI", Progress in Radio-
Oncology V, Monduzzl Editore, Ed. H,D Kogelnlk, p,
347-352,1995

B. KASER-HOTZ: "Animal Models". In: Ion Beam
Therapy, Chapman and Hall, Ed. Ute Linz, p, 83-91,
1995

G. MUNKEL, L, ^OGRAFOS, E. EGQER, H. BLATTMANN,
R, GREJNEP, C. PERRET, E. PEDRONI; "Proton
Radiotherapy at the Paul Scherrer Institute:
Experience and Future Indications": in Progress in
Radio-Oncology V, Monduzzi Editore, Ed, H.D.
Kogelnik, pp 661-665, 1995 Salzburg, 5th
International Meeting on Progress in Radio-Oncology,
ICRO/ÖGRO5, 10,-14.5.95.

E, PEDRONI: "Gantry Concepts", in: Ion Beam
Therapy, Chapmann and Hall, Ed. U. Linz, 1995.

10.2.3 Procoodings and abstracts

H. BLATTMANN, B. KASER-HOTZ. G. MUNKEL,
E. PEDRONI: "Konformierende Protonentherapie am
PSI", Statusbericht, Experimentelle Strahlentherapie
und klinische Strahlenbiologie Band 4, Proceedings
des 4. Symposiums, Hamburg 23.-25. Februar 1995,
Hersg. Hans-Peter Beck-Bornholdt und Michael
Baumann, 150-153,1995

T. BOHRINGER, H. BLATTMANN, A. CORAY, S. LIN,
A. LOMAX, E. PEDRONI, S. SCHEIB: Protonthe'rapie ä I'
Institut Paul Scherrer: "mise en fonction du bras
isocentrique". Tagungsberichte Wissenschaftliche
Tagung der Schweizerischen Gesellschaft für
Strahlenbiologie und Medizinische Physik, La Chaux
de Fonds 27. 28. Okt. 1994. Ed. J.F. Germond et J.M.
Haefliger, ISBN 3-908125-18-9, p. 121-125,1995

A. CöRAY, H, KATÖ, H, BLAffMANN, G, MUNK6L:
"KompllkallonswahrschoInlichkGltGn nach Pionon-
theraple" am Paul Schorror Institut, Tagungsberichte
Wissenschaftliche Tagung dor Schweizerischem
Gesellschaft für Strahlenbiologie und Medizinische
Physik, La Chaux do Fonds 27. 28, Okt, 1994, Ed,
J.F. Germond et J.M. Heiliger, ISBN 3-900125-18-9,
p, 31-37, 1995

N.E.A, CROMPTON, H. BLATTMANN, B, KASER-HOTZ,
M, OZSAHIN, B, LARSSON: "The role ol predictive
assays in hadron thorapy", Experimentelle
Strahlentherapie und klinische Strahlenbiologie Band
4, Proceedings dos 4, Symposiums Hamburg 23.-25.
Februar 1995, Hersg, Hans-Peter Beck-Bornholdt und
Michael Baumann, 154 -158,1995

E, EGQER, L, ZOGRAFOS, T. BOHRINGER, L, BERCHER,
L, CHAMOT, G, MUNKEL, C, GAILLOUD, H. BLATTMANN:
"Complications following proton beam irradiation of
uveal melanomas". Tagungsberichto Wissen-
schaftliche Tagung der Schweizerischen Gesellschaft
für Strahlenbiologie und Medizinische Physik, La
Chaux de Fonds 27. 28, Okt. 1994, Ed. J.F. Germond
et J.M. Haefligor, ISBN 3-908125-18-9, p. 39-43, 1995

B, KASER-HOTZ, H, BLATTMANN, T. BOHRINGER,

A, CORAY, I, CORDT-RIEHLE, N.E.A. CROMPTON,
G. FooOR, B. HAUSER. S. LIN, A.T. LOMAX. G.
MUNKEL, E. PEDRONI, H. RUCKSTUHL, U, SCHWYN:
"Spontaneous canine tumors as a model to develop
proton conformation radiotherapy for humans" "First
International Congress on Spontaneous Animal
Tumors", 27.-30. April 1995, Genova, I.

B. KASER-HOTZ: "Spontaneous canine tumors as a
model to establish conformal proton radiotherapy: first
results". Proceedings of the Annual Scientilic Meeting
of the American College of Veterinary Radiology.
Honolulu, Hawaii, USA, August 6-11, 1995.

B. KASER-HOTZ: "New Developments in Radiation
Oncology", Proceadings of the Annual Scientific
Meeting of the European Association of Diagnostic
Imaging. Berlin BRD. September 1995

B. KASER-HOTZ: "Aufarbeitung, Prognose und
Therapie von Tumorfällen beim Hund".
Kongressbericht Gesellschaft Schweizerischer
Tierärzte, Jahresversammlung, Biel, 1995

J. LAISSUE, P.O. SPANNE, P.A. DILMANIAN,
M.M, NAWROCKY, J.-O. GEBBERS, H. BLATTMANN,
D.N. SLATKIN: "Microbeam Radiation Therapy von
Gliou'ikomen der Ratte: Za\\ und Gewebsläsionen".
Jahresversammlung der SGP 1995, 3.-4.11.1995
Zürich.

G. MUNKEL, A. LOMAX, E. PEDRONI, H. BUTTMANN:
"Medical Aspects of the Use of Ccharged Particles in
Tumor Therapy* Proceedings des Fifth Workshop on
Heavy Charged Particles in Biology and Medicine,
GSI Darmstadt, 23, • 25,8.95, Ed. G. Kraft,
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Q, MUNKEL, A, LoMAX, E, PEDRONI, H. BLATTMANN
"Indications for Future Routine Proton Thorapy,
Clincal Aspects and Comparative Treatment
Planning", Third ESTRO Biennial Mooting on Physics
In Clinical Radiotherapy, Gardono RMera, 8, •
11,10.95: Invited talk:

E, PEDRONI, H, BLATTMANN, T. BÖHRINGEFI, A, CQRAY,

E, EGQER, S, LIN, A. LOMAX, Q. MUNKEL,

B, SCHAFFNER: "Presentation of the PSI Proton
Therapy Facility", 4, Europoan Conference on
Accelerators In Applied Research and Technology
(ECAART 4), August 29- September 2 1995, Zürich
und PSI, Switzerland.

E. PEDRONI, H, BLATTMANN, T. BOHRINGER, A, CORAY,

E, EGGER, S. LIN, A, LOMAX, G. MUNKEL,

B, SCHAFFNER: "Commissioning and use of the PSI

spot-scanning isocentric systom for proton thorapy",
14, International Conference on Cyclotrons and their
Applications, 17-19 October 1995, Cape Town, South
Africa.

E. PEDRONI, H. BUTTMANN, T, BÖHRINGER, A, CORAY,

E. EQGEH, S. LIN, A, LOMAX, G. MUNKEL, B.

SCHAFFNER: "Die Inbetriebnahme der Protonengantry
am PSI", Jahrestagung der SGSMP (Schweizerische
Gesellschaft für Strahlenbiologie und Medizinische
Physik), 17-18 November 1995, Zürich, Switzerland.

E. PEDRONI, H. BLATTMANN, T. BÖHRINQER, A. CORAY,

E, EGGER, S. LIN, A. LOMAX, G. MUNKEL, B.

SCHAFFNER: "Beam Delivery", Advanced courses In
Biomedical Physics, International Weeek on
Hadrontherapy, European Scientific Institute (ESI),
20-24 Novmber 1995, Archamps, Haute-Savoie,
France.

Betreuung einer Diplomarbeit:

D. CALABRESE: "Test r'sr Machbarkeit einer
Gitterionisationskammer für die Kontrolle der
Dosisabgabe mit der Spot-scan-mothodo für die
Protonentherapie am Paul Scherrer Institut",
Diplomarbeit bei Prof.Dr. P. Rüegsegger, ETH Zürich

10.3 Awards

B. KASER-HOTZ, H. BLATTMANN, T. BÖHRINQER, A.

CORAY, I. CORDT-RIEHLE, N.E.A. CROMPTON, G.
Fooon, B. HAUSER, S. LIN, A.T. LOMAX, G. MUNKEL, E.

PEDRONI, H. RUCKSTUHL, U. SCHWYN: "First price for
contribution" "Spontaneous canine tumors as a model
to develop proton conformation radiotherapy for
humans" at "First International Congress on
Spontaneous Animal Tumors", 27.-30. April 1995,
Genova, I.
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Ill RADIOPHARMACY

1. Overview

P.A. SCHUDIGEH

Our research activities continue to focus on tho
development of radiocompounds which Interact selec-
tively with chosen cells or organs, be it In tho search
for novel radiotracers for the diagnosis of neurode-
Q6nerat(ve of malignant disease, or for radiolherapou-
tlcs for targeted nuclide therapy. Thanks to a dedi-
cated multidisclplinary staff and close collaborations
with external institutions we can report some very
interesting new research results.

Through our efforts to develop novel radiotracers
for functional studies of neurodogenerative disease
and tumor staging, some promising compounds are
now under Investigation. Particularly topical are the
questions raised by psychiatrists and neurologists as
to possible biological explanations for neurological
pathologies. In this connection ketamln (glutaminerglc
system) and the enzyme-blocker MAO-B were fully
characterised and developed to the point of readiness
for clinical application. Synthetic work on two very
interesting receptor llgands, 11C-psylocin for the
serotonergic and 18F-memantin for the glutamlnergic
system, was successful. Noteworthy in this context
are our activities in the European programme COST
B3 "Novel Radiotracer and Quality Assurance"
(chairmanship and collaboration in two working
groups). For tumor staging, two compounds are under
investigation - 18F-difluoromethylornithine and 76Br-
deoxyuridine. The latter is already at the stage of in
vivo testing and shows promising results.

Moving to our work on targeted nuclide therapy of
cancer, our interest in the potential therapeutic nuclide
111 Ag has focused on the application of macrocyclic
thiocrown ethers as multidentate ligands. For protein
labelling with A g \ the chosen ligand has to be derivat-
ized with a linker, which should be sufficiently hydro-
philic to keep the bifunctional ligand in solution. For
this purpose glutaric acid has been introduced but
preliminary labellings have shown ambiguous results.
Although labelling was obtained, the formed immuno-
conjugate did not appear to be stable and work is
underway on an improved complex. Thanks to Oak
Ridge Nat. Lab. we have received carrier free 188Re,
which has allowed us to pursue experiments with the
very promising Re-carbonyls. As the production of
carbonyl complexes under ambient conditions was not
known in the literature we have developed a novel
strategy which has now been characterised in detail.

We have previously examined internalisation and
degradation of antineuroblastoma antibody chCE7
labelled with the potential therapeutic nuclide 67Cu via
the CPTA-complex In human neuroblastoma cells.

Because of their more rapid clearance from blood
than Intact monoclonal antibodies (mAbs), F(ab)2

antibody fragments are considered to have potential
for therapeutic application. The blodlslrlbutlon of ö7Cu-
F(ab)2 has been studied and high kidney uptake

noted. Of the different strategies to overcome accu-
mulation of radlometal-labolled metabolites in the
kidney we have tested tho approach ol changing cop-
per chelators, from the catlonic CPTA ligand to anl-
onlc and more hydrophilic ones. Further, we Investi-
gated the possibility of renal blockade of 67Cu-F(ab)2

uptake by lyslne, The study of the kidney metabolites
by various methods will hopefully help us to under-
stand the underlying processes and to devise new
strategies for circumvention of nuclide accumulation.

A further focus of our work has been the design
and characterisation of Improved vehicles for
radioimmunotherapy, A single chain antibody (CE7-
scFv), constructed using PCR technology, was found
to show a tendency to form aggregates, Computer
assisted molecular modelling has been used to design
several variants which are believed to be more
resistant to thermal denaturation and aggregation. At
present we are trying to produce sufficient amounts of
these constructs for bioevaluation, A further approach
is the cloning of the antigenic target of the chCE7, in
order to engineer new vehicles. As an alternative to
genetic engineering a first antibody construct has
been built by chemical engineering and consists of
three antigen binding sub-units, In comparison with
the parent MAb35, the trivalent molecule showed a
comparable tumour accumulation but much more
rapid clearance from the blood and normal tissue •
suggesting lower radiotoxicity and a broadening of the
therapeutic index. It will undergo clinical evaluation
beginning in 1996 (in Zurich). To avoid problems of
unwanted accumulation of radionuclide in normal
tissue, often associated with the systemic use of
radioimmunoconjugates, a localalized application has
been sought. Carcinoma of the bladder is such a case
and we have initiated studies on the 67Cu-labelled
murine mAb C595, directed against bladder cancer
(with Nottingham).

It is noteworthy that we provide the routine produc-
tion and GMP-services for the medical PET pro-
gramme and others, • this now totals some nine radio-
tracers since the recent addition of 11C-ß-CIT (a
dopamine transporter tracer) • obliging us to maintain
a rather extended infrastructure, Thanks to our train-
ing and logistical support, the clinical PET-Centre,
Zurich, could be brought into service in record time.

It is important to us to maintain very close links to
the universities and this we do through joint doctoral
students (at present 8) and through lecture courses at
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the University and the Swiss Institute of Technology,
In Zurich,

Finally we acknowledge gratefully that many
research projects are supported with grants from the
Schweizerische Krebsliga grant FOR267.92, Krebs-
forschung Schweiz grant AKT 595, Opopharma-
Stillung, Baugartßnstlftung, Malllnckroeit Medical,
European action COST-B3 and the Schweizerischer
Nationalfonds.

2. Specific radlopharmacejticals for
PET/SPET diagnosis

2.1. Radiosynthesis of [11 C]FP-ß-CIT

S.M. AMETAMKV, E. SINNIG, J,T, PATTI, C.-G. SWAHN*
C.

division of Nuclear Medicine, University Hospital,
Zurich
2Karolinska Institute, Dept, of Clinical Neuroscience,
Psychiatry and Psychology, Karolinska Hospital,
Stockholm, Sweden

A profound reduction in the density of the
presynapticatly located dopamlne transporters has
been associated with a number of neuropsychialric
disorders such as Alzheimer's and Parkinson's
disease. A series of cocaine derivatives has been
reported to have high affinity for the dopamine
transporters. We and others have prepared and
radiolabelled the cocaine analogue ß-CIT (2ß-carbo-
methoxy)-3ß-(4-iodophenyl)tropane with 11C. One
disadvantage of this compound is that it does not only
bind to the dopamine transporters but also to the
serotonin and norepinephrine transporters. At the last
Böttstein Colloquium held at PSI (6-7th October
1994), experts recommended a novel and more
selective analogue of cocaine, FP-ß-CIT (3-fiuoropro-
pyl)-2ß-carbomethoxy-3ß-(4-iodophenyl)nortropane.
FP-ß-CIT has a faster washout and a higher
selectivity in vivo as compared to ß-CIT.

The UC radiolabelling of FP-ß-CIT was achieved
by O-methylation of 0.3 mg of the acid precursor in
250nL dimethylformamide with ["CJmethyl iodide
using caesium carbonate as base. The reaction pro-
ceeded at 80°C for 5 minutes. Purification of ("CJFP-
ß-CIT was achieved using a reversed-phase HPLC (u,-
Bondapak 7.8 x 300 mm, 10 m) column and a mixture
of 0.01 M H3PO4/MeCN (7:3) as solvent at a flow rate
of 8 mL/min. The radiochemical yield ranged from 30-
50 % from EOB and decay corrected. A similar yield
has been reported recently by Lundkvist et al. J. Nucl,
Med. and Biol. 1995. The radiochemical purity was
greater than 99 %.

Preliminary PET evaluation of the radioligand in a
Rhesus monkey Is In progress,

2.2. Radiosynthesis of (S)-[11C]ketaminG
and its PET evaluation

S.M. AMETAMEY, E. SINNIG, A, VERHAGEN1

1 Medical PET Programmo, PSI

Ketamlne is a well known anaesthetic, It non-
competitively antagonises NMDA-(N-rnethyl-D«
aspartate) induced responses by binding to the PCP
(phoncyclidino)-slto within tho operated ion channol,
In a previous paper (see 1994 PSI Life Sciences
Newsletter) we reported on the radiosynthesis of
racemic (R/S)-[11C]ketamlne. Differences In the bind-
ing potential of the two enantiomers (R)- and (S)-
P'cjkelamine have been reported by Hartvig et al.
1995, In order to compare racemic [11C]ketamino with
the more potent (S)-enantiomer, we labelled also (S)-
ketamine with 11C, The reaction parameters were
essentially similar to the conditions described for
racemic ketamine in the previous report. An important
finding during this work was the observation that
deteriorating column conditions caused a marked
decrease in the radiochemical yields of both the
racemic and the (S)-[11C]ketamine (< 10 %). A radio-
chemical yield of 20 % has been reported by Shiue et
al. 1988. We have since replaced the existing column
and the radiochemical yields have increased to
20-30%.

Preliminary PET studies in a Rhesus monkey
using racemic and (S)-|l1C]ketamine) showed specific
binding in the retina. However, no selective uptake of
radioactivity in the monkey brain was observed. No
significant differences in the selectivity and the binding
potential of the two radioligands were evident. This
may be due to the low specific activity at which both
compounds were produced.

PET studies in humans with higher specific
activities of racemic and (S)-[11C]ketamine are now in
progress and it remains to be seen whether these
studies show any difference in the selectivity of the
two radioligands.

2.3. Radiosynthesis of [11C]psilocin

S.M. AMETAMEY, E. SINNIG, D. BOUROUINI,

F. X. VOLLENWEIDER2

Pharmazeutisches Institut der Universität Bern
Psychiatrische Universitätsklinik, Zürich

Psilocin is an indolalkylamine alkaloid which is
known to cause hallucinations both in humans and in
experimental animals. The hallucinogenic activity of
psilocin has been postulated to result from binding to
postsynaptic serotonergic receptors. The starting
material was partly synthesised in our laboratory and
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partly at tho Department of Pharmacy, University of
Born. Radiolabglllng has been aehläved by reacting
the acetate salt of tho dosmethyl compound with
[11C]mothyl Iodide at 80°C for 10 minutes using aco-
tonitrile as solvent (Scheme 1), l11C]Psllocln decom-
poses on heating and thorefore 0,01 M H3PO4/EtOH
(95:5) was usod a9 tho mobile phase for purification.
Solvent romoval by rotary evaporation before product
formulation was therefore not necessary. The radio-
chemical yield of [11C]psilocin ranged between 10 and
20 %, Optimisation of reaction conditions leading to
higher radiochemlcal yields will be performed soon
when our next supply of desrnethyl precursor
bocomoo available,

Scheme 1: Synthesis of["C] Psilocin

2.4. Synthesis of 1-amino-3-[18F]fluoro-
methyl-5-melhyl-adamantan(18F-MEM)

S. SAMNICK, S. AMETAMEY, R.

+ Co. GmbH & Co., D-64354 Reinheim,
Germany

The N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor
complex is one of the ionotropic glutamate receptors
largely responsible for excitatory amino acid synaptic
transmission. NMDA receptor has been implicated in
physiologic functions of the mammalian brain, like
memory, learning, development, movement and
cognition. Moreover, several forms of CNS injury, like
Huntington's and Alzheimer's diseases, dementia und
epilepsy, may be pathophysiologically linked to over-
activation of these glutaminergic systems.

Because NMDA antagonists have proved to be
important tools for investigating the basic mechanisms
of NMDA receptor function, the development of ima-
ging agents with appropriate 1flF- or 11C-labelled
antagonists, suitable for PET studies, would allow
further exploration of the physiological and pathophy-
siological function of the NMDA receptor complex and
perhaps the development of receptor-specific approa-
ches to the diagnosis and therapy of several forms of
CNS injury. On the other hand, the lo.ig known anti-
Parkinson and antispastic substance, memantine,
acts as a highly selective NMDA receptor antagonist.
Thus, nanomolar concentrations of memantine dis-
place the binding of 3H-labelled M801, the most
potent non-competitive NMDA receptor antagonist, at
the PCP-binding site as published by C.G. Parsons.
Furthermore, its ability to penetrate the brain, its poor
metabolism in man and the suggestion that none of

the known mslabollles Is a potoht NMDA antagonist
confer memantine MEM distinct advantages within
this class of compounds.

As part of our ongoing research on the
development of 1SF- and 11C-labolled NMDA receptor
antagonists for PET imaging, we prepared tho
memantino derivative 18F-MEM in a two-step reaction
sequence. This Involves the n.e.a nucleophillc
radiofluorlnatlon of the precursor P, in the presence of

kryptoflx 2.2.2 for anion activation and deprotoction of
the resulting 10F^BOC compound II (scheme 1). 1flF-
MEM was obtained In 22 - 30% (n = 10)
radiochomlcal yield and was separated from the
unreacted starting materials and radioactive Impuritlos
by means of reversed-phase HPLC. The radio-
fluorinated compound 18F-MEM is stable up to 6h In
aqueous solution at r.t. and revealed appropriate
lipophillcity (logP = 2.6) for good diffusion through the
blood-brain-barrier, In vivo evaluation of this new
compound is currently underway.

sunoc

"l:7K:CCVKJ2.:

NllßOC

CHi

II

NIIBOC

I'l F-MEM

Scheme 2: Synthesis of the precursor P1 and of 1-

amino-3-[18F]fluoromethyl-5-methyl-
adamantan

2.5. Attempted synthesis of [11C]N-Methyl-
TaCIo

S.M. AMETAMEY, E. SINNIG, R. GOD1, G. BRINGMANN1

'Institute of Organic Chemistry, University of
Würzburg, Germany

TaCIo is a tetrahydro-ß-carboline derivative
obtained from biogenic amine tryptamine ("Ta") and
the synthetic hypnotic chloral ("Clo"). TaCIo has been
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suggosfod tö be a potential neurotoxln which Induces
parkinsonian-liko symptoms, In ordor tö evaluate this
neurotoxln hypothesis In vivo using PET, we
attempted to radiolabel N-mothyl-TaCIo, an active
metabolite of TaCIo, with 11O.

Several reaction parameters including varying
roactlon tomporaturos, solvents and bases ware
investigatod. No traco of the desired compound could
bo delected. A probable reason for tho failure of this
reaction might be the presence of the bulky
trichloromethyl group In TaCIo which sterlcally hinders
the nitrogen nucleophile from approaching the methyl
group in ("CjCH3l. "Cold" methylation of TaCIo to N-
melhyl-TaCIo has been reported by Bringmann, How-
over, the reaction conditions of 10 equivalents of
methyl iodide and a reaction time of 48 hours at room
temperature are not compatible with 11C chemistry
due to the short half-life of 11C (20.4 minutes), We are
investigating the possibility of labelling tho 6-hydroxy
derivative of TaCIo, also a potent neurotoxin,

2.6. Synthesis of [18F]difluoromethylorni-
thine ([18F]DFMO)

S.M, AMETAMEY, M. HAEBERLI, D, SLOSMAN1

iNuclear Medicine Dep., Cantonal Hospital Gonevo

Difluoromethylornithlne (DFMO) is an irreversible
inhibitor of ornithino decarboxylaso (ODC), an enzyme
known to be responsible for converting ornithine to
putreslne, Putrescine is further metabolised to the
polyamines spermidine and spermine. In proliferating
tumours the concentrations of these polyamines are
altered as compared to normal growing tissues,

DFMO contains two geminal fluorine atoms and by
substituting one of the fluorine atoms with 18F a PET
radioligand is obtained which could be used in quanti-
fying the ODC enzymes in tumours. Previously (see
1994 PSI Life Sciences Newsletter)) we reported on
the synthesis of methyl-2-(bromofluoro)-2,5-bis(ben-
zylideamino)pentanoate (3) (scheme 3) using a syn-
thetic approach similar to that described by Phillipe
Bey et al. J.Org.Chem. 1979. We anticipated that
compound 3 would be suitable for use as a precursor
in preparing [18F1DFMO via nucleophilic substitution
reaction. However, preliminary radiolabelling experi-
ments performed so far have indicated rather low
yieids (< 2 %) of the [18F]-labelled intermediate. The
reason for this low yield is unclear but is probably due
to the unstable nature of compound 3. We are plan-
ning a different synthetic approach.

C0,M«

NHj
MGPKSM

COJH

D.LÜA
2), CHMJfj

COOH

Schomo 3: Synthosls of [1BF}dilluoromethylornithlno

2.7. Comparison of radionuclldo distri-
bution in mice after injection of 7eBr-
bromodeoxyuridine and 131l-iodo-
deoxyuridine

J.-E, RYSER, I. NOVAK-HOFER, N. REMY, L WYERI,

R. WEINREICH', U, ROELKE2, B. KASER-HOTZ3,

P. BUUENSTEIN

•«Institute for Medical Radiobiology, PSI and University
Zurich
2PET Modical Programn % PSI
Veterinary Hospital Zurich

V6Br-BrdU (bromodeoxyuridine) has advantages
over the other candidates for the measurement of cell
proliferation by imaging, such as 11C-thymidine, 1 2 3 I -
IdU and 124l-ldll. 76Br, a positron emitter, can be
quantified by PET. Its 16 h half-life and 57 % positron
emission rate allows a longer wash out period before
imaging than ^C-thymidine ( T1/2 = 20 min ), and

should cause a lower radiation dose than 124 I (T1 / 2 =
4.2 days; 26 % positrons). The resistance of BrdU to
enzymatic breakdown in plasma has been reported to
be higher than that of IdU. Finally, the excretion of the
main labeled catabolite can be increased in a simple
way by an infusion of sodium chloride. Our first data
on the production of 76Br / ^Br and labeling of 76Br-
BrdU / ^Br-BrdU have been reported in the 1993 and
1994 PSI Annexes.

76Br-BrdU has been purified by HPL.C and was
mixed with 131l-ldU before injection into a scries of
mice hosting a subcutaneous nuuioblastoma (SKN-
AS) xenograft. The specific activity of both tracers
was >10Ci/mmol; the mixture contained a small
amount of unlabeled deoxyuridine, the substrate for
131 l-ldU labeling.

The mice were sacrificed at different times after
injection, the organs counted in a two-window well-
type 7 counter, and the counts of each radionuclide
spilling over into the other radionuclide window were
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corrected by an Iterative- procedure. The data at 10
hours aftor tho injoction aro shown in table 1,

The uptake into a tissue rich in proliferating cells,
the Intestinal wall, Is 6,4 %/g for 76Br«Brdll arid
1,6%/gfor191l-ldU,

These results are consistent with the hypoihesfs
that tho fraction of DrdU which Is Incorporated Into tho
DNA öf proliferating cells In vivo is higher than that öf
IdU and support our proposition of 76Br-Brdtl for tho
measurement of cell proliferation by PET.

We are currently measuring the destritjotfon of the
nuclidog at different times In mice, Tho results of tho
first PET study with 76ßr'ßrdU in a veterinarian pati-
ent, a dog undergoing a combined surgical and radio*
therapy of a spontaneous rnastocytoma tumor, aro
quite encouraging. Tho PET studies In veterinarian
patients will help to assess more precisely the balance
between thö advantages of ^Bt-BtdU and its
disadvantage, a lelatively slow urinary excretion of
bfemlriö as compared to iodine.

Percent dose per gram

'Dr-BrdU

3.71

3.37

2.85

0.93

0.57

1.24

1.25

2.31

4.01

6.43

11.59

50

0.78

0.27

0.34

O.U

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.36

0.91

0.78

0.90

•MdU

0.17

0.35

0.1C

0.11

0.04

2.93

0.19

0.40

0.43

1.65

2.09

SO

0,06

O.W

0.05

0.03

0.01

0.74

0.00

0.07

0.23

0.32

0.36

Organs

blood
tung
kidney

liver

muscle

neck

carcass

skin
tumor

mucosa

spleen

Tab. V. Distribution 18 hours after the injection of
T6Br-BrdU and 13tl-ldU intravenously into
mice hosting a neuroblastoma (SKN-AS)
xenogmft.

2.8. Analysis of metabolites of MAO-B and
DOI

. BUuee.

Metabolrto analysts is an important aspect in the
evaluation of a radctracer, as with both PET or SPET
only Ihc emitted radiation can be defected and not tho
chemical form of the nucltdo. After injection, bfood and
urine samples were taken and investigated with HPLC
to elucidato tho chemical form of tho radioactivity,

The throo tracers mentioned are [123l]N-(2'amlno-
ethyl)'5'iodO'2'pyridinocflrr)oxnmid0( [1BF]N'(2-amino-
eihyl)j5-fluofo-2*pyridlnocörboxamlcfo, which aro diffe-
rently labelled forms of tho same compound, a MAO
B blocker and |123I]DOI (1-(2,5-dimethoxy-4-bdo-
phenyl);2--amlnopropane), which binds to the sercto--
nlne receptor subtypes HT2Aand HT10,

In the case of ths MAO-B blockor tho metabolite is
already identified and shown In scheme A, In blood
samples only a small peak of tho original radiophar-
rnäfceuticäl coutd be deteet&d, white (he targe peak
corresponds tö the earboxylle acid. The Intermediate
aldehyde has been published, but was not found in
our experiments. The HPLC results which prove the
oxidation of the ornino to the carboxylic acid aro
summarised In Table 2.

NU — CMj —CHj ~NiHj

• C » t O

UH CM, CCSW

Scheme 4: Metabolic pathway of the MACf blockers
labelled with either X=123lorX* ' F.

HPLC,
solvont typo
123I MAO-B
blocker

icdide
1^l-meiabolite

picoiinylglycinö
1flF MAO-B
blocker
18F-metabohto

Ro JR-49M

Ro 41-3776

A,
neutral

8.G

0.3

4.8

4.8

1.5

•

7.5
2.0

B.
acid

2.3

0.4

08

88

1.5

*

1.6
5.6

C,
neutral

•

«
*

*

5.1

2 0

15.9

63

D.
acid
«

m

*

1.3

4 i

36

12.1

Table 2. k' values (HPLC) of the different
compounds with the four solvents used
(Ro 18-4950 Is the bromo precursor for
the r^l MAO-B blocken Ho 41*3.76 is tho
chtceo precursor of the metabolite)
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Tho solvents wore:
A: 0.1 M ammonium acetate/acotonitrile(9ö/1ö);
B; 360 mM H3PO4 & 10 mM (NH4)2HPO4/othanol

(05/15)
0,1 M ammunlum acotolo/öcotonllrllo (99/1)
360 mM HäPO4 * 10 mM (NH4)2HP04/ethanol
(94/0)

In tho case of DOI tho iclontilication has not yet
been successful, The chromatograms clearly show
Ihö presence of one metabolito In tho blood (Rg 1),
ßfööd samples taken at later time points show a clear
Increase ol the malabollte and decrease of DOI,

C:
D:

Flg. 1: Chromatogram of a blood sample taken 22
min after Injection of [1Z3IJDOI. The first peak
(elutod after 3.5 min) corresponds to a
metabolito, the second peak at 7 min to DOI.

2.9. lron-52/manganesc-52m generator

R. PELLIKKA, P. BLAUENSTEIN, A. BUCK1

'Nuclear Medicine, University Hospital, Zürich

The development of the iron manganese generator
was already completed at tho beginning of 1995. As
oluont. 5 % glucose was chosen because it fulfils the
most important requirements of a generator system
intended for use in Nuclear Medicine. Tho oluate must
have a very high radiochemfcal purity and a very tow
breakthrough. A great advantage, when using short
lived daughter hUclkJes, is a difeelly injeetabte physio
logical eluale without any need for lime consuming
manipulations. The generator v/as produced 6 times
for clinical testing at the Division of Nuclear Medicine,
University Hospital. 2ürich, The average potency of
the generator was about 12 mCi MFe calibrated at
15.00 h on the day ot manufacture. The elution yield
varied from 70 to 80 % of the actual activity and allo-
wed a repeated olution at one hour intervals.

Animal studies were performed at the Department
of Radiology. Technical University of Munich. The pur-
pose of this work was the quantitative evaluation ol

as a myocardial perfusion tracer. For those

studios 3 generators wore produced with ah
potency of 30 mCi 52Fo at calibration.

Tho main advantage of this improved generator
system, compared to those published In tho past, Is
tho Injectabls oluate. Glucose seems also to reduce
the breakthrough more elfectlvoly than other physio«
logical eluönt9 such 99 0.9 % sodium chloride.

3. Chelators for Radiomotals

3.1, Stiver

R. ALBERTO, W. NEP, D. ANGST, M. IFTIMIA,

T A K A O E N ' . A .

inorganic Chemistry, University of Basel
^Cantonal Hospital Aarau

3.1.1. Synthesis of dorivatizod macrocycllc thlo
crowns

As described in tho previous annual report, we
have focused our interest on the macrocyclic thio
crowns as they are known to form tho most stable
complexes with various soft metal centres and In

particular <t<\\h (A</]+, From their abllJly lo encapoulale
metal contros wo expected a reasonable thermo-
dynamic and an enhanced kinetic stability, the latter
probably being of higher importance for in vivo
application than the former. Our approach to the
macrocyclic thio crowns has already been
schematised in the 1994 annual report and the
synthesis of tho ligands (19-aneS6-OH| and (20-
aneS6-OH] has been improved in yield and quantity
during this past year.

The extensive experience gained during this work
will help us in the future to produce other systems of
improved characteristics in terms of thermodynamic or
kinetic properties. For reasons of safety, the two
above mentioned ligands have been produced on a 20
gram scale at the AC-laboraloriurn in Spiez, as one
of the fragments in the ring closure step is a very
aggressive vesiccant. Yields were reproducibly
between 25 and 35 %, which is excellent compared to
literature values and is mainly due to the very pure
educt produced in Spie*.

3.1.2. Dorivatlzation with linking groups

Since the hydroxyl group in the two ligand systems
is not very convenient for derivalization with linkers, it
had to be transformed into a more reactive functional
group. Amines are usually very flexible and reactive
enough so we decided to convert the hydroxyl func-
tion into the amine function.
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Schama B: Convorsbn of -OH to ^

Wo could perform this oxchange with a 60%
overall yield, following the strategy outlined In Schema
5. Initlall) the -OH group was changed quantitatively
to an azldo (--Ng) function applying sityl agents as the
source of the a2lde, In a second step, tha azldo waä
reduced to the amino by U[AIH4]# with 50 % yield after
purification- All compounds have been characterized
with NMR, CHN-analysIs and mass spectromotry,

The ligands (19-aneS6-NH2] and |20-anoS6-NH2]
woro then the starting systems for further derivatiza-
tion with different linking groups.

Tho labelling of proteins with 111Ag can bo
performed with the pre« or the postlabelling approach
as the (AgJ* aquo-lon Is stable in physiological
solutions. To determine tho number of coupled
llgands, we have initially chosen a very strongly
coloured diazo linker. Its colour allowed the
determination of coupling yields down to very low
concentration levels, The coupling protocol has been
improved In terms of starting ratio of llgand/antibody,
time and auxiliary coupling substances. Under optimal
conditions a yield of up to 25 % and a ratio of coupled
ligand to protein of about 4.7 was achieved.

However, since the ligand system depicted in
Scheme 5 suffers from extremely low solubility in
water, it will only be applied for prelabelling as Its
silvor complex, To incroaso solubility wo have finally
chosen a more hydrophilic linker in the form of the
gluiaric amide depicted in Fig. 2. This derivatizod
ligand was finally more soluble in water, and coupling
experiments as worked out for the diazo system could
be performed without any problems, Although this
ligand is not coloured, and coupling yield can not be
determined explicitly, v/e conclude that the yield
should be similar as in the aforementioned case.

Oil

Fig. 2: Bifundionsl Ihio crown

As a conclusion v/e were able for the first time to
couple very lipophilic macrocyclic thiocrowns to pro-
teins. This protocol will bo similar for any ligands of
this type and forms the basis for protein labelling with
M1Ag or other soft metal centres of interest for PUT or
RID.

3.1,3, X*ray Structure of [Ag(20-anoSQ«OH)]*

The X-ray structure of [Ag(19-anoS6-OH)]+ has
boon described In the annual report, 1994. In contrast
to the complex with |10-önöS6), tetrahodral structure
arid, not octahedral eo-ordlnatlon geometry was found,
However, all tho bond lengths wore shorter than In
[Ag(18-aneS6)]+. TÖ Investigate this unexpected result
In more dotall, wo decided to elucidate also the
structure of [Ag(20-aneSG-OH)]<\

Clfj iff)

fll

CIJ

Fig. 3: ORTEP of [Ag(?0-ane S6-0H)\*

The general features are the same as In |Ag(19-
aneS6«OH)J*. Tetrahedral co-ordination Is also found
In this complex, with bond lengths also shorter than in
(Ag(18*aneS6))+. It is also obvious that In the struc-
ture tho same "holes" In the co-ordination sphere are
found and that the (Ag)* metal centre might bo avail-
able for competing ligand sites. From the solid state
structure one can not determine unambiguously the
structure in solution (see later in this chapter).

3.1,4. Determination of stability constants

To investigate if these structural differences are
mirrored by different behaviour in solution, the
thermodynarnic stability constants were determined.
Only a very limited number of such stability constants
are described in literature so, for comparison, we
measured also the constant with the ligand [18-
aneS6].

(15-aneS4]
[16-aneS4J
[18-anoS6]
(12-aneN2S2|
|14-aneN2S2]
[16-aneN2S2]
[18-anoN2S2]
[18-ancN4S2]
[19-anoS6-OH]
[20-anoS6-OH]

7.41 •/• 0.04
7.56 +/• 0.08
12.67 +/-0.13
10.95
8.08
7,28
13.7
14.1
12.04+/-0.19
11.49+/-0.15

The stability constants for the described ligands
are among the most stable known to date for [Ag]*
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gg, Although !h© mixed N,§ #y§?smf sre
f, one has to consider that Diese stabilities

dopend on !ho pH valuo. Furthermore, it Is not
obvious from ths eolld state structures that tho
stability constant of (10-anoSfl] Is only slightly bottor
than thoso of [19-anoSfl'OH] or [20-anoSG-OH]. Ono
would oxpeel a higher dillerence when considering
chelale- and macföcyclic effects, Thus the structures
In solution might bo znoro similar to one-anolber than
thoso in the solid state.

To prow this Important argument, we havo
performed 1H« and 13C«NMR spectra in solution at
various temperatures. Number of lines and multiplicity
were equal, thus the complexes must have a similar
geometry in solution. This observation Is very
important in respect of tho further modelling of ligands
to perform better shielding against ligand exchange,

3.1,5, Preliminary labolllng studies

To check the diflerenl steps in the labelling proce-
dure, qualitative invostigations of tho 111Ag complexos
in various media have been performed. The 111Ag
complexes could easily be prepared down to ligand
concentration of 100nM oven in phosphato buffer,
which is reasonable In view of protein labelling. Tho
stabilities wore checked by moans of TLC, whore the
complexes havo a defined retention factor of about
0.5 (MGOH/H2O/HAC). It was found that in different

media at room temperature and at 37°C the silver
complexes were stable at least over a four day period.

Preliminary labelling studies of derivatized
antibodies (MAb47) wore performed as well. We could
show that labelling is rapid and in high yield with the
derivatized protein, whereas only weak labelling was
found with non-substituted antibody, However,
although tho free complex remained stable as
mentioned above, labelled antibody lost its bioactivily.
If this is duo to tho coupling and labelling conditions or
duo to low stability of tho ligands is currently under
investigation,

Additionally, wo are synlhesising 18-membered
ligands with additional groups in the C-backbone to

shield the [Ag]+ centre moro efficiently against
exchange reactions. The structure of such ligands is a
result of molecular modelling studies using different
commercially available programs.

3.2. Rhenium and tcchnct ium

R. ALDERTO, J. MÜLLER, S. GonucH. R. SCHIBLI,

F.F. KNAPP', D. RATTATS, H, BERKE2, T A KAOEN3

'Health Sciences Research Division. Oak Ridge
National Laboratory
^Inorganic Chemistry, University ot Zurich
^Inorganic Chemistry, University of Basel

1BaRo and 16€Ro are further nuclides with potential
for application in RIT. 1wRe can be purchased with

pgg|f|<3 activity whÜe <&%e ig now available from
a 1CöW/1cflfl6 göherater produced In the group of Prof,
F.F. Knapp a! Oak Wdgo National Lab (0RNL). We
performed the following oxporlmonts with Ro from
ORNL on the basis of an International collaboration
which allowed us to dove-lop efficiently the diroct
labelling procedure of antibodies with organomelallic
rhenium compounds.

We are working currently on two dllferont
approaches, tho first consisting ol a direct labelling of
proteins on Us side-chains or directly at tho amide
functions with organomotalllc rhenium fragments, as
schematised in Fig. 4 arid the second is the traditional
prelabolllng roulo using a potentially hexadentale
ligand.

Fig, 4: Schematic representation of a direct protein
labelling

3.2.1, Low prosnuro cnrbonyfntlon of [RoO„]" and
mochanistic Investigations

Any application of Re or Tc complexes Is based on
their availability directly from the permetallales, Since
tho production of carbonyl comploxes under ambient
conditions is not known in the literature, wo had to
develop a completely new strategy for largo amounts
of rhenium or for nanograms of 168Re. For the chemi-
cal and analytical characterisation of intermediates
and the products, "Tc was used as well, it was found
that the desired complex [169Re(OH2)3(CO)3]

+ can be
produced in yields up to 90 % within 30rnln at room
temperature and under an atmosphere of CO (1atm).
Tho by-products have been characterized with ^Tc
and compared with 188Re using Chromatographie
methods. As the by-products are also carbonyl com-
plexes, they are transferred to [ie8Re(OH2)3(CO)3)>.
Optimisation of the synthetic conditions is in progress.

2

J
ReductantTDAE/BH)

CO/3-4H/RT

ci T ci

CO

Scheme 6: Low pressure approach to [MCI(CO)3]
2'

(M = Rc, Tc)

To allow quantitative synthesis of
I18aRe(OH2)3(CO)3]- and to extend this approach to
other systems of interest for radiopharmacy. com-
position and characteristics of the intermediates must
be known, " T c was mainly used and tho products
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end ehäfäotäfizsd by x-ray analysis, "To*
NMR Spoetfoseöpy ähd different Chromatographie
syelerns. Comparison with 1G0Re revealed Ihe same
Intermediates but in dlfleront ratios, Only Intermedi-
ates in tho +l valency were formed and no products In
higher oxidation elates found, This moans that tho 6 e'
reduction stop Is performed quickly and is quantita-
tive, The intermediates are depicted in schema 7 and
an ORTEP presentation of one mixed hydride car-
bonyllnFIg, 5,

I l

oc.s

oc—
ot' o

II

Ot" T
CO

Cl

Scheme 7: Isolated and characterized intermediates

Fig. 5: X-ray structure of [ Tc(H)(CO)4]3

Since the intermediates are all hydrides we could
devolop tho method of choice to convert the latter
ones quantitatively into the product by addition of
acid. We are thus able to produce
|ieaRe(OH2)3(CO)3]* with very high activity for a wide

variety of radiopharmaceutical purposes, in particular
for Ihe labelling of monoclonal antibodies for cancer
treatment.

3.2.2. Direct labelling of proteins with

Labelling studies up to now have been performed
v/ith material still containing hydride (10 - 20%).
Although the yields given below are based on Ihe
assumption that the compound was formed with a
100% yield.

For the labelling procedure, \^fte{OH2)3{CO)3Y
was synthesised (60 min), Ihe solvent evaporated and
buffer added. An aliquot of this solution was given to
the protein, stirred for up to 12 h and purified over a
PD-10 column or FPLC. Radiochemical purity of the

pfotilfl ffäGtl§H Wä§ tested by TLG Whore any
released Re cornpoimd runs al the frönt, while coo
pled Re-CO remained at the origin. Stability was
tested wilh FPLC or PD-10 from tho main fraction
after 24 and 48 h. TLC was also found to bo an offi-
dent on lino chock for labellod protein and unroactod
Re complexes,

II Was foUnd in gonoral, lhat the labelling is slow
and pH dependent, The fact that the Ra complex
bound to the protein remains on tho protoln is in
agroomont with the oxpocted high kinetic stability ol
tho conjugate, Release of Ro-CO over a 48 h period
at room temperature was usually less than 7 %, Tho
released species In solution was [188fle(OH2)3(CO)3]*

and not |Ro04j* indicating its very high stability. The
labelling yields were dependent on the Initial protein
concentration but not on tho initial amount of
radioactivity, Consequently the time-dotorrnlnlng step
for Ihe labelling should bo the exchango of a co-
ordinated water by any potential ligand group on the
protein, Yields are in the range of 20 - 40 %. The
highest specific activity to date, limited by Initial
amount of 1OaRe, was about 2.5mCi/mg
corresponding to about 1 16öRo per 600 antibody
molecules,

For two dilferont preparations biological activity
was tested and found lo be unimpaired. In vivo
experiments arc undorway.

These preliminary results show the high potential

of a direct labelling with lieaRe(OH2)3(CO)3l+, since
practical any protein can be labelled. Tho quantitative
synthesis directly from aqueous solution is our next
goal.

3.2.3. [M(OH2)3(CO)3]* (Ms1MRo or 99mTc) for tho
labelling of bioactivo molecules or small
poptidos.

R. ALBERTO, R. SCHIBU, H.-J. PIETZSCHI, H.SPIES«

1Radiopharmacoutical Chemistry. Forschungszentrum
Rossendort, Germany

We have started, within Ihe European collaboration
COST as part of action B3 working group 5, a collabo-
ration with the German group of Dr. H.Spies at the
Forschungszentrum Rossendort (FZR). During a
STSM of Dr. Netzscb at our institute, several prelimi-
nary investigations on complexion with small ligands
bearing a bioactive molecule have been performed. A
number of these ligands react readily v/ith tho
I1MRe(OH2)3(CO)3l» moiety in water or in organic

solvent thus the basis for this project is already
established. The approach is shown in scheme 8 as
well as Ihe two complexes which were characterized
by mass- and IR spectroscopy. NMR and CHN
analysis.
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One of the final goals Is the synthoais of llpophillc
99mTc compounds for organ imaging. Since (ho frag-
ment (M(OH2)3(CO)3]

+ bear9 only a "+1" charge, thus

neutral llpophllic complexes with &9mTc can bo syn-
thosised with llgands as presented in Fig, 0, Llpo-
phllicity can bo achlovod and flno-tunod with llgand
systoms of "»1" chargo, where a wide variety has boon
prepared at our own laboratory and at FZR,
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Schema 8: Labelling of derivalized bloactive
molecules with tho [M(OH2)3(CO)3)+
complex

3.2.4. Tho prolabolling approach with cis-inositol
ligands

R, ALBERTO, A. KRAMER, G. WELTI,

K. HEGETSCHWEILER1

11norganic Chemistry, ETH-Zentrurn, Zürich

Rhenium complexes with ligands derived from eis-
inositol systems have been presented in the annual
report, 1994. We have now derivatized this ligand with
a carboxylic acid for linking covalently to proteins.
This ligand forms extremely stable complexes with
Rc(V). The complex however has been prepared from
methanolic solution and prelabelling protocols must be
applied. The complex (ReO(glaci)j has been fully
characterized (Fig. 6). The carboxylic group for linking
to the protein is very well visible.

On the macroscopic level the complex has been
prepared in quantitative yields starting either from
TBA[ReOCI4| or from (ReOCI3(P(Ph3)2]. The synthe-
sis directly from TBA[ReO4] is important for applica-
tion and currently underway.

C2S

C30

Fig. 6: OR TEP presentation of [ ReO(glad)}

4. Nuclide Therapy

4.1. Catabollsm of G7Cu-CPTA-chCE7 and
its F(ab')2 fragment

I. NOVAK-HOFER, C. RUCH, K. ZIMMERMANN, F, CARREL

We have previously examined the internalization
and degradation, In human neuroblastoma cells, of
antlneuroblastoma antibody chCE7 following labelling
with tho potential thorapoutic nuclido 67Cu via the
tetraazamacrocycle CPTA. In these studies we
observed lhat Ihe terminal degradation product of
67Cu-CPTA-chCE7, which we identified as the lysine
adduct of the 67Cu-CPTA complex, is retained in the
target tumor cells for longer times than metabolites
originating from radioiodinated chCE7. This property,
together with the favorable radiation characteristics of
Ihe 67Cu nuclido, make 67Cu-chCE7 a potentially very
effective therapeutic agent.

In the past year we went on to analyze metabolites
appearing alter tho injection of 67Cu-CPTA-chCE7
into nude mice bearing neuroblastoma xenografts.
When tumor extracts were analyzed by FPLC gel
li'tration chromatography, it was found that as early as
one day post injection a significant portion of the
radioactivity is present in the form of a low molecular
weight (MW) metabolite, which we identified by
reverse phase HPLC as consisting of the lys-CPTA-
copper complex. At 4 days post injection, when levels
of radioactivity in the tumor are still high, similar to the
levels found at day 1 p.i.. about 50 % of the radio-
activity is present in the form of this metabolite. These
results indicate that the observations made in the in
vitro cell culture system on tumor cell retention of low
MW 67Cu-labelled metabolites extend to the in vivo
situation. Analysis of tumor extracts shows, in addition
lo Ihe presence of Ihis metabolite, also radioactivity in
the form of a high MW peak, distinct from the 67Cu-
labelled mAb. Using SDS-PAGE and Western blotting
the radioactivity in this peak was found to consist of a
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complex between chCE? and its antigen. Such
complexes Were found to bo present in tumor tissue
over a time period of a! least 4 days p i , reflecting
eontlnous supply of G7Cu-chCE7 to tho tumor and
Indicating that In tho caso of tho internalizing mAb
chCE7, despite Intornallzatlon and degradation, rnAb
remains associated In form of immunocomploxos with
tumor tissue for prolonged times, Radioactivity in the
blood was found to consist of Intact mAb, and In liver
extracts radioactivity appeared In form of Intact mAb,
of smaller mAb fragments and in form of the low MW
metabolite, In contrast to &7Cu-CPTA-chCE7 which
shows good biodistribution in tumor« bearing mice with
high tumor uptake and low lovols in normal tissue, tho
usefulness of radlocopper labeled F(ab')2 fragments

was found by us and by others to be limited because
of the high lovols of radioactivity accumulating in the
Wdnoys (soe Annual Report 1994) An improved
understanding of catabolism of 67Cu-labeled F(ab')2
fragments Is necessary In order to develop strategies
to improve its biodistribution, We therefore
Investigated catabolism ol 67Cu-CPTA-chCE7 F(ab')2

in the kidney using SDS-PAGE and reverse phase
HPLC and analyzod the time course of appearance of
labeled degradation products In the kidney.Very rapid
degradation of F(ab')2 was observed, intact F(ab')2

being present in kidney extracts 15 min and 30 min
post Injection and degradation proceeding rapidly via
a 35 kD fragment and smaller peptides to the terminal
metabolite consisting ot the lys-CPTA copper
complex, From these results we conclude that 67Cu-
F(ab')2 fragments enter the kidney and are degraded
either in the glomeruli or in the proximal tubule cells to
the lys-CPTA copper complex, which is subject to
reuptake possibly facilitated by the positively charged
nature ol the metabolite.

4.2. Antibody labeling with DO3A, a new
bifunctional copper chelator

K. ZIMMERMANN, I, NOVAK-HOFER, C. RUCH,

H.R, MAECKEI

1Dept, of Nuclear Medicine, University Hospital, Basel

One of the strategies used to overcome
accumulation of metabolites of radiometal-labeled
F(ab')2 fragments consists in optimizing the chelators
used for labeling.This year we have proceeded to test
a novel carboxylated bifunctional macrocycle (DO3A)
for 67Cu labeling of chCE7 F(ab')2 fragments, in order
to compare the effects of of the anionic, hydrophilic
DO3A ligand (Scheme 9B) with the cationic, tipophilic
CPTA ligand (Scheme 9A) in terms of accumulation of
67Cu- labeled metabolites in the kidney.

Two methods of coupling DO3A via its amino
group to protein were adapted. One method consists
in activating the amino group with thiophosgene and
subsequent coupling of the isocyanato derivative to

IgQ ("§CN" coupling), Alternately activation of the
amino group Is offocted via bromoacolyl bromide lea-
ding to the brornoacelarnldo derivative of DO3A, fol-
lowod by coupling to tho Iminothlolane-subetituod IgG
("BAB" coupling), Both coupling protocols were
adapted to labeling mAb chCE7 and Its F(ab')2
fragments in terms of .optimizing ligand to protein
ratios and other reaction conditions, Tho "BAB"
method was found to bo loss reliable probably due to
the relative Instability of tho bromoacelamldo-Ü03A
Intermediate, The "SCN" coupling method was found
to be more reproducible and when a ligand/protoln
ratio of 42 was used, 07Cu labeling yielded 67Cu-
DO3A-SCN' chCE7 F(ab')2 preparations with specilic

activities between 0.4 and 1.1 u.Ci/ug. Purification of
such labolod preparations by FPLC-gol filtration
showed a single labeled peak with a MW of 100 kD
and immunoreactivity assayed using a solid phase cell
binding assay was found to range between 80 •
100%.

(CITA I-O-MI
o

" NILS " . ttw

(ÜOM)—Mi-c-Mt— Lys-Ali

"Sf'N "•coupling

DOM

(DOMI — Mly

tot,'

" BAß "• coupling

Scheme 9: Bifunctional macrocyclic copper ligands A:
CPTA, i'P-Carboxyphenylmethyl-1,4,8,11-
tetraazacyclotetradecane.
B: DO3A, i-p-Aminophenylethyl-4.7,10-
tricarboxymethyl-1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclo-
dodecane. „NHS-coupling": N-hydroxy-
succinimide ester coupling to lysine resi-
dues of mAb. „SCN-coupling": Isothio-
cyanate coupling to lysine residues of mAb
„BAB-coupling": Brorrncetylamide coup-
ling to imino-thiolane substitued mAb.
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Biodistribution of e7Cu-DO3A-SCN-chCE7 F(ab')2

was compared with 67Cu-CPTA-chCE7 F(ab')2 In
nudo mlcö boaring neuroblastoma xonografts and it
was found that the G7Cu-DO3A-labeled F(ab')2

fragments showed a four-fold reduction in kidnoy
uptake compared with ^cu-CPTA P(ab')2 (table 3A.

3B), Other differences between tho two
Immuriöcönjugates include a slower clearance from
the blood and higher levels of radioactivity in the
tumors 48 h post injection for the 67Cu-DO3A -F(ab')2

fragment. Despite of these improvements, for
therapeutic applications radiation burdon to tho
kidneys would have to be reduced further. We are at
present investigating whether introduction of peptide
linkers between chCE7 F(ab')2 and the D03A copper

cholator could be used to provide cleavage sites for
proteases leading to metabolites with even lower
levels of renal uptake,

Tab. 3A: Uptake of &7Cu-D03A-labollod chCE7
F(ab')2 fragments in neuroblastoma xeno-
grafts over a period of48h

Tissue

Tumour

Bfood

Heart

Liver

Spleen

Kidney

Stomach

Bowel

Musclo

4

G.8

18,1

8.2

10.1

7.0

32.5

1.0

2.2

1,5

±1.3

±0,8

±1.9

±0.9

±1.7

±4.9

±0.2

±0.4

±0.2

8

11.4

8.7

4,8

10.3

6.2

30.5

1.3

2.0

1.1

i2.0

±1.3

±0.4

±0.4

±1.0

±0.4

±0.6

±0.5

±0.1

24

8.9

1.4

2.6

11.4

5.3

21.5

0.5

1.5

0.8

±2.4

±0.6

±0.3

±3.2

±0.1

±0.5

±0.2

±0.4

±0.2

48

10.2

0.8

2.1

7.5

3.6

14.1

0.5

1.7

0.7

±1.

±0

±0.

±0.

±0.

±3.

±0,

±0.

±0.

Data are means ± s.d. of three animals and are
expressed in % ID/g tissue.

Tab. 3B: Uptake of 67Cu-CPTA-labelled chCE7
F(ab')2 fragments in neuroblastoma xeno-
grafts over a period of 48 h

Tissue

Tumour

Blood

Heart

Liver

Spleen

Kidney

Stomach

Bowel

Muscle

7.1

1.7

2.4

6.0

6.6

138

0.4

0.9

0.5

4

±2.3

±0.3

±0.8

±0.7

±1.1

.2+25.7

±0.1

±0.2

±0.1

9.0

0.7

1.8

6.4

8.7

97.8

0.8

1.3

0.4

8

±1.7

±0.1

±0.3

±2.0

±5.4

±5.7

±0.1

±0.4

±0.1

5.5

0.4

1.5

5.8

7.2

87.9

0,9

1.5

0.4

24

±0.7

±0.0

±0.2

±0.7

±1.1

±8.4

±0.2

±0.2

±0.1

48

2.5

0.4

0.3

5.5

4.9

60.0

1.0

1.3

0.3

±0.9

±0.0

±0.1

±0.9

±1.2

±7.4

±0.2

±0.2

±0.0

Data are means ± s.d. of three animals and are
expressed In % ID/g tissue,

4.3. Engineering of singlo chain fragments
based on antinouroblastoma antibody
chCE7

F, CARREL, I. NOVAK-HOFER, C, RUCH, H, AMSTUTZ1,
P, HASLER
1Central Laboratory of the Swiss Red Cross, Berne

ChCE7 is a high affinity antineuroblastoma
antibody, which has performed very well in a clinical
study Imaging disseminated neuroblastoma (see
Annual Report 1994), Based on this antibody, genetic
engineering of singlo chain fragments is carried out in
order to evaluate the potential of small fragments for
diagnostic or therapeutic applications. Originally, a
single chain antibody (CE7-scFv1) with a 14 amino
acid linker was constructed using PCR (Polymerase
Chain Reaction) technology. Expression in E.coli and
purification by affinity chromatography and FPLC gel
chromatography yielded a protein with a MW of 30kD
which showed high affinity binding to SKN-AS human
neuroblastoma cells comparable to the intact chCE7
(Fig, 7), We soon recognized that CE7-scFv1 has a
strong tondoncy to form aggregates, which explains
its poor blodistribution when it was tested In radio-
iodinated form in nude mice bearing neurobfastoma
xenografts,

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

97 kD

06 kD

45 kD

31 kD

21 kD

14 kD

Fig. 7:Purification of scFvi on Ni-NTA-agarose
SDS-PAGE Lane 1: MW markers: 2:culture
medium before extraction; 3:culture medium
after extraction; 4-9: scFv eluted Irom Ni-
agarose

Using computer-assisted molecular modelling,
several variants of CE7-scFv1 were designed which
are believed to be more resistant to thermal denatura-
tion and aggregation and a number of constructs
containing internal disulfide bonds and a new 15
amino acid linker were engineered using PCR techno-
logy. So far we were able to produce enough ds-
scFvi (scFvi with an internal disulfide bond between
Cys44 of VH and Cys100 of VJ and scFv2 (scFv with
a (GGGGSJ3 linker) for an initial evaluation of their
binding affinities and all of the constructs were found
to have high affinities similar to the parent mAb. At the
present we are trying to produce sufficient amounts of
the constructs in order to proceed further in their
bioevaluation.
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4<4< Characterization of the cell surface
protein recognized by antlnouro-
blastoma antibody chCE7 ("CE7
antigen")

F. CARREL, I. NOVAK-HOFER, C, RUCH

Defining tho target of the chCE7 antibody at the
molecular lovel will open possibilities to engineer new
antlneuroblaatoma agents beyond the presently
employed rnAb chCE7, Molecular cloning of the anti-
gen Is the ultimate goal of this project, however cha-
racterization oJ the antigen proceeds at several diffe-
rent lovols and Important Information about some
properties of the protein was obtained using Immuno-
precipitation and Western blot techniques, Immuno-
precipitation with chCE7 of surface radiolodinated
SKN-AS cells yielded a single labelled band of MW
190kD, representing the cell surface form of tho CE7
antigen. Trypsin treatment of intact cells or cell lysa-
tes was found to convert the CE7 antigen into a lower
MW form (about 100 kD), which still binds to mAb
chCE7. Immunoprecipitation followed by deglycosy-
lation with N-Glycosidase F, an enzyme which remo-
ves N-linked sugar groups from proteins, abolished
binding of chCE7, indicating that it binds [o a car-
bohydrate epitope, Isoelectric focusing of detergent
extracts showed that the antigen is characterized by
an isoelectric point of about pH6.

During the course of this year we pursued an
expression cloning strategy to isolate clones from a
cDNA library of SKN-AS cells. Loss of the signal
during the late stage of selection and a relatively
strong background response of the COS cells led to
the decision to try out alternate methods for cloning of
the antigen.The approach we are following now
consists of purification of the protein and partial
determination of its amino acid sequence. Partial
peptide sequences will then be used to design
oligonucleotide probes for screening cDNA libraries.
The SKN-AS human neuroblastoma cell line we have
used for most of our studies expresses the CE7
antigen only at moderate levels and a human kidney
carcinoma cell line ("Foehn") provided by Dr.
R.Waibel (formerly University of Zuerich) expressing
higher levels of the antigen will be used for
purification.

4.S. Molecular modelling, energy minimisa-
tion and molecular dynamics on tho
CE7 Fv fragment and its derivatives
with linker (single chain) and/or disul-
phido bridges for stabilisation

P. HASLER, D. ROGNAN1

Pharmaceutical Chemistry, ETH Zürich

Fv fragments are the smallest part of antibodies
which have the whole information for binding to the
corresponding antigen, but they have no further
Information contros, i,o, Fc part, for further handling of
the antibody In the human body.

The small size of the Fv fragment has the
advantages mentioned above, but there is • initially -
one disadvantage which seems to destroy tho hope to
use in future Fv fragments instead of tho whole anti-
body for therapy. Because the two chains are not
covalently attached and the contact areas are too
small for a good binding, the chains fold up at body
temperature and make new unspecific binding, which
leads to undesired aggregates; this diminishes binding
affinity of the Fv fragment to the antigen, Therefore
stabilising elements, such as a linker between the two
chains or disulphide bridges in the framework region
of the Fv fragment, were sought,

The three-dimensional structure of the CE7 Fv
fragment was built by molecular modelling using the
programme AbM V2.03 by Oxford Molecular on a
Silicon Graphics Indigo Elan work station. As best
templates the following chains with known three-
dimensional structure were used: The light chain has
the nearest identity (71,03 %) with the light chain of
1REI antibody (REI human lg Bence-Jones Protein,
2.0 A resolution) and the heavy chain with GLB2
(Gloop2 Fab, 76.79 % identity). But because the third
CDR-loop of the heavy chain is very short in GLB2
(only 4 amino acid residues long), a template was
chosen, which has the nearest length in the third
CDR-loop of the heavy chain with that of CE7 Fv, and
this was 6FAB (36-71, anti-phenylarsonate antibody,
1.9 A resolution) with an identity of 75.63 %.

An image of the proposed three-dimensional
structure is in the Appendix 3, Figure 1.

To introduce disulphide bridges for stabilisation the
following three criteria must be fulfilled for a potential
possible position:
1) The pair of residues to be mutated to Cys should

be in the framework region
2) At least one residue away from the CDRs in the

primary sequence
3) Cot • Ca distance between the two residues should

be less than or equal to 6.5 A.
Finally, two pairs of possible disulphide bridges

were found, which fulfil these conditions, namely H44-
L100 (as seen in the Appendix 3, Fig. 1 and L43-
H113. Both possible locations for disulphide bridges
are to see in tho Appendix 3, Fig 2.
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All the derivatives contain also the Lys3-HlsG-tail at
tho light chain carboxyllc ond for furthor purification.

To compare different possibilities of stabilisation,
nine derivatives of the CE7 fragment woro designed
and several forms will also be constructed in the
laboratory,

All the derivatives - made by molecular modelling
with tho program SYBYL of Tripos - were finally
subjected to an energy minimisation procedure with
the program package Arnbor 4,0, which Is Installed on
the CRAY Y90 at the ETH In Zurich. First of ail the
energy minimisation was carried out for In vacuo
conditions and then assuming an environment of
about 1870 molecules of water.

Tho molecular dynamics calculations were also
carried out on the Cray Y90 with the program Sander
of the AMBER package, The simulation time was set
in a first approach to only 150 ps, which is relatively
short, but the Cray Y90 still requires about 65 h,

In Fig, 8 the average fluctuation ovor light and
heavy chain of the derivative with the disulphide
bridge between H44-L100 Is shown.
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Fig. 8: Average fluctuation over light and heavy chain
of the derivative with the disulphide bridge
between H44-L100 is shown.

Fig. 9: In vivo evaluation of a chemically engineered
trivalent antigen-binding construct, a) Whole
body distribution pattern at day 4 post injec-
tion Bl: blood; Tu: tumour; Li: liver; Ki: kidney;
Spl: spleen; Ht: heart; Lu: lung; Int: intestine;
Fern: femur, b) Tumour to b'ood ratios for the
parent MAb35 monoclonal antibody (open
bars) and trivalent construct (shaded bars) at
0.5-5 days post injection, c) Tumour to normal
tissue ratios at day 4 post-injection.

4.6. In vivo studigg on chemically ongi-
nccrod antibody constructs

A, SMITH, C, DE PASQUALE, M„ R. E. OFFORDI,

K, Rosei, R, WGRLEN*

1 Department of Medical Biochemistry, University
Medical Centre, Genova

This collaboration on the design arid
characterisation of chemically engineered vehicles for
use in RIT has been a main focus in 1995. The goal of
this work is the Improvement of the pharmacokinetic
behaviour of the resulting radioimmunoconjugate, The
methodology employed centres around techniques
developed in Geneva which allow the chemical
reassembly, in stable form, of antibody subunits.
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In this way, the effect on tumour accumulation of
increasing the number of antigen-binding units per
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antibody construct can bo oxaminod. The first
antibody construcl to be evaluated in vivo consists öf
three antigen-binding Fab sub-units, linked through
their C-terminl to a trl-aldehydic linker. The Fab sub-
units were generated from the anti-colon carcinoma
MAb35, First In vivo testing of those materials, in a
nuda mouse-human tumour xonograft model system,
has now been performed and yielded promising
results. In comparison with the parent MAb35, the
trlvalont molecule (both of which havo a m, wt. ~ 150
kD) showed a marginal reduction In absolute tumour
accumulation but much more rapid clearance from the
blood and normal tissues • a characteristic expected
to lead to much lower toxicity and a broadening of the
therapeutic index. Maximal tumour accumulation was
15 %ID/g at day 3 for the MAb35 and 11 %ID/g at day
2 for the construct. Tumour to blood ratios from 0,5 to
5 days post-Injection are shown in Fig. 9, and reached
maximally only 1.4:1 for MAb35 and 12,2 for the
construct. Tumour to liver, kidney and heart ratios
were also substantially" Improved for the construct at
maximally 54, 54 and 48 :1 respectively compared to
only 6, 9 and 4 for the MAb35. Comparison of these
results with our own published results for the F(ab')2

fragment of MAb35 shows the construct to be
superior in terms of tumour accumulation, retention at
the tumour and In terms of tumounnormal tissue
ratios, thus establishing this trivalent molecule as our
most promising vehicle for application in RIT.

Because of the promising results obtained with the
trivülent construct, this molecule will now be evaluated
in a clinical study in collaboration with the Dept. of
Nuclear Medicine, University Hospital, Zürich. Should
the construct prove to show improvej biodistribution
when compared to the parent MAb35 accurate
dosimetry will be performed by application of positron
emission tomography using the 124Wabelled form ot
the molecule.

4.7. Blockade of 67Cu-F(ab')2 accumulation
in the kidney

R, A. RUTHERFORD, C. DE PASQUALE , A. SMITH

The renal uptake of radiometal-labelled antibody
fragments is a particular problem in RID and RIT and
has been a major limitation in the employment of
67Cu-labelled Mab fragments in the clinical situation.
The mechanism of this uptake is believed to be initi-
ated by electrostatic interaction between the positively
charged groups of the protein and anionic binding
sites at the luminal membrane followed by absorption
of the protein into endocytic vesicles within the tubule
cell. High concentrations of basic amino acids such as
lysine have previously been shown to be effective in
decreasing the renal uptake of 111 In-labelled peptides
and Fab' fragments in humans and mice although the
precise mechanism remains controversial. We have
investigated the renal uptake of two mAb fragments,

thQ anti-CEA MAb3S F(ab')2 and the anll-NCAM
(noural coll adhesion moloculo) SEN7 F(ab')2. Using a
variety of dosing regimons for the basic a.a. L'lysino,
the neutral a.a. L-cystolno and basic a,a, polymers
such as Poly-L-lysino (PLL; MW 22,700 & 47,000) wo
have attempted to limit the kidney accumulation
associated with administration of these c7Cu-labolled
F(ab')2 fragments,

A marked reduction in tho renal uptake of 67Cu«
MAb35 F(ab')j was observed following 4x2 mg/g
doses of L-lysine, given at hourly Intervals starting 1hr
prior to the administration of the Cu-labelled F(abJ)2,

however, no reduction In the ronal accumulation of
67Cu-SEN7 F(ab')2 was observed with any dosing
regimen (Fig, 10),
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Fig. 10: Effect of different dosing regimens on the
renal accumulation of 67Cu-labelled F b')2

fragments. PLL(A), low MW 22,700; PLL(B),
high MW47,000.

The reason for the preferential inhibition of the
67Cu-MAb35 F(ab')2 kidney accretion is unclear,
however, the results indicate that although cationic
amino acids may be useful in reducing renal uptake of
some radiometal-labelled proteins and antibodies, this
technique may not be applicable to all such
fragments, In order to investigate this phenomenon
further, we intend to optimise the blockade of 67Cu-
MAb35 F(ab')2, determine the time course of this
blockade and then apply this optimised protocol to the
SEN7 F(ab')2 fragment. HPLC analysis of kidney

homogenates has identified the primary metabolite of
the SEN7 F(ab')2 which, in common with other protein

and antibody fragments, appears to be a single amino
acid conjugated to the 67Cu-chelator complex
(Fig. 11).

Although this terminal degradation product has
been identified, the form in which the antibody
Iragment is filtered by the glomerulus and interacts
with the proximal tubule cell is as yet unknown.
Therefore, in order to elucidate this metabolite we
intend to collect and analyse urine from mice following
the blockade of renal tubular absorption either by L-
lysine administration or by inhibitors of the endocytotic
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development &f methods for reducing non-targGt G7Cu
uptake and the synthesis of radlometal-labelled
antibody fragments resistant to proximal tubular
uptake.

liDTA CTTA Lyi-CPTA

• EDTA/CPrA/«'Cu

10 30 35 4015 20 25

Fraction Number

Fig. 11: HPLC analysis of mouse kidney homogenates
24 hrs following administration of 67Cu-label'
led SEN7 F(ab')2. The primary metabolite co-

elutes with the 67Cu-CPTA-lyslne standard,

4,8. Intracavitary application of RIT for the
treatment of bladder cancer.

A. SMITH., C. DE PASQUALE, A, C. PERKINS', M. PRICE1.

1 Departments of Pharmacy and Radiodiagnoslics,
University of Nottingham and Queen's Medical
Centre, Nottingham, England.

The use of radiocopper-lebelled antibodies as
agents for systemic RIT brings with it problems in that
unwanted accumulation of the radionuclide in normal
tissue is often observed • particularly in the liver and
kidney. In order that we can clinically apply our exper-
tise as rapidly as possible we have sought out clinical
situations in which a local application of radioimmuno-
conjugate is possible without systemic leakage.
Carcinoma of the bladder is such a case and we have
initiated studies on the 67Cu-labelled murine mAb
C595, directed against bladder cancer and produced
by our collaborators in Nottingham. As we have
observed with other antibodies, radiocopper labelling
resulted in higher and more persistent nuclide accu-
mulation in tumour, in a mouse model system, than
was observed with the radioiodine labelled controls
(Fig. 12). This should translate to a higher dose
deposition in tumour when applied clinically. In
February 1996 the first patients will be administered
67Cu-C595 via a catheter inserted into the urinary
bladder and the extent and specificity of binding will
be determined by scinligraphy and biopsy. This
system is advantageous not only because systemic
side-effects can be circumvented. Additionally,
administration of the radioimmunoconjugate into a
confined space should reduce the quantity of activity
required to achieve a therapeutic effect and make

feaslblo a first thorapoutlc application of a radlocop-
per-laballed antibody from PSI.
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CJ125I-C595

E2ZJ67CU-C595
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Fig. 12: Tumour accumulation of 12SI' and 67Cu-la-
belled anti-bladder carcinoma antibody C595.

4.9. High affinity human antibodies
selected from large synthetic
repertoires for the RIT of solid tumours

R. WAIBEL, A. SMITH

These newly started studies are of relevance for
the project 'Systemic application of radio-
phartnaceuticals for the therapy of cancer', ono of the
two main projects currently persued In the Division of
Radiopharmacy. It is known from conventional
radiotherapy that fractionation of radiation dose is
beneficial in terms of widening the gap between the
effect of a given dose of radiation on diseased and
normal tissues, thereby improving therapeutic indices.
Such fractionation is not possible when using
radiopharmaceuticals based on a mouse protein
because of the immune response mounted by the
patient, resulting in the danger of an anaphylactic
allergic reaction following second or third
administration.

Recently, human antibodies have been created
entirely in vitro, by harnessing the strategies of the
immune system. Large repertoires (1010-1013 phage
clones) of single-chain Fv or Fab fragments are dis-
played on filamentous bacteriophage and the phage
selected by binding to antigen. As high binding affini-
ties are desirable for many practical applications, es-
pecially for use as high-sensitivity reagents and tor
clinical targeting and imaging, we use very large syn-
thetic repertoires which allow direct isolation of high-
affinity antibodies. The technique of displaying human
antibodies in a bacteriophage system is pioneered by
the group of Dr. Greg Winter of the Medical Research
Council, Protein Engineering Labs, Cambridge, UK.
We have access to the Cambridge groups phage
display libraries (literally libraries of phage particles
displaying a huge number of randomly generated
antibody fragments of varying specificity and affinity)
without which such studies are not possible. As tar-
gets for RIT, we will chose different structures
(collaboration with R. Gerardy-Schahn, Medizinische
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Hochschule, Hannover) on the neural cell adhesion
Molecule, a "tumour-specffic" antigen of small cell lung
cancer. In consequence, monovalent human antibody
fragments will bo producod which possess affinities
for tumour colls of the order of 103 times higher than
those of conventional divalent mouse monoclonal
antibodies, Not only are such human antibody frag-
ments of enormous Interest In thomsolvos for applica-
tion In RIT but they can also bo used a9 "building
blocks" to complement present strategies for the
chemical engineering of multivalent targeting vehicles
- an area of research in which promising results have
already been obtained here in the Division of Radio'
pharmacy (soo 4,6), The production and evaluation of
human mAbs of high affinity for application in RIT is a
fundamental and logical progression for the field as a
whole, offering the possibility to produce numerous
antibody fragments, and chemically engineered anti-
body constructs, displaying pharmacokinetic behav-
iour markedly different from previously used murine
mAbs and capable of being employed in fractionated
protocols requiring multiple administrations.

5. Radlonuclldo production and target
chemistry

5.1. Target jackets for high beam currents

R. SCHWARZBACH, H. BLUMER1, J. JEGQE
1 Mechanical Engineering, PSI

The presently used Zn targets for G7Cu production
do not tolerate a beam current of more than 70 uA. A
higher beam current would load to a higher yield, but
also to a risk that the target melts and the wanted
activity would be lost. Encapsulation of the target
would prevent this loss should melting occur. We
tested three types of materials, namely anodised
aluminium, alumina and glassy carbon,

The targets were irradiated with 90 uA for 1 h.
After irradiation the targets were inspected visually
then opened (destroyed) and analysed, All three types
of material tolerate higher beam currents and their
thermal stability, thermal conductivity and chemical
stability are acceptable, However, target-jackets from
alumina are very difficult to produce. Anodised
aluminium shows better properties than carbon in
respect of thermal conductivity,

5.2. Production of 55Co

R.SCHWARZBACH, P.BLÄUENSTEIN

may be useful as a PET tracer to investigate
neurological and oncological diseases. The ion Co2+

seems to behave in many respects like Ca2+ or Zn2+

in the organism. Various diseases of the brain lead to
an increased influx of Ca into the neurones, and
tumour cells contain metalloproteases with Zn as a
cofactor,

There are several ways to produce ^Co,
according to the facilities at PSI we investigated the
proton irradiation of natural Ni.

Tab. 4: Various nuclear reactions and irradiation
conditions for production of 5sCo (Watanabe
et at. 1979)

Reaction

»Ni(p.a)

nat.Ni+p

MFe(d,n)

nat.Fe+d

^Fefp^n)

nat.Fe+p
this work
nat. Ni+p

Energy
range

12.8-9.2

12.5-9.2

10.0-3.9

10.0-3.9

32.0-28.0

40.0-20.0

25.0-24.3

Yield

215

690

90

1000

3780

109

{%]
»Co

0

0

0

1.0

0.4

0.84

0.012

[%]
^Co

0

0.5

6.9

0

n.d.

0.72

[%]
^Co

0

0

5.3

0

n.d.

0.024

*n.d. not detected; Energy range: [MeVJ;
Yield: [\iCifaAh] 55Co; three columns at right: impurities.
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The optimal gnargy for irradiation wa§ datorminod
by tho stackod foil tochnlquo. The results (not shown)
were used to select the optimal energy range of 25,0-
24,3 MoV, which provides a sufficiently high yiold of
55Co and minimal impurities of longer living Co
nucfides. Other radlonuclldes (like 57NI and others)
are separated during the chemical process,

The irradiated Nl target was dissolved 111 a mixture
of 2 ml cone, HNO, and 3 ml HCI, The solution was
evaporated to dryness and the residue dissolved in 9
M HCI which is pumped over an anion-exchange resin
(Dowex 1x8) at a rate of 1 ml/mln. Rinsing with 25 ml
9 M HCI eliminates completely the Ni. Co (s efuted
With 20-30 ml 4,5 M HCI.

5.3. Production of radionuclides

J, JEGGE, K, ZIMMERMANN, R, ERNE, A, ISENSCHMIO,

C. OESCHGER, S. BURATTI, S, SCHNEEBELI,
Y, ElCHHOLZER

For the Departments research activities, the
following radionuclides have been prepared during
1995:123I (9 irradiations), 76Br (21) and 67Cu (29).

For the Medical PET Programme (see relevant
chapter) various radiopharmaceuticals have been
produced routinely: 11C-raclopride (55), 11C-
methionine (28), 1lC-flumaceni( (31), "C-ketamine
(7), 18FDG (140), 18F-DOPA (81) and &Fe (25),

A total of 184 deliveries of 18FDG to outside clinics
(Zürich, Geneva, Freiburg Germany, Feldkirch
Austria) were performed but over the year the delivery
has been gradually transferred to the new PET facility
at the University Hospital Zürich which is much better
suited for clinical work.

5.4. Determination of 18O concentration in
enriched water

R. PELLIKKA, S. AMETAMEY

The upgrade of our Quadrupole-MS equipment
with a new Electrospray interface in January 1995,
has brought with it more possibilities, not only to
determine higher mass-to-charge-ratios (polymers
and proteins), but also to simplify the analysis of PET-
tracer synthesis. However, this configuration is not
suitable for the determination of the 0-18 concentra-
tion in enriched water, which we need for the produc-
tion of (F-18)F*. This determination is also important
for the follow-up controls of our 0-18 enrichment
apparatus. A few direct mass spectrometry methods
have been reported in the literature, but they require a
special interface or a magnetic sector spectrometer.

To solve our problem we have tried to find and
employ a reaction between O-18-water and a larger
molecule. The hydrolysis of benzoyl bromide with O*
18 enriched water gives benzoic acid (MW 122 with
0-16 and MW 124 with 0-18). This carboxylic acid is

oasy to dotormlno In a deprotonaleci form with an
oloctrospray interface using negative Ionisation mode,

VV<5 have developed a slmplo mothod using 50 u.l
(O,1 nrnol) of benzoyl bromido and an oxcoss of
100 u,l (5.5 mrnol) 0-18 enriched water, This mixture
was vortoxed for 5 minutes at room temperature,
contrifugod for 2 minutes and decanted. The residua
was rocovorod with 1.5 mL methanol and diluted to a
concentration of 2 jig/mL, For tho determination of the
O-16/Ö-1Ö ratio, 10u.L of diluted benzole acid were
injected using pure methanol as eluent.

The great advantage of this simple method is that
no evaporation and drying after docanlalion is needed
duo to tho high dilution factor of 25,000, Tho sample
is dissolved and measured In the same medium. Fur-
ther investigations are still needed to find the limits of
accuracy and sensitivity of this method,

5.5. A mini sensor for activity process
control

R, SCHWAHZBACH, S, EßERS1

1 Engineering and Technical Support, PSI

Most available activity detectors are rather large,
have a very high sensitivity, and are very expensive.
In a hot cell in which labelling processes are done with
high levels of radioactivllv these detectors are virtually
"blind" because of the high background. This means
that they cannot be used to follow a process. Based
on the work reported by J. Leonardy (1991) and S. K.
Zeisler, T. J. Ruth and M. P. Rektor (1993 and 1994)
we developed a much smaller sensor which is only
sensitive to active materials very close in front of it,
The sensor was tested during a prolonged period of
time in the production cell of 11C-methyliodide, with
activities of about 18.5-37GBq. Placing the sensors in
contact to exposed places, such as a reaction vial at
room temperature, a cold trap with liquid N2 or a
reaction vial resulted in no visible changes of the
sensor materials. We conclude that the sensor with its
dimensions of 0 = 6.5mm x 19mm is of sufficiently
small size and has favourable properties such as

- high stability of the output signal in the detector
assembly

- low dark current of the semi conductor
- relatively small temperature effects on sensor

function
• low cost.
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6. Teaching activities and publica-
tions

6.1 Teaching activities and locturos

P; BiAuzmmn: "Hadlonuclöides utilisös pour la ihö^
rapio (G7Cu, ie«ne( ^Y) et lo diagnostic (123I)", Collo-
quo de Radiophysiquo, EPF Lausanne, 31.3,1995,

"Kup/ßr-G7-ffiärkfertor mottöklonäler
Antikörper chCE7 gegen Neuroblasloria", Tumor-
Uptake und Metabolismus In vitro und In vivo, Invited
loctufG, Institut für Nuklearmedizin, Kantonsspitol
Basel, 26.4,1995,

I, NOVAK-HOPEM: "Radiolmmunthoraplo zur Krebsbo-
handlung", Forschungsbereich Biowissenschaften,
Paul Scherrer Institut, 20,12,1994,

P A SCHUBIGER: "Review o( labelling chemistry",
invited lecture, 6th Eur, Symp. on Radiopharrnacy and
Radiopharrnaeeuticals In Graz, Austria, 3.-5.3.1995.

P.A, SCHUBIGER: "New radiotracers and methods of
quality assurance * introduction", COST-B3, Brussels,
Belgium, 27.8,1995,

P.A. SCHUÖIGER: "Fortschritte In der Marklarungs-
fecftnlk", Serninarvortrag Forschungszentrum Rossen*
dort, Germany, 15.9.1995,

P.A. SCHUBIGER: "Production of 1flF and radiopharma«
cy aspects", invited lecture, ALASBIM Bohla, Brazil,
October 1995,

P.A. SCHueiGEft; "RacfiOpharmaceuticals for brain
SPECT", invited lecture, ALASBIM Bahia. Brazil,
October 1995.

P.A. SCHUBIGER: "Antibody labelling techniques",
invited lecture. ALASBIM Bahl.i, Brazil, October 1995.

P A SCHUBIOER; Vorfosung: "Praktikum in Radio-
ünkologiQ und Nuklearmedizin", Universität Zürich,
SS 95. WS 95/96.

P.A. SCHUBIGER: Vorlesung: "Radiopharmazie und
Bioanorganik". ETH Zürich. WS 95/96.

A. SMITH: "The targeted nudido therapy project at
PSI" invrted lecture, Dept. oi Pharmacy, University of
Nottingham. Engfand. 8.11.1995.

A. SMITH & R. WAIBEL: 'Antibody engineering*. Invited
lecture. Department of Medical Radiology. Universrty
Hospi»a).Zurich.5.J2,1995.
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IV RADIATION HYGIENE

1. Ovorvlow

R,

The division lor radiation hygiene Is responsible for
the radiological safety of the personnel, the
Installations and the environment at PSI, However,
(he complete spectrum of its missions exceeds by far
this service task and encompasses both scientific
work as well as consulting activities for governmental
offices.

The main scientific activities last year were
concentrated on efforts to Intensify our collaboration in
the framework of European research networks, All our
major R & D projects now are integrated In European
research groups and are supported by greater than
50% by PSI- independent funding sources, The main
research areas are radioecology, dosimetry and
radon. All these projects necessitate the intimate
collaboration of scientific disciplines such as biology,
chemistry, physics etc, contributing and profiling from
the special research climate at PSI. The close
contacts to the European radloprotection community
greatly facilitate the early coordination and
harmonisation of scientific, technical and regulatory
aspects of radiation safety procedures.

In a continued effort to further focus and thereby
strengthen our research activities, our work on
atmospheric dispersion modelling was finalised and
terminated this year. The know how accumulated in
the past years will be transferred to other
governmental organisations in the form of a consulting
activity. Painful as these decisions are, they are
needed to rejuvenate the research programme of the
institute and to raise the research efficiency by
concentration on fewer projects with greater resource
allocations.

Information on current projects can be obtained
from Internet. Our division may be found under
Department of Life Sciences/Health Physics on
http://www.psi.ch/.
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2. Dosimotry

2.1 Interpretation of a plutonium inhalation
case

C. WERNLI

In 1Ö83 a young man accidentally inhaled 6omo 10
kBq of an Am/Pu mixture when a glove box was
destroyed by an explosive evaporation of an
overheated solution containing plutonlum. This case
was followed up by periodic bloassay and chest
counts, extended to specific organ deposition
measurements In recent years. In 1995 all data were
validated and analysed. It was found that the Am/Pu
ratio was continuously decreasing in urine and
increasing in feces over the 12 year time period.
Therefore, the determination of the actual Am/Pu ratio
In tissue as well as the differentiation between
deposition in lungs and various organs were quito
challenging and not completely resolvable. Several
protocols, including the most recent recommendations
of the International Commission on Radiological
Protoction (icnp) woro usod for calculation of
committed effective dose of the subject. The results
varied in a range of 0.5 to 1.5 Sv and are in good
agreement with a dose estimate based on biological
dosimetry (chromosomal analysis) of 1 Sv.

This project was financially supported by tho
European Union under contract number PL920147.

2.2 Test of a novel dosemeter type based
on Direct Ion Storage (DIS)

C WERNLI

The trend of future individual monitoring is towards
approval of electronic devices as legal dosemeters.
Most of the actual designs of electronic dosemeters
do not yet satisfy the requirements of energy
dependence below 50 keV, electromagnetic
compatibility, or fail safe operation of the electronics.
A new system with Ion chamber detectors and solid
stale ion storage in a EEPROM-memory cell offers
now solutions to the remaining problems. Tests on
prototype instruments have shown a promising energy
dependence down to less than 10 keV (lor H,(0.07)
detectors) and insensitivity to electromagnetic fields.
Since the ion chamber is powered by a MOSFET
transistor, the detector can also be used in a passive
mode without on line electronics. In 1995 the system
was still in the pre-production phase and the actual
test results are not yet conclusive.
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2.3 Exposure of the §wl§§ population to
extremely low frequency (50 Hz and
16V, Hz) magnetic fields

M, STRATMJNN, C, WERNU

A study with 552 volunteers was performed to
assoss tho typical exposure of Iho Swiss population to
extremely low frequency magnetic fields during the
different periods of the day (at work, commuting, at
homo, at rest, miscellaneous), Tho study was carried
out with EMDEX-II motors, which record tho resultant
of the magnetic Induction vector (n a frequency range
from 40 lo 800 Hz, Thus, the magnetic flux densities
In railways (16 7, Hz) are not included, For this reason
further measurements in railways were made with
HFR-1200 Instruments. These instruments record the
resultant of the magnetic flux density In the frequency
range from 16 to 500 Hz.

Quite surprisingly for the category "at rest" the
measured magnetic flux densities are partially higher
than those "at homo" and the arithmetic mean is
almost as high as "at work" (see Figur© 1). This is
mainly due to a small number of cases with fields in
the range from 1 to 15 uT. The main reason for those
high readings Is, that som9 peoplo put the EMDEX
metor during the night very closo to a clock radio or a
similar electric appliance. Therefore the measured
magnotic flux donsitios during tho night may not
always be representative for the exposure of the
person.

I1
tmlt fof Ihf

Al«ork Contmulini Alhomf Alrni

Fig. 1: 50 Hz magnetic fields:
Maximum, arithmetic mean, 99%, 90%, and
50% percentile. The exposure limits lor the
general population (100 \xT) and 'at worfC
(400 nV were never exceeded.

Measurements of tho 16s/, Hz magnetic fields in
fast trains showed that the arithmetic mean of the
magnetic flux density varies in most cases between
3uT and 6 uT with a maximum of 20 \il. The highest
single reading was 40 uT and In a double-decker S-
train, a maximum ol 75 uT was measured on the
lower floor at ground-level. The recommended
exposure limit for the general population lor 167, Hz
magnetic fields (300 uT) has never been exceeded.

2.4 Teet ef neufren desimetgr radlmers
with high energy neutrons

K. GMÜR, A. FlECHTNER

The rosponse of the now CR-39 solid stale neutron
dosimeter to high energy noutrons was tested, using a
Variety öf radiators generating hlgh-LET particles from
nuclear reactions In the radiator. Neutron beams
produced by 40- and 71-MeV-protons from tho Philips
variable energy cyclotron hitting a Bo target (on loan
from University of Basel) served as radiation fields at
PSI, arid a cöntinuöu& mixed spectrum behind a
concrete shielding and with energy up to 700 MeV
was available at CERN. The reference dosimotry at
PSI was carried out by Physikalisch-Technische
Bundesanstalt Braunschwelg employing absolute flux
monitoring techniques, while at CERN the reference
dose was evaluated using calculational methods and
a tissue equivalent proportional counter.

With the standard polyethylene radiator, the
decrease of the response by a factor of 3 to 10 at high
energies known from earlier investigations is con-
firmed, Using a Be radiator the response seems to be
more energy independent over the spectra
considered, at the cost of a 50% reduction of
sensibility at the reference radiation from an Am-Be
neutron source. C and 'UF radiators perform well
botwoon PE and Bo, whilo AI and Pb yiold mini.num
responses.
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Fig. 1: Track size spectra of CR-39 with PE radiator.
Tho number ratio of large to small tracks is
clearly enhanced with high energy neutrons.

Due to its toxicity. Be is unsuitable for application
in a personal dosimeter badge. It is feasible, however,
to employ track density ratios from different radiators
as a spectral index which could form the base for
calculational cxvt-ctiop in dose assessment. Alter-
natively, spectral information can be gained from
analysing the tidCk area distribution. Although this
approach is not practical in routine dosimetry, it is
possiblo to improve doso evaluation in special cases,
applying image analysis methods. In Figure 1 com-
parison is given of track size distributions with the PE
radiator in the Am-Be reference field and in a high
energy neutron beam.
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2.S Evaluation of CR 39 Solid state
dötöctöfs exposed to cosmic radiation

K, G M O R , A, FlECHTNER

In reply to a proposal by L Adams, European
Space Agency, tho Division (or Radiation Hygiene had
agrood to prepare and evaluate PADC plastic
detectors (GR-39) to be exposed to cosmic radiation
on board the Russian satellite Folon-10, In order to
characterise radiation damage to electronic devices,
The project Is a continuation of the former work by
University of Siegen. It Is considered as a preliminary
contribution, aiming at testing the exponso necessary
to carry out satellite doslmetry of this kind,

The detector stack consisted of 27 PADC plastic
sheets from TASL (Bristol, UK), The dimensions of
the sheets were 30 mm x 70 mm x 0,5 mm, Prior to
the flight, a few of the foils had been exposed to alpha
radiation from 241 Am, in order to check their usability,

Foton-10 was launched from Plesetsk on February
16, 1995 for an orbit of 300 km altitude and 62.8°
inclination. The capsule landed after a flight of 15
days,

The detectors were chemically elched, using 6,25
N NaOH at 70°C for 6 hours, Ten detectors were
evaluated, analysing an area of 1 cm2 and covering a
stack height of 13 mm, by means of a Canon Micro
Film reader with a magnification of 48. The images
were printed on paper, using a laser printer connected
to the reader, and then copied on transparent
overhead foils.

Fig. 1: Tracks from heavy high energy ions formed in
CR-39 solid state detectors during a 15-day
flight of the Russian Foton-10 satellite.

16 trajectories produced by heavy ions within a
solid angle of 4 sr were easy to identify. This track
density corresponds well to earlier results. Figure 1
shows the angular distribution of these trajectories.

The density of uncorrelated tracks is approximately
500 T/cm2, probably caused by cosmic protons.
Control detectors which were not exposed to cosmic
radiation display the usual inherent or radon-induced
background of 50 to 100 T/cm2.

In conclusion, tracks from densely ionising cosmic
rays in CR-39 foils are easily detected. If more
information is needed, e.g. on particle type, energy,
critical angle, the detectors will have to be calibrated
with accelerator-based heavy ions.

2.6 Results of the PSI radon research
project in tho 3 r d EU framowork
program

CH, SCHÜLER, Q, BUTTERWECK-DEMPEWOLF

Epidemiology o( uranium miners has provided
Consistent data ön the quantitative risk of lung cancer
associated with exposure to radon progeny In
underground mines, Those results are transferred to
the exposure situation In home environments of the
general population and an ICRP recommended risk
factor relates the exposure In homes directly to a
lifetime lung cancer risk estimate. This
'epidemiological approach' is also used In Switzerland,

A quantitative uncertainty, however, is introduced
in this approach by differences of exposure-done
relations for miners and the general population
exposed to radon progeny In their homes, The
deposition of the radon progeny in the respiratory
system and hence the radiation dose to the tissue is
strongly dependent on the size of the inhaled
nuclides, The size distributions of the radon progeny
differ between miner and domestic environments and
have to be considered in dosimetric calculations,

The radon decay products are produced in the
indoor environment as free atoms or Ions, They form
ullrafine clusters with atmospheric trace gases, the so
called unattached fraction of 1-4 nm cluster diameter,
These clusters are deposited on room surfaces or
attached to ambient aerosol particles (attached
fraction with about 200 nm particle diameter).

The project at PSI is concentrated on experimental
studies in the PSI radon chamber and investigates the
influence of atmospheric trace gases on the cluster
growth process. Figure 1 shows an example of
measurement results in comparison to calculations
performed with the PSI radon chamber model.

The PSI project has been concluded in summer
1995. From the results of the measurements the
following conclusions can be drawn:

Under environmental concentrations in the
presence of water vapour and SO2, there is no
detectable influence of these two trace gases on the
size of the ultrafine cluster mode of the short-lived
radon progeny. Under conditions with low attachment
rates of the clusters to ambient aerosols, clusters of
the first decay product. 218Po, show a smaller
diameter than the next nuclides in the decay scheme.

If the aerosol attachment rates are large, the size
of the clusters is shifted to larger diameters and the
differences between the primary radon decay product,
2 l8Po, to the nuclides following in the decay series are
reduced. A possible explanation for this increase of
the size of 218Po could be the interaction of the radon
progeny with organic vapours.
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The work on the assessment of risk duo to radon
and its short-lived docay products will continue In tho
4"' EU Rosoarch Framework Programme, In which a
PSl radon research contribution has been ao
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Fig. 1: Comparison between values measured in the
PSl radon chamber and calculated values of
the radon gas and total radon progeny
concentration. Error bars for radon gas
activity concentration are derived from the
counting statistics, error bars for radon
progeny concentration are set according to
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2 J Dosimetry using NMR

G. KÜHNE, J.-P. DOBLER, R. ANDRES

2.7.1 Tho Corlc Sulfato Doslmotor

According to the literature [1J tho cerlc sulfate
dosimeter is very weakly dependent on the LET of
protons In contrast to tho Frlcke dosimeter. Despite
tho overall low sensitivity of tho eerie sulfate
dosimetor, detailed examinations woro porformed in
order to assess Its potential utility In a gel based NMR
dosimetry system as described for Fricke based
systems |2], Due to Its pronounced LET dependence
the latter system is not useful for three dimensional
dosimetry ot proton irradiations. Ceric sulfate might
overcome this limitation and rneasuro correct doses
also in the region of the high LET Bragg peak of
protons, Tho radiation Induced reduction of Co4+ to
Co3* changes the NMR relaxation times T1 and T2 of
the water protons in tho vicinity of ceric ions. The goal
was to determine the optimal Ce4+*concentration of
the ceric sulfate dosimetor to get significant changes
for the NMR relevant parameters T, and T2.

In order to compare the NMR results with optical
spectroscopy (the usual method), a multi-cell chamber
was constructed, Tho irradiation of the multi-cell
chamber with protons was carried out at the PSl
facility OPTIS, The 61 MeV protons cross the first four
cells and stop in the fifth. From each of the ten cells of
this chamber, a small amount of solution was
extracted and measured.

The relative reduction in optical density after
irradiation (100 Gy) was significant (> 15 %) only for
very low concentrations (< 1 mM Ce4*). The minimal
concentration needed to see an effect ot Ce4+ on Ihe
NMR signal of the solvent is 40 mM. This therefore
also represents the minimal concentration at which an
effect of a radiation induced reduction to Ce3* could
be detected by NMR.

The relatively low conversion factor of "dose into
reduction of Ce4*" together with the low relaxivity of
the ceric ion make this system unsuitable for 3D-NMR
dosimetry except for very high doses (kGy).

References

[1] Measurement of Absorbed Dose of Neutrons,
and of Mixtures of Neutrons and Gamma Roys,
NCRP Report No. 25, National Bureau of
Standards Handbook 75, February 3,1961

[2j PSl Life Sciences, Annex II, Annual Report 1991
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3. Radloönalytlcs

J. ElKENBERG, S. BAJO, J . HlT2, M. RUETHI, I.
ZUMSTEQ, A, TRICCA, A. FlECHtNER

3.1 Introduction

The main activities of the radioanalytlcal laboratory
were focussed on the dovelopmonl of radio-chemical
separation techniques as well as on research projects
In applied radiochemistry and radioecology. Special
emphasis was given to further Improvements In the
radloassay of a-emitting nuclidos within the actinide
group (Am, Pu, U) as well as on various mombers of
the U and Th decay series (Ra, Pb, Po).
Nevertheless, routine analyses of radioactive
materials, bloassay and environmental controls are
dominating the overall activiiles of the radloanaiytical
group, These analyses range from determination of
complete radionuclide vectors of contaminated
materials of old, non-operating research fission
reactors for nuclear waste disposal assessment
studies [1] and deconvolutlon of highly complex y
spectra of nuclear fuel elements for nuclear accident
studies 12] to ultra low level analyses in context with
the Immission and incorporation monitoring program
at PSI. To guarantee a high accuracy of the analytical
results a quality management (QM) system according
to ISO 9001 is currently been established and Is
foreseen for complete Implementation by mid of 1996.
For this reason the group also participated in various
intercomparison studies on a- ß- and yspectrometry
(3, Lab.code 21,4, Lab.code 2]. To run radioanalytical
measurements with state of the art procedures,
several updates of the PC acquisition software were
performed and new low level counters for a- and f
spectrometry were Installed. In addition, the new
radiochemical laboratory located at the radiological
emergency center (GENORA) was equipped with
various posters explaining radionuclide specific
detection techniques and the procedures PSI is
performing in connection with the surveillance
program for immission, emission and incorporation of
radioactivity. Part of the GENORA building is now
being opened to guidance tours for public visitors.

3.2 Development of radiochemical sepa-
ration techniques

3.2.1 Determination of ^Sr in uranium fission
products

A previously published radiochemical procedure for
the determination of ^Sr/^Y in environmental
samples [5] has been successfully improved (with
minor modifications) by separation of ^ Y beside other
more long lived nuclear fission products. For this
reason, natural uranium was irradiated with thermal
neutrons in a nuclear fission reactor, thereby

producing shorter lived Isotopes of the same elements
(i.e, 6&sr, 61Y with half lives of about 2 month each) or
other Interfering radionuclides with similar behavior
during chemical extraction, such as 144Ce, The now
procoduro applied Is based on oxidation of Ce3+ to
Ce4+ (which causes a highor distribution coefficient for
the llquid'liquld extraction), followed by TBP extraction
of °°Y (at two dilferont milking tlmeo to allow a second
ingrowth of °°Y), precipitation of Y-oxalate and
counting in a low level proportional counter. Tho
procedure was successfully tested by repeated ^Sr
determinations in 5-20 month old neutron Irradiated
Uranium, In addition, a rrwthematlcal method for
simultaneous analysis of mixtures decaying with
different half lives was developed, This numerical
method permits a rapid determination of the ^Y
activity in the presence of longer lived radioactive
contaminants which are also extracted along with the
separation procedure of XV. Radioactive decay is
indicated in Figure 1 where the ß count rate strictly
follows the decay of 9°Y (t1/2 = 2.6 d) for more than 4

half lives. After that time deviation from the linear
relationship (semi log. plot) occurs due to contribution
of a longer lived component as well as (constant)
background scatter of about 0.1 cpm.

5 10 15 20 25 30

Decay time, days after milking time

Fig. 1: Evolution of the gross ß count rate as function
of time for radiochemical purifiedl90Y.

3.2.2 Developments in a-spectrometry and
eloctrodeposition of actinides

The extend of a potential contamination with a-
emitting nuclides in a nuclear power reactor is of great
concern for the evaluation of the radiological situation.
Contamination occurs, for instance, during the course
of a leakage in a nuclear fuel element in the reactor
water as well as on the surfaces of components in
contact with the contaminated water. Especially for
such material samples, rapid techniques for
simultaneous separation and electrodeposition of a
variety of oc-nuclides in one step are desirable.
Therefore, the electroplating (in terms of time and
chemical yields) of the actinide nuclides Th, U, Pu and
Am was investigated as function oi the electrolytic
medium. A sodium bisulfate medium proved to be
most suitable for electrodeposition of these nuclides
at high chemical recoveries. The accuracy of the
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results was also checked by ICP-analyses of re-
dlssolved Uranium from the samplo discs, Thö a-
sourcos obtained wero also used for calibration of a
now a-countor system equipped with 8 individual somi
conductivo Si-detectors. This system enables also tho
option to measure a-spectra at differont positions of
the source relative the to detector surfaces, A typical
a-spoctrum of depleted uranium is Illustrated in
Figure 2. A dear resolution of the pe ks from a-decay
of the major nuclides 234U and 23SU Is indicated. In
addition, the physical branching of the major two a-
emissions (at 4.70, 4.72 for 234U and 4.19, 4,15 for
233U, respectively ) can be seen in Fig, 2. This vory
high resolution with a FWHM (full width half
maximum) of less than 30 keV Is due to the
preparation of almost weightless sample discs but
also due to a relatively long distance from the a-
source to the detector of about 6 cm.
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Fig.2: a-spectrum of depleted Uranium electroplated
on a 20 mm stainless steal disc.

3.2.3 Ultra low loVol ahäly&ls öf
from tho U and Th series in aqueous
samples

Ground and river waters in Iho Upper Rhino Valley
(between Mulhouse and Strasbourg, Alsace, Franco)
are analyzed (mainly by means of a-spectrometry) for
the goochemically important radlonuelides of the U
and Th decay series In aquifers, I.©, 2 3 aU, 234U, ̂ o j h ,
^ R a , 226Ra, ^ R a , 222Rni 2ioPb a n d 2iop0, very
effective and fast radiochemical separation
procedures with almost complete (i,e. 100%) chemical
recoveries are applied as follows:

Uranium: Chromatographie separation from 1-2 liter
aliquots using anion exchange resin followed by
electrodepositlon in NaHSO4-rnedium for preparation
of homogeneous a-sources, Radium: direct
adsorption on MnO,-coated polyamide discs at a pH
of 8 because at lower pH the chemical recovery
strongly decreases, At elevated pH, however, the
analyses have to be carried out under N2 inert gas
atmosphere to prevent infiltration of CO, with possible
precipitation of carbonates and other solids involving
hydrolysis reactive species, 226Ra and unsupported
2 ^Ra„ are dotorminod directly after sampling using a-
spoctromolry, 2?8Ra is measured 3 weeks later on the
same disc after reaching almost secular equilibrium
conditions (complete decay of 224Ra and daughters
as well as constant activities of 226Ra and daughters),
^ T h is determined indirectly via 224Ra (and its decay
products) from the same water aliquot via the
adsorption method for Ra, however, after a waiting
time of at least three weeks, This has the advantage
that ingrowth of 228Th from decay of its precursor
228Ra can be neglected. Radon: -fspectrometric
determinations of the 222Rn daughters 2148i/214Pb
obtained from 6 one liter (gas tight samples ) aliquots
in an semiconductive intrinsic Ge-counter.
Reproducibility is checked with liquid scintillation
counting using the emanation method. Polonium: co-
precipitation with FeClj-carrier under alkaline
conditions using NH4OH followed by dissolution in
0.5 M HCI and spontaneous self-deposition on silver
disc. Lead: repetition of the Po radiochemistry with
the supernatant four months after the radioanalysis of
Po with a different Po-spike to precisely determine the
chemical yield. The nuclide, half live, isotope yield
spike, counting method and detection limits are
presented in Table 1.
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radionuclide

238U(

234(j

228Th

228Ra

226Ra,

224Ra,

222Rn

210Pb

210p0

decay half live

4.5-109y

2.5105y

1.9 y

5.8 y

1600y

3.7 d

3.8 d

22 y

140 d

chemical yield
spike isotope

232U

232U

(224Ra)

i33Ba

i33Ba

i33Ba

(no separation)

2O9po

208p0

counting method

a-spectrometry

a-spectrometry

a-spectrometry

proportional counting

a-spectrometry

a-spectrometry

Y-spectrometry, LSC

a-spectrometry

a-spectrometry

detection limit
[Bq/liter]

5-10-5

5-10"5

2-10"4

2-10-3

5-10"5

210"4

5-10-2

2-10"4

1-10"4

detection limit
[g/liter]

4-10-9

2-10'13

7-10-18

2-10-16

1-10-15

3-10"19

9-10'18

7-10-17

6-10-19

Table 1 : Compilation of the radionuclides investigated, isotope yield tracers applied and detection limits obtained.
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3.2.3 Improvement of the oJ\\ liquid scintillation
technique for jn-Vitro bloassay analysis

Recently a now and ono of tho first
environmentally safe completely biodegradable liquid
scintillation cocktail (Ultima Gold LLT) was
developed, This cooktait has the additional
advantage that it is able to load high water contents
to sample loads far above 50%, Now, with being able
to load twice the sample volume, the detection limit
of the new ot/ß-LSC technique [6] could be reduced
to 3 mBq/L urine [7], However, when the
discriminator setting was set at tho old crossover
point, ß-misclassificalion was about 3% instead of
1% as obtained with a classical a/ß-cocktall. Since
this proportion of misclassified ß-events (as a)
considerably increased the a-background scatter and
therefore reduced the analytical accuracy, it was
necessary to further improve the low level count
conditions, This was achieved by increasing the
discriminator setting at 135 ns in order to obtain an
optimum figure of merit {FOM, that is: E2/B,
efficiency squared divided by background) value of
about 30,000 (see Fig, 4). At that setting the
proportion of misclassified ß-events is only about
0.8%, which leads to the much better dejection limit
of now 3 mBq/L urine,

3.3 Research projects and other activities

3.3.1 Uranium series disequilibrium in ground
and river waters from the upper rhine
valley

As some other stable isotopes, U and Th decay
series nuclides are valuable tracers for investigating
aquifer dynamics, particle transient times, water
mixing and origins of different sources [8]. In this
project 234U/23aU and ^Sr/^Sr isotope ratios as well
as U and Sr concentrations of ground and river
waters from the upper Rhine valley are used to
characterize the different aquifers in terms of mixing.
In the flat regions of the Rhine valley, where the
hydroiogic head gradients are low and the saturated
zone starts close to the surface, mixing of river water
occurs on very small scales and is influenced by
strong interaction with the surrounding groundwater
of different composition, The U concentrations are
highly variable and range from 0.1-10 mBq/L, as are
the 234U/23SU activity ratios with values close to unity
(mainly groundwaters) to ratios of up to 2 in river
waters from metagranitic and other acid metamorphic
rocks, speaking for more selective leaching of more
loosely bound 234U in minerat surfaces of the
granitoide source rocks, whereas U in the

groundwater Is probably bottor controlled by
dtesolutlört/prödlpltatiön equilibria. There are positive
correlations of U with HCOä and bulk Sr, which leads
to the conclusion that the carbonate sediments in the
south of the test area are the main sources for U and
(non-radiogenic) Sr, The U daughter radlonuclldes
indicate a tremendous state of disequilibrium in the
U- (and Th) decay series, 226Ra (s highly variable In
all the aquifers due to tho different adsorption
capacities of the surrounding rocks, ^ T h is almost
below the analytical detection limit, confirming the
extremely low solubility products of Th-containlng
phases, whereas the Ra isotopes ( ^Ra and 224Ra,,)
produced by decay of 232Th can still be found as
aqueous species due to recoil and dissolution from
surface bound Th, Although there are immense
excesses of ^ R n compared to the mother nuclide
226Ra (101 vs. 10'3 Bq/L) In the groundwaters (due to
prevailed Rn diffusion in a semi-closed system), the
excesses of pure 222Rn supported 2iopD/2iop0 a r e

much less pronounced, indicating relatively short
residence times of these nuclides in the
groundwaters,

3.3.2 Laboratory investigations on tritium ro-
omission after soil surface contamination

In collaboration with European partners, the radio-
ecological investigation on the dynamics of HTO
movement at the interface top soil layer • unsaturated
zone was further continued and extended to
reemission and diffusion studies, In particular also to
closer study the effect of later rainfalls on the
reemission rates of primarily deposited HTO [9]. In
order to obtain the major flow governing parameters
in both, saturated and unsaturated horizons along
with simultaneous reemission into the atmosphere,
transport model exercises have to be carried out in
the next stage of the project. The two dimensional
code to be applied [10) describes particle movement
by a random-walk model. Fixed boundary conditions
are given by stable inflow and outflow conditions at
defined length of the unsaturated zone. Transport
processes in the saturated zone are advection,
dispersion and diffusion, while rainfall and flow
through the unsaturated zone is considered by
various source terms at the groundwater surface.
Modeling of the hydraulic properties of the flow
through system is performed by a two dimensional
finite differences flow model based on 21 x 17 nodes.
Recently, the flow field was calculated under steady
state hydraulic conditions.
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optimization of low level count conditions
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4. Radiation Protection

4.1 Introduction
A- JANGTT

The research and development activities of the
Radiation Protection Section are concentrated mainly
on two topics: the propagation of mixed (neutron -
gamma) radiation fields through different materials;
and the atmospheric dispersion of a radioactive
release in complex terrain. The latter Is partly
financially supported by the Swiss Federal Nuclear
Safety Inspectorate. The former Is related to the
ffleds of our high Intensity (1.5 mA) accelerator for
600 MeV protons, concerning shielding optimization
and the production of radioactivity. The changes of
the energy spectra of the neutrons because of
inhomogeneities in shielding (e.g. labyrinths for cables
or cooling tubes as well as transitions from one bulk of
material to another) were studied with a view to the
estimation of the nuclide inventory of the active waste
for repository disposal. Because we have to confirm
our estimations by nuclide-specific measurements of
samples of the active components, it is very important
to know the strongly-varying thermal part of the
neutron spectrum. We must therefore determine the
positions where samples can best be taken for
neutron activation analysis.

Other calculations of the influence of the new
quality factors (published in ICRP 60) on the personal
dosimetry of neutrons at our accelerator facility
showed that an energy-dependent increase of the
conversion factors relative to the previously used
values (ICRP 21) of up to 40 % has to be considered.
Further R&D contributions are briefly summarised in
the next two paragraphs,

4.2 Mixed Radiation Fields

4.2.1 Analysis of the boron neutron capture
therapy (BNCT)

J. ARKUSZEWSKI

The sensitivity of the BNCT relevant brain doses to
the neutron energy distribution on the surface of an
ellipsoidal Snyder-Zamenhof head phantom
investigated with the Monte Carlo code MCNP has
shown that the half-shell cosine irradiation provides
the high therapeutic gain exceeding 3. The optimal
therapeutic gain can be attained at depth up to 6 cm
and for the source energy up to 10 keV. The half-shell
source arrangement seems to be ideal for treating
deep, large tumours while the selection of best
irradiation spectrum allows for a considerable freedom
[II.

10"' 10"8 10"5 10"4 10"3 I0 ' 2 10"' 1 10
Upper Lifnil öf Ihe Source Cfifirgy Gift (MeV)

Fig. 1: Inferior-Superior therapeutic gain for the half-
shell source spectrum and 30 \xg/g B10.

4.2.2 Ground level doso from a radioactive aerial
plumo

The MCNP has been used to verify the simplified
calculations of a ground level dose from the large
137Cs plume extending 700 m from the ground level in
a rectangle 47 x 35 km. An auxiliary program MCAG
produced the MCNP source term from the
experimental data file. The results seem to be in a
good visual agreoment with the plot obtained from a
simple deterministic calculation, however a long
execution time due to a lengthy and very complex
source generation scheme precludes the use of
MCNP for routine calculations.

4.2.3 MCNP development

The MCNP photon library has been redesigned to
accept (y,xn) cross sections calculated in the
framework of the Veyssiere-Sanford formalism [2].
The reprocessing program has been written to
produce a new library including photoreactions. The
next step will include the implementation of the
photonuclear patch for MCNP thus adding the last
unimplemented physical phenomenon to the neutron-
photon coupled transport.
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4.3 Environmental 5Un/elllance/emergoncy
support systom (ESS)

V. HERRNBERGER, M, HUTTER, U. HUBER,
W. GRADER

An environmental surveillance/omorgency support
system Is being dovolopod to link measurements of
omissions (nucloar installations), of Iho motoorology
(e.g, from ANETZ-statlons) and immisslons (e,g, from
radioactive samplers or NADAM-network) by
atmospheric dispersion and dose calculations. This Is
the only way to provide up-to-date and sound
information to decision makers. Throe milestones
were reached:
- Radioactive mother isotopes and their daughters are
completely simulated in the atmospheric transport
process.
- The effect of complex topography on the
atmospheric transport of pollutants can be taken into
account In real time simulation.
• Unknown release rates can be estimated on-line
from measurements.

4.3.1 Atmospheric transport of radioactive
decay chains

The central atmospheric transport module ADPIC
[1] is a hybrid particle simulator, where one marker
particle can transport several decay chains with
similar release history and physical/chemical
properties. In order to handle easily the extensive
data needs of the hybrid version, the pre-processor
HYBR has been developed, which prepares the decay
chain and dose conversion data on the basis of the
user's specification and common data banks. The
evaluation of the simulator in comparison with the
non-hybrid particles was very satisfying. However, the
evaluation is still in progress with similar models,
because no experiments with radioactive decay chain
nuclides as tracers are available.

4.3.2 Real time simulation of radioactive
dispersion in complex terrain with larger
moteo data base

The operational standard ESS is limited to flat
terrain [2], leading to uncontrolled errors in the
prediction of the contaminated areas. In order to
achieve more realistic and sound results the complex
terrain of the PSI site has to be taken into account by
a larger meteorological data base. Therefore, the
whole module chain from MEDIC over MATHEW to
ADPIC was applied to the PSI site out to a down-wind
distance of 10 km tentatively. The necessary wind
fields were synthesised from 11 ANETZ stations out
to a distance of 40 km (Chrischona) every half hour in
real time. First results indicate important differences
from the present day standard ESS, which is based
on the Gaussian plume model.

4.3.3 Sourco törm reconstruction by data
assimilation mothod (DAM)

In emergency sltua ion9 relevant data may be not
available to the decision maker e,g, source history
and parameters; in particular, if the communication
link fails to the emission measuring devices or an
unexpected ground roloaoo happons duo to fire or
explosion. If on-line immisson measurements are
available the estimation of certain source parameters
seems to be possible and would be very useful for the
prediction of the environmental impact, E.g. the
reconstruction of a complicated release history with
two follow-up explosions has boon successfully
proven with an non-negative, linear least square
regression scheme (NNLS). However, the
meteorological conditions were fairly ideal:
Homogeneous in space (flat terrain) and constant in
time [3]. We applied the same methodology to a
complex meteorological condition with time varying,
heterogeneous wind fields [4] . However, the release
history was simply constant in time. An interesting
data base was the SIESTA tracer experiment, which
was chosen for dispersion model evaluation. While
the time-averaged release was well estimated by the
model, unrealistic fluctuations of the instantaneous
roleaso rate in fact occurred.
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5. Rodioocology

6.1 Introduction

T,

Radioecoiogy may be defined as research
"regarding the relation botv/oon the ecosphore and
radioactivity" v/ith the final goal to obtain reliable data
fer lha dose calculations. To comprehend and predict
Ibo boliaviouf of radiorwetideä In the environment It Is
necessary to have detailed knowledge concerning
their chamklry and (no dynamics of ecological
processes, Our projects concentralo on research
about the nature of radlonuclidö transfer In the
environment.

5.2 Tha fixation and removal of
radlonuclido9 from contaminated top
soil in Gomel, Belarus

S. AiexANonovA1, H 8. FELIX2, G, FÜHRER3,

P. KOPP4.

'Ufeite Mining Institute, Ekaterinburg, Russia

2Fo!ix, Slitnadel fi Partner, Environmente} Consulting,
CH'4419 Lupsmgen

alnstrtu1e for Terrestrial Ecology, Swiss Federal
Institute öl Technology, Grabensfr, 3, CH-8952
Schlieren

Within the framework of a project on the
"Execution of soft decontamination of radioadively
contaminated soil wilhout destruction of its botanical
activity" tho Urals Mining Institute In Ekaterinburg has
established liefe) trials at Chechersk, Gomel region,
Belarus, 190 km north of Chernobyl.

Tho aim ot our participation In this project Is to
investigate (he capability of known hyperaccurnutators
for heavy metals to accumulate radionuclides.
Hyperaccumutator plants demonstrate normally a high
uptake rate and accumulation ot heavy metals from
contaminated soils.

Ai the öypofi/ikonial srto which was not used
agriculturally during the last 10 years. 9 plots wcro
selected. To characterise the w>il structure and
actrvtty distribution of the soil cores. 42 cm long and
3 cm dtameter. were eöfteefed. AddrtioftaJJ/ three «oil

were dog from 0 * 120 cm and samples were

The ptots wore prepared for sowing by digging
them to a depth of 25 cm From this mixed soil
samples wort* taken again before sowing bean, mairo
anä summet *heal se«jds

The sod samples as well as the cornpfelo bean-,
maize* and wheat-plants which wcro harvested in
September jwid brought to tho laboratories at

Ekaterinburg and Zurich In equal parts for chemical
characterisation by standard mother and activity
measurements were carried out by y-epoctromotry,

Preliminary results show thai Iho soil can be
characterised as a slightly acidic sandy brown soil,
Tha average pH values range from 4,0 In Iho top
25 em to 5,3 id the deap§r soil. The content of organic
subslemee In the top soil was bolwoon 2 and 3
percent, and in the lower soil horizons between Ö.3
and 1,3 percent, The particle size distribution showed
about 70% sand fraction throughout the whole soil
pf6fi(e§, white the day fraction wa§ only about 5% in
the top soil but up to 10% at the depth of 1 m, The
analysis of the radionuclides exhibited an even
distribution of K-40 with an average activity of about
450 Bq/kg dry soil. White Cs-134 in most samples
was not detectable anymore, Cs-137 was found
mainly in tho lop 15 cm, with an average activity of
2'500 Dq/kg dry soil, Preliminary results revealed that
the Cs Is strongly Immobilised on the clay fraction of
the soil, suggesting that a further Iranslocaiion In
deeper soil horizons 19 only possible if tho absorbing
clay minerals are transported themselves,

5.3 Activity of 134Cs in whoot grains in
relation to tho time of plant
contamination

T. RIESEN, A. WOLF

The time ol the year at which a nuclear fallout
occurs In is of eminent importance for tho final
radioactivity concentration in food and tho assess-
ment of tho further use of H. We run a projed to in-
vestigate this relationship in winter-wheat grains.

Winter-wheat (cutlivar Arlna) was grown In big
plastic pots of 0.4 m diameter in a commercially
cultivated wheat field near WOrenlingen. Two pots
were removed from the field at each oj five defined
development stages of the crop, between 120 and 40
days before harvest, and transported to the
laboratory. Here the plants of one pot were
contaminated as described In (he Annex II (1994) with
a solution ol 134Cs. The second pot served as control.
After the Irealmeni a/i pots were moved to the
greenhouse where they were placed until tho harvest.
The activity G? 1 W G S In grains, glumes, th« rashte urri
the whole harvested plant was then determined by
gamma-spectrometry.

Results of the activity measurements of the grains
show that tho most unfavourable time for 3
contamination te between ear emergence and
flowering of wheat (65*40 days twforo harvest), A
contamination just I .fore ear emergence which
correspond? approximately to the highest leaf area
inttex (to.if me.i par area) results in the highest activity
in gmtri3 through foliar absorption and translocation of
1!wCa to iho ears. The highest t wCs uptake through
yout/j cars directly occurs at a contamination at the
flowering growth stage.
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figure 1 shows the result of (ha activity distribution
In wheat groins obtained by an Image plate anakiis.
134Cg translocated from loaves to grains Is ?' vn;'.
located In tho seed and fruit coat,

In furihor experiments wo Intend lo grow ihe
contaminated eeod on an artldclal medium to
Investigate to which parts of yeung seedlings t34Cs
octivity is translocated after gormination,

Cutting IIIK'A-H

Fig. 1: Distribution of 134CB-activity In wheat grains

5.4 Mycorrhiza

T. RIESEN, I. BRUNNER*. A. WOLF

•Swiss Federal Institute
Landscapo Research,
Switzerland

for Forest, Snow and
CH-8903 Birmensdorf,

Microorganisms play an important role in the
fixation of radionuclides in forest soils. In particular,
fungi have the capacity to absorb and translocate
radionuclides. In a pouch test system the role of the
ectomycorrhlzal fungu3 Hoboloma crusiulinrformo in
tho uptakoof radiocaosiurn (13*Cs) and radiostrontium
(^Sr) into seedlings of Norway spruce (Picea abies)
was investigated. Inoculated and noninoculaled
seedlings, seedlings inoculated during 8 and 15
weeks, seedlings exposed during 2 and 3 weeks to
the radioactive solutk r;, and seedlings grown under
low and high ammonium conditions prior to the
application of the radionuclides were compared. The
final 1wCs and ^Sr activity was determined in fine-
roots, main-roots, stems and needles.

The results showed that ectomycorrhizae reduced
the uptake of 134Cs and "Sr . The degree ot
ectornycorrhizalion was of crucial importance and
seemed tö bo governed by the period during which
ectomycorrhizae were allowed to develop and by Ihe
ammonium concentration in tho nutrient solution. The
radionuclide uptake increased with increasing
exposure timo. Both radionuclides were predominantly
accumulated in tine-roots. However, needles proved
to describe best tho result of ncl root uptake and
Iranslocation to the shoot. The uptake-rate and

tran§l§§iii§n-r8t© §f ^ S f wg§ §maii§r than that ©f
154G§, It Is assumed (hat the ffah§lö6allöri Is coupled
with the Intensity of water fluxes through tho xylsm
and that MSr Is more readily absorbed on mycelium or

"»tit tissue relative to 134Cs, The effect of high
;urrnnnium growth conditions was overcome by the
nth-, t oi eoornycorrhlzation except in neodlos with a
very u<iu- »-«omasa which behaved as a strong sink
and led to- a hi-jh accumulation of

5.5 Contamination of agricultural plants by
nuclear fallout; Foliar absorption and
transport of 134C9 and fl5Sr In potato
plants

J. EQLI, R. ANDHEÖ, N. Ä.M&HFN*

* Swiss Federal Inslituto of Tf^;hnology,lnölitule of
Plant Sciences, CH-8092 Zurich, r.wllzerland

It has been shown that long-d»st<i«:e transport ol
<34Cs afler foliar absorption takes place exclusively in
tho phloem. No 134Cs-lransfer from the phtoom inlo
tho xylem could bo obsorved, A split-root cxp^imen!
was performed by separating tho root into two parts
and putting them In two different beakers containing
nulrtent solulton, Transport of radioactivity from on«
containor to Ihe other was found and Is indicative of
xylem-phloern transfer,

In other experiments we have Investigated the
influence of Ihe time-point of contamination on crop
radionuclide content in th« j * .i?*'o plant. Threo groups
ot plants wore contaminated with «in aqueous solution
of 134CsCI at throe different tirno-points: Group A:
First leaves were fully developed. Group B:
Immediately before onset of blooming (4 weeks after
group A). Oioup C: Onset of senescence (8 weeks
alter group A). Plants were harvested 7, 14, 21 and
28 days after each contamination, and after full tuber
development. The highest 134Cs content of Ihe crop
was observed in group 6, i, e. in fully developed
plants: 58±3% (n=4) of the originally applied
radioactivity was found in the tubers. These results
will be used to refine computational radioecological
models applied in calculatlig doses for decision
making after a potential nuclear fallout.
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9.6 QHEQQSYi

T. RIESEN, J, GOTTOPREY', H.-J. HEIZ*,

A. SCHENKER-WlCKI*

' National Emergency Operations Contor, P.O, Box,
CH-8044 Zurich, Swlt2orlond

CHECOSYS Is a dynamic model (or assessing the
radiological impact of ä RUcleäF accident Which
atlempte to predict Ihe radiation exposure to the
population. Tho cods was developed by "GSF •
Forschungsanstalt für Gesundheit und Umwell
GmbH". Copies of tho code which havo boon adapted
lo Swiss conditions run at the Swiss Emergency
Operations Center (NAZ) and at PSI,
In a Jnooretical case study ECOSYS-87 was applied
to evaluate tho effect of countormeasuros (or rcdüclhg
tho Ingestion dose through cattle meat alter an
accidental roloaso of radioactive material.
Calculations were done for tho case that (1)
contaminated grass or hay is replaced by clean
fodder, (2) during the last 100 days before slaughter
only uncontaminated feed is given and (3) alternative
feeding regimes are chosen. Seasonal elfects wore
considered by doing all calculations for a deposition at
each month of tho year,
Feeding uncontaminated forago 100 days before
slaughter (case 2) proved lo be the most effective
couotermeasure and reduced the activity In moat by
90 % to 99 %. Tho effect of replacing contaminated
grass (case 1) was loss uniform and depended
strongly on the timo when deposition occurred, In this
case the reduction was between 50 % and 100 % ono
year alter deposition. The substitution of
contaminated hay (case 1) was leas effective
compared to tho substitution of grass. Tho choice of
alternative feeding regimes (case 3) led to a reduction
of the activity of up lo 40% one year after deposition,
Tho present results clearly reveal the importance of
tho seasonally in model calculations and Ihe
possibilities to use such calculations as a basis to
generate countermeasures in decision support
systems.

5.7 Rosuspension of contaminated soil
onto pasture grass

T. G. HlNTON

The objective of the whole project is to quantify the
most important factors which are responsible for the
transfer of radionuctides in animal production
systems. Results are then used to model these
systems and to develop countermeasures to minimise
the transfer of radionuclidos to milk.

The objectives for the project period were (1) to
determine why some Ti estimates ol soil loading,
determined by the EC Animal Group during the last
contract period, over-predicted the contribution ol
rosuspension to tho overall 137Cs contamination ol the
plant. (2) determine if grazing density affects soil
loading onto pastures, (3) to develop a method to
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«if tirmln§ ih© parties §I2§ dlstflbuil§n of §§ll g
to loaf surfaces, (4) to conduct a literature revlöw and
(5) to publish tho results,
Tho results may bo summarlsod as follows:
(1) Soil loading ostlmatos dopend on Iho technique
used to moasuro tho amount of soli on plant surfaces;
(2) it Is Important to calculate soil loadings using tho
eoneerltfatlofiS of the Soil tracer arid cöhtärrilhänt In
thö rosuspondablü particle elzo fraction of soil, rather
than tho moan concentrations In the unfractioned soil;
(3) differences in the distribution of tho tracor and tho
contaminant within the various sized soil fractions can
bias (lie soil loading estimate; (4) soil loading"
techniques seem to bo adequate to estimate Iho
quantity of soil on plant surfaces, but Inadequate
when extended to estimate Iho "percent of total plant
contamination due to soil loading"; (5) problems In
estimating soil loadings seem particularly acute in
high organic soils; (6) grazing trials in Switzerland
showed that soil loadings on pasture grass Increased
60% when grazing Intensity by sheep Increased by a
factor of four; (7) light rains and winds removed soil
from ungrazed control plots, but the opposite occurred
on grazed pastures - rainfall augmented soil loadings
when sheep were present and (8) to most accurately
estimate mass loadings onto plants it will be
necessary to calculate mass loadings using the same
soil partlclO'OlZG dtetribullon found adhering to the
plant.

6. School for radiation protection

R. P. STÜRM AND H.*J. PFEIFFER

Beside regular teaching activities, members of tho
school for radiation protection were involved in
different commissions and working groups planning
the future education in radiation protection in
Switzerland, namely;

Working group of the Federal Office for Public
Health for the new radiation protection training
ordinance for handling of open radioisotopes and
working with X-rays; subcommission education of the
Federal Commission for Radiation Protection; working
group of the Federal Commission for AC Protection
for the training of emergency organizations; working
group of the catastrophe rescue troops concerning
radiation protection; working group of the National
Emergency Operations Centre for tne formation of
medical contact stations; education commission of the
German-Swiss Association for Radiation Protection.

Radiation protection instructions were given to
physicians of the civil defence, members of the Army
Staff 900 and instructors of tho AC defence service. A
study group of journalists were accompanied on a one
week visit to Cernobyl.

7, Teach ing act iv i t ies a n d pub l i -
ca t ions

7.1 Teaching activities and lectures

J, EIKENBERG "Bloassay using r//|l«LSC: a rapid
screening method for «^termination ol gross alpha
activity In urine and focos", Invited key noto spoakor:
41st conference on bloassay, analytical and
environmental radlochemlstry, Boston, USA, 12-16.
11,1995

J. EIKEN&ERQ "Anwendungen der U- und Th-
Zerfallsrelhon auf Jungo Sediment© und Vulkanliö"
Vortrag: Geologisches Kolloquium 23. 6,1995

A. FIECHTNER: "A Personal Neutron Dosirnotry System
Based on Track Etch and Automatic Readout by
Autoscan 60". Eighth Symposium on Neutron
Dosirnotry, 13-17 November 1995, Paris,

K. GMUR; "Radlatoren für Hochenergieneutronen",
Arbeitskreis Dosismessung externer Strahlung, 29.-
30. November 1995, Neuhorborg,

K. GMUR: "Dosirnetrie der kosmischen Strahlung".
Kolloquium am Institut für Medizinische Radiobiologie,
Zürich, 11, Dozornbor 1995,

V.Fl.D. HERRNBERQER, P. DORIA: "Assessment and
Verification of Four Different Types of Dispersion
Models for Real Time Accidental Release in Complex
Terrain," presented at the ASTM 1995 Johnson
Conference on Performance Evaluation of
Atmospheric Dispersion Models, 9-12 July 1995,
Johnson, VT, USA

G. KÜHNE: "Kernenergie", SS 95, Ingenieurschule
beider Basel HTL Muttenz

CH, SCHULER: "Offene Fragen zur Strahlenbelastung
durch Radon". Seminar Forschungsbereich
Biowissenschaften. Paul Schorrer Institut, Villigen.
June 27.1995.

R.P. Stürm: "Biologische Wirkung ionisierender
Strahlung", Vorlesungsreihe "Sozial und Präventiv-
medizin I" an der ETH, 2ürich, 20.3.1995

R.P, STÜRM: "Strahlenschutz im Rettungsdienst",
Ausbildung der Sanitätspolizei Zürich, Zürich,
6.3.1995.

R.P. STURM: "Umschulung auf die neue
Strahlenschutzverordnung",
Universität Zürich-Irchel, 10.3.95

R. P. STURM: "Massnahmen und Schutzmassnahmen
bei Verstrahlung",
Workshop beim Stab Bundesrat (Astl 900), Bern,
26.10.95.

A. TSCHIRKY, H. LEUENOERQER. LX. TIEFEUAUER:

"Tumor targeting using antibody-nanopanicles
modified by sialic acid compaounds*. 3rd Meeting on
Peptide and Protein Drugs. ETH Zürich. 29.3. 1995
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0, WiRNü: "StrahlenmossUng in der Ukraine als
Folge von Tschernobyl", Semfnarvortrag an dor
Abteilung für RadiologlschQ Physik, Kantonsspital
Basol, 15, Februar 1995,

C, WERNLI: "Neue Entwicklungen In dor
Porsonondoslrnotrio fur Pholonen- und
Neutrononotrahlung", Fortblldungssemlnar far
Arboltsgruppo Modizlnlscho Strahlonphyalk dor
SGSMP, 18, Mai 1SS5.

C. WERNLI: "Legal Requirements (or Internal
Doslmotry In Various Countries and Actual Needs (or
Standardisation", invited paper, International Confe-
rence on Inlernal Radialion Doslmelry, Bhabfia
Atomic Research Centre, Bombay, February 21*24,
1995.

C. WERWLI: "Doslmetrlc Characteristics of a Novel
Personal Dosometer Based on Direct Ion Storage
(DIS)". 11th International Conference on Solid State
Doslmelry, Budapest, July 10-14,1995.

C. WERNLI: "Neutronendosimetrio am PSI".
Fachgespräch "Strahlenschutzdoslrnotrio an
Hochenergiebeschleunigern" beim Bundesamt für
Strahlonschutz (BfS), Borlin, 19, und 20, Oktobor,
1995,

C. WERNLI: "Individual Monitoring for Photons".
Advanced Methods in Radiation Measurement and
Dosimetry, Training Course organised by ERPET,
EURADOS, IARR and GSF. Bad Honnof, FRG, 24-28
April, 1995

7.2 Publications and abstracts

7.2.1 Roviewed papors

J. EIKENBERG, V. KOEPPEL "Application of the U-Xe
and U-Kr systems for interpreting discordant U-Pb
ages" Chem. Geol. 123, 209-223 (1995),

J. ElKENBERO, W . PFINGSTEN, A, FlECHTNER: "A
laboratory and model study on HTO soil infiltration
and atmospheric reemission after surface deposition",
In: Tracer Technologies for Hydrological Systems.
IAHSPub.no. 229 (1995).

S. tSENMANN. M. MOLTHAQEN, S. BRANONER,
U. BARTSCH. G. KÜHNE, J.P. MAGYAR, U. SURE,

M. SCHACHNER, A. AGUZZI: The AMOG/b2 Subunit of
the Na, K-ATPase is nol necessary for Long-term
Survival of Telencephalic Grafts". Glia 15, 377-388
(1995).

S. ISEMMANN, S. BaANDNEfl, G. KÜHNE, J. BONER.
A. AGUZZI: "Comparative in vivo and pathological
analysis of the Blood-Brain Barrier in Mouse
Telencephalic Transplants". Neuropathology and
Applied Neurobiology. in press (1996).

F,M, KRII9, R,Y, ANBRii, K.H, WINTERHALTER;

"Superparamagnetically labelled neutrophlls as
potential absco33-spociflc contrast agent from MRI",
Mag, Res, lmag\, 13,393-400,1095

LX, TIEFENDER, A, TSCHIRKY, G, KÜHNE,
R,Y, ANDRES: "In vivo evaluation of magnetite
nan^pariMes (or use as a tumor contrast agent in
MRI", Mag, Ros, Irnag,, 14,3,1996

L,X, TIEFENAUER: "Structural consideration on
ostradlol-conjugates for Imrnunoanalytical systems*.
Advances In Life Science-Steroid Biochemestry 1995

A, WYTTENBACH, P. SCHLEPPI, L. TODLER, S. BAJO,

J. BÜCHER: "Concentration of nutritlortal and (race
elements In needless of Norv/ay spruce (Picea abies
(L.) Karst) as functions of the needle ago class. Plant
and Soil 1995,168-169,305-312.

A. WYTTENBACH, S, BAJO, J . BÜCHER, V, FURRER,

P, SCHLEPPI, L, TOBLER: "The concentration of Ca, Sr,

Ba and Mn in succeslve needle ago classes ol
Norway Spruco (Picea ables (L.) Karst.), Trees 1995,
10,31-39.

H.J, ZEHNOER, P. KOPP, J. EIKENBERG, U. FELLER,

J.J, OERTLI: "Uptake and transport of radioactive
cosium and strontium into grapevines afler leaf
contamination.11 Radiat. Phys. Chem. 46 (1),
61-69.

B. ZIMMERLI, L TOBLER, S. BAJO, A. WYTTENBACH,

M. HALDIMANN, R. SIEBER: "Untersuchungen von

Tagesrationen aus schweizerischen Verpllegungs-
betrieben. VII. Essentielle Spurenelemente: lod und
Selen, Mitt. Gebiete Lebensm. Hyg. 1995, 86, 226-
265.

B. ZlMMERU, L. TOOLER, S . BAJO, A. WYTTENBACH,
R. SIEBER: "Untersuchungen von Tagesrationen aus
schweizerischen Verpflegungsbetrieben. VII.
Essentielle Spurenelemente: lod und Selen", Mitt.
Gcbioto Lebensm. Hyg. 86,226-265 (1995)

A. WYTTENBACH. S. BAJO, J: BUCHNER;

V. FURRER; P: SCHLEPP); L TOBLER: "The

concentrations o( K, Rb and Cs in spruco needles" Z.
Pflanzenernährung Bodenkunde 158,499-504.

7.2.2 Booksand review articles

R. ANDRES, B. LARSSON: 'Clinical potentialities of
Synchrotron radiation". Hadrontherapy in Oncology. U.
Amaldi and B. Larsson, editors, Elsevier Science
B.V.,1994

G. BUTTERWECK, CH. SCHÜLER: "The PSI Radon
Chamber Model". Paul Scherrer Institut, Villigen: PSI-
Bericht Nr. 95-02.1995.

J. EIKENBERG. F. CARTIER, H. BAEHRLE,

E. LEHMANN, J. LOEHLE. M. RUETHI: "Auswertung
komplexer fSpoktren von hochaktiven Bronnstäben
nach Reaktor-Shutdown". PSI-Bericht 95-15 (1995)
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K. QMOR, R, REISCHL: "Das Eichlabor für
Strahlonschutzmossgerate am PSl", PSl Bericht Nr,
95-04,1995.

CH, SCHULER: "Radon-Forschung In der EU,
Botelligungsorfahrungon", Euroscopo-CH 24,11-12,
19D5,

M. STRATMANN, C, WERNLI, U. KREUTER, S, JOGS:
"Messung dor Bolasfung dor Schweizer Bovölkerung
durch 50 Hz Magnetfelder", PSl Bericht Nr. 95-09,
Mal 1995.

7,2,3 Procoodings and abstracts

G, BUTTERWECK, CH. SCHULER: An Extonded Radon
Chamber Model. Proc, NRE-VI, Montreal, June 5-9,
1995,

J, EGU, N, AMRHEIN, R. ANDRES: "Contamination of
Potato Plants with 134Cs by Foliar Deposition of
Radlonuclldes." Second SETAC World Congress:
Global Environmental Protection: Science, Politics,
and Common Senso. Vancouver, Kanada, 5,-9. Nov.,
1995.

J. EGU, R. ANDRES, N, AMRHEIN: "Contamination of
Agricultural Plants by Nuclear Fallout: Foliar
Absorption and Transport of 134Cs and ̂ Sr In Potato
Plants." Erwünschte und unerwünechte Inhaltsstoffe •
eine Herausforderung für den Pflanzenbau.
Jahrostagung der SGPW, Bern, 10.3.1995.

J. EIKENBERG, I. VILLA "Decay constants for 133Xe and
23aU„", Proc. 8th Conf, Europ. Geol. Union, p. 351
(1995)

K, GMÜR: "Response of a Shielded G-M Counter to
Cosmic Radiation". International Symposium on the
Natural Radiation Environment, June 5 -9, 1995,
Montreal.

M. HUTTER, V.R.D. HERRNBERQER: "Evaluation of a
Source Rate Estimation Method" Proceedings of the
NEA-Workshop on Emergency Management, 12-14
September 1995, Zuerich, Switzerland

S. Joss, J. BAUMANN, U, KREUTER,

M. STRATMANN, C, WERNLI: "Exposure of the Swiss
Population to 50 Hz Magnetic Reids". Proceedings of
the 11th International Sympos'um on Electromagnetic
Compatibility (EMC95), pp 267-270, ETH Zürich.
March 1995.

T, RIESEN, S, ZIMMERMANN AND P. BUSER: "Verteilung
von caslum-137 In schweizerischen Waldböden", In
1994-UmwoltradloaktMiät und Strahbndoson In dor
Schwolz, Ed. BAG, Abt, Strahlenschutz, BAG Bern,
B.3.15,1-5,

T, RIESEN, S, ZIMMERMANN AND P, BUSER:

" Atmospheric deposition öf 137Cs originating from the
Chernobyl reactor accident and its distribution In
Swiss forest soils", Poster presentation, 3rd
International Conference on the Blogeochemlstry of
Trace Elements, Paris, May 15-19,1995,

M, SHI, W.B. WAEBER, D, TAQQU, F, FOROUGHI, FJ,

ARKUSZEWSKI: "Theoretical Simulation of Positron
Premoderatlon", Fifth Int, Worksnop on Slow Positron
Beam Techniques for Solids and Surfaces, AIP Conf,
Proc. 303,506-515,1994

CH. SCHULER, G. BUTTERWECK, U. BALTENSPERGER:
Dependence of the Radon Progeny Size In the
Ultrafine Cluster Mode on Environmental Parameters.
NRE-VI, Montreal, June 5-9,1995.

M. STRATMANN, C, WERNLI: "50 Hz Magnetfelder Im
täglichen Leben". PSl Info 2-01, Oktober 1995.

A. TRICCA, ?. STILLE, J. EIKENBERG: "REE and Pb, Sr

and Nd Isotope determinations on Alsatian river and
groundwators", Proc, 8th Conf, Europ. Gool. Union, p,
250(1995)

A. TSCHIRKY, G. KÜHNE, L.X. TIEFENAUER: "Antibody-
magnetite nanoparticles as a specific contrast agent
for tumors: in vivo Investigations", 3. Meeting Soc.
Magn. Res,, Nice, France, abstract 1137 (poster),
1995

C. WERNLI: "Legal Requirements for Internal
Dosimetry in Various Countries and Actual Needs for
Standardisation", Proceeedings of IC-IRDOP 95, pp
38-42, Indian Association for Radiation Protection,
February 1995,

C. WERNU, A. FIECHTNER, K. GMÜR: "A personal
neutron dosimetry system based on Track Etch and
Automatic Readont by Autoscan 60" 8th Symposium
on Neutron Dosimetry, Paris 13-17 Nov. 1995
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V POSITRON EMISSION TOMOGRAPHY

1. Introduction

K l . LEENDERS

1.1 Principle

The central Issue of positron emission tomography
(PET) Is the In vivo study of the Interaction between
special types of radlotracer substances and specific
biochemical properties of the investigated organ
tissues. The end result should always be quantitatiort
of regional radionuclide disintegration in turn enabling
assessment of local biochemical transformation of
radiotracer. PET radlotracers are usually physiological
or near-physiological substances, thus reflecting
normal tissue bfochemfstry or physiology. Depending
on which PET radlotracer is administered, very
different Indicators of biochemical activity are
obtained. Examples from the PET program of the PSI:
glucose phosphorylatlon using (F-18]fluoro-
deoxyglucose, brain perfuslon using [O-15]water,
dopadecarboxylase using [F-18)fluorodopa, dopamino
rocoplor density using [C«11Jraclopride,
benzodiazepine receptor binding using [C-
11]flumazenil, blood-brain barrier transport using [C-
11]methionin or [Fe-52]transferrin, cell proliferation
rate using [1-124] or [Br-76]deoxyurldine.

Even though the development and production of a
spectrum of PET radiotracers is complicated, time-
consuming and costly, and although the registration of
the signals obtained, followed by appropriate
methodological and biological validation, is equally
difficult and labor and time consuming, by itself the
measurements of the interaction of these tracers with
the living tissue has little meaning if they are not
correctly placed within a scientific field of reference. If
for instance after completion of the extensive data
acquisition cascade the obtained results were not
suitable to answer Important questions In relation to
e.g. neuroscience or oncology, then the efforts - even
though technically excellent • would be misdirected.

1.2 Research versus clinical application

The above mentioned considerations are important
when comparing the various options of the PET
system. A PET research department, like the one at
the PSI, requires a different structure compared to a
clinically orientated environment. A research PET
program needs less patients, but more healthy control
subjects and partly an animal experimental
background. Also technical and methodological
developments need to be undertaken and validation
procedures need to be organised. Groups of subjects
are investigated within the context of defined

protocols In order to answer scientific questions,
which may Increase knowledge of the problem at
hand, This requires not only a large and solid
Institutional Infrastructure, but also a broad basis of
scientific staff from various professional disciplines
and an extensive network of research partners
nationwide and abroad (see below), Fortunately all
these preconditions are favourably present at the PSI
and the PET program has been fortunate unough to
benefit from this.

The requirements of a clinical PET department are
centered on the individual patient and related to
assistance in making a diagnosis, in a clinical sense,
for the patient who has actually been Investigated,
The composition of the technical Installations and staff
Is different from a research oriented PET department.
Larger quantities of a more fixed number of tracers
need to bo produced, preferably on an automated
basis. Data analysis needs to be rapid, standardised
and easily Interprotablo. Naturally it will be possible to
carry out clinical research PET projects at a clinically
oriented PET department, particularly at an academic
cenlor, but the? direction and the capacity of this
research will be reduced depending on the priorities of
the daily routine measurements.

To set up a PET department at a university
hospital where both a clinical and a research oriented
program is aimed for implicates the availability of huge
resources to guarantee the necessary requirements in
terms of staff, scan capacity etc.

1.3 PET research at the PSI

The PET program at the PSI centers around the
following biomedical research fields: neurodegene-
rative brain diseases (pathophysiology, pharma-
cology, neurotoxlcology, neuroprotection, neuro-
restoration) and neuro-oncology (cell proliferation
methods and pathophysiology). Also the
methodological developments which are needed to
achieve the preset aims are a major concern of the
program.

As outlined above a PET research program needs
a broad carrier 1o be technically and scientifically
successful. Many times technical assistance or
scientific support was provided by various
departments at the PSI. This concerns the fields of
electronics, mechanics, computer hard and software,
physics, mathematics, radiopharmacy, chemis'ry,
radiation protection, building work and the
administrative sections. The PET program has drawn
from the institutional provisions to enable the
development of its methods. Also, the freedom from
direct clinical duties allowed to build up an intensive
research program with a sufficient scientific
momentum to be attractive for external partners who
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arc fundamontal in tho chain of events necessary for
PET research to make substantial progress. A
network of external partnors within Switzerland and
abroad has been set up by the PET program. In 1995
the partners Included university departments (Zürich,
Born, Basel, Fribourg, Lausanne, Geneve, St Gallen,
Munich, Frankfurt, Milano, Rotterdam, Madrid,
Moscow, Now York), cantonal hospitals (Aarau,
Chur), pharmaceutical Industries (Roche, Lilly
Germany, Lilly Spain, Synthelabo Germany),
Collaborative projects are partially made possible
through grants from Human Capital and Mobility,
Biomotl-H and tho National Swiss Research
Foundation (NFP-38: Dlseasüs of the Nervous
System). The PSl provides a suitable background to
host this typo of projects.

1.4 Highlights 1995

a) By the end of 1995 a new PET tomograph
(RPT-2) could be installed in the room next to the
current scanner, The new camera (see at the
appropriate section below) has a much larger field of
view, considerable improvement of spatial resolution
and sensitivity, A disadvantage is that the speed is not
hicih, but that should not interfere with the at tho PSl
established experimental protocols. The camera Is a
prototype and based on a new design using a 3D
mode of data acquisition, After the new camera has
been shown to work properly, it is foreseen that all
projects will take place on the new scanner. The old
camera will then be removed.

b) In the oncological field a new PET tracer ([I-
124]deoxyuridine; ILJdR) possibly indicating malignant
cell proliferation could be developed. The initial work
to validate the method has been concluded. This work
has been initiated by the PET program partner in New
York (Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center,
MSKCC) and could be realised in a very short time.
This was also due to the full and expedite participation
of the PSl part of the Institute of Medical
Radiobiology (IMR). The IMR staff developed and
produced the PET tracer lUdR. Prof. R. Blasberg from
the MSKCC spent 6 months at the PSl PET

department to help set up th§ melded and begin to
start investigating brain tumour patient,

c) Much progress has been made In brain
activation projects (see for details below), Particularly
the organisation of thö motor programs by the brain
has been Investigated: motor-sensory discrimination
In controls and patients with Parkinson's disease,
influence of stereotactlc pallldotomy, procedural
learning of motor programs in a drawing paradigm, tho
cerebral reward system In a problem solving task. The
last project relates to drug addiction,

d) The experimental parts of the neurodege-
nerative, neurotoxic, neuroprotective and neuro-
restorative PET projects have boon particularly
succesful. The project together with the Madrid group
demonstrated in vivo, using [F-18]fluorodopa PET, the
capacity of neurotrophic factors to regenerate
losioned brain systems, On the pathophysiological
front substantial progress could be made in the study
of Parkinson's and Huntington^ disease, dystonla and
multiple sclerosis.

e) Concerning methodological issues one
pharmacological doctorate thesis reached its end
phase, one biophysical thesis was put in place and
two physics theses (one concerning scatter
corroction and one about neural network methods in
reconstructing Images) have been worked out. Also
the complicated imago statistical methods have been
further developed and a method for rapid parameter
estimation using raw acquisition data has been
designed and will be validated.

f) The International PET Pharmacokinetic Course
has been a full succes. The course which takes place
at the PSl once or twice a year has been expanded
and attracted participants from whole Europe.

2. RPT-2
graph

Prototype rotating tomo-

RP. MAGUIRE, F. EMERT

On 18 October 1995 the prototype rotating
tomograph RPT-2 was installed at PSl. The
instruments which was the prototype for the now
commercial ART was designed in a collaboration
between Siemens-CTI, University hospital Geneva
and Swiss foundation for the encouragement of
science coordinated by Dr. D Townsend, Building
work for the new suite began on 21 August and
through a good collaboration between the architect M.
Erni. ventilation contractors KIWI, Building contractors
Birchmeier and Siemens-Albis and PSl was
completed in time for installation. The instrument
offers advantages over our current device and will
gradually replace it in our future research projects
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The seven Imago pianos of tho Slomons-CTI 933-04-16 PET Instrument, covering a region 5,6 cm in height

CJ W

47 Image planes of PRT-2, covering the whole brain

The PRT-2 comprises two separate detector
arrays that are rotated to measure a complete
projection set during a scan, Each detector array
contains 80 x 24 BGO crystals (crystal dimensions:
6.35 mm x 6.35 mm x 20 mm. One array matrix
contains 10 (transaxial) x 3 (axial) detector blocks
covering 75° of a full ring, the effective ring diameter
is 82 cm. 47 image planes are reconstructed from a
30 acquisition without any septa.

Every scan is performed in a step-and-shoot mode
with selectable angular steps between 10° and 30° (6
to 18 angular positions). The effective transaxial field
of view depends on the choice of steps (10° steps
imply a transaxial field of view of 47 cm). Data
acquisition and processing is controlled by a Sparc 2
processor, memory and a hardware data sorter on a
VME bus, the heart of the image reconstruction
hardware are two SuperCard II array processors.

A fully 3D data set of 576 sinograms (dimension
192 x 160) requires 36 MB of memory and an image
reconstruction time of about 30 min. Beside the fully
3D mode the PRT-2 provides the SSRB mode (single-
slice-rebinning), which extracts an equivalent 2D data
set from the full 3D a^quistion, this dataset can be
reconstructed using the conventional 2D filtered
backprojection routine which is approximately 10
limes faster than the full 3D reconstruction.

To perform an attenuation correction acquiring
blank and transmission scans the PRT-2 is equipped
with a plane transmission source extractable from a
shielded housing.

In comparison to the currently used scanner ECAT
933 the new PRT-2 yields a significantly improved
performance. The most important improvements are:

Spatial resolution; The central spatial resolution of
the PRT-2 is 6 mm (axial, ECAT: 9 mm) and 6 mm
(transaxial, ECAT: 6.5 mm). These values degrade to
6.2 mm (tangential) and 7.5 mm (radial) at 10 cm from
the centre of FOV.

Sensitivity. The sensitivity is defined with reference
to a 20 cm diameter uniform source which reproduces
scatter and absorption conditions similar to those
encountered when imaging the head. It is the ratio of
the total detected events per second and the activity
concentration in u.Ci/ml. For the PRT-2 the scatter
corrected sensitivity is 225000 cps/^Ci/ml, for the
ECAT it is about 100000 cps/nCi/ml. Furthermore the
sensitivity of the given arrangement in two array seg-
ments is about three times higher than it would be,
configuring these same number of BGO crystals as
ten complete rings.
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För tr&öecs with a relatively tew extraction e.g.
[M8]FD0PA or FDS, tho acquisition time is
adequate In order to resolve tho important
components of the uptake procoss, However one
specific task will be to dotormino suitable techniques
and protocols for the fast pharmacoklnotlc of tho
tracer [O-15JH20 used to measure regional cerebral
perfuslon,

3. Robot tracer injection
F. CAPANNI, R. P, MAQUIFIE

The radiotracors used in PET at PSI are normally
manually proparod for administration by tho operating
staff. Automation could reduce the radiation finger
dose during this operation, however no automatic
system is commercially available which fulfils the
requirements of safety and flexibility. In collaboration
with HTL Brugg-Windisch (Höhere Technische
Lehranstalt) we have developed our own device, the
mechanical and control parts of which wore supplied
in November and for which a software control
environment is being developed.

The collaboration was In the form of a final dogroo
project for students of the HTL and Is being continued
by a student of medical onginoering of tho
Fachhoch8chulo Ulm.The system is based on three
components, a mechanical, a controller and a
software part, The mechanical part is designed
around a "Llnak" linear drive (200 Newton maximum
force) linked to the Injection and two ssrvo motors
responsible for valve positions,

Each servo motor is equipped with throo position
sensors, Two Csl (Tl) scintillation detectors measure
radioactivity both In supplied radlotracer (D1) and in
Jhe injection (D2), The controller unit is the interface
between the mechanical parts and the computer. It
contains four Interface boards, one board for
measurement input/output, two valve boards for
positioning the servo motors and the "Linak" board for
manual and automatic control of the linear drive.
Although the device can be controlled directly from
the controller front panel, it will normally be driven
using software, written in Borland Turbo Pascal 6.0,
The software works together with a Keithley CTM-05
counter-timer board for activity measurements and a
Keithley DDA-06 six channel I/O board connected to
the electronic device.

air bubble detector

lead pot

1
[infusion
[ pump

•
•
r

NaCI

/H

H
radio tracer

Fig/.: Schematic diagram of the device. D1 and D2 are the Csl detectors.

The major advantage of the new robot is the
reduction of radiation dose to operating staff. Handling
of short-lived 0-15 water will be made easier - one
injection preparation takes less than forty seconds.
The robot works with all radiotracers used in PET and
guarantees reproducibility. All measurement data are
stored in file or printed for documentation.

To control high pressures in the system a
electronic tensile/compressive force sensor with
variable thresholds is mounted between the Linak
linear drive and syringe. An air-bubble-detector based
on ultrasonic technology is used to detect even the
smallest air contamination of the infusate. To ensure
the highest sterility conditions the system works with
standard throw-away components which can be
replaced for every patient. No part of the device is in

contact with radioactive materials. The system dead
volume is less than 100 pi.

The required infusion volume or total activity are
entered by the operator. The available amount of
tracer is measured and the amount required is
calculated. This amount is then drawn up in the
syringe and diluted to 10 millilitres with physiological
saline (NaCI). A final measurement of the radioactivity
is made before the 10 ml solution is injected into a
tubing set ready for connection to an infusion pump.
The passage of a bubble or excessive foam through
the tube interrupts the ultrasonic signal and the
program will stop.

It is intended to integrate the system into daily
routine by March 1996. The robot will be coupled to a
pneumatic delivery system which will transport tracers
from the production laboratory.
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4. Monte carlo simulation and
scattering correction in massive
granite

F. EMERT, J. MISSIMER

The porosity In core fractures of rock can be
determined from the distribution of activity dua to tho
transport of radionuclido tracers through the fractures.
Whareas scatter was disregarded In reconstructing
the activity distribution from the measurements in
studies of dynamic flow mapping in small rock
samples! 1,2], it can not be neglected in massive
granite, The scatter fraction In granite constitutes 90%
of all coincidences, whereas it does not exceed 40%
in medical applications. Although it was possible to
reconstruct the observed activity distribution,
quantitative evaluation of the activity distribution was
unsatisfactory [3],

In order to simulate the response of the scanner as
well as interactions In the subject, we model the
scanner and the subject using GEANT. This Monte
Carlo program module incorporates the geometry of
the scanner and subject, and the relevant scattering
processes in the detectors and subject: photoeffect,
Rayleigh and Compton scattering. Moreover, an
Interactive intorface permits the characteristics of the
scanner and the configuration of the subject to be
altered with ease. The program traces each photon
from its source in an activity distribution to its
registration in a BGO detector and records positions
of interaction and energy. Thus, we can use the
module to simulate separate sinograms with realistic
energy thresholds representing true, scatter and
random coincidences. A ready comparison with actual
scans of a variety of phantoms and subjects can then
be made to verify the simulations and explore
scattering corrections.

In addition to an analysis of actual scans of granite
phantoms[3], we modelled with the GEANT program
module the current PET scanner and the recently
delivered PRT-2 scanner. For the current scanner, we
also wrote the programs necessary to create
sinograms from the data provided by GEANT and
have reconstructed the sinograms with the scanner
software. In addition to several simple phantoms, we
have also modelled a measured granite phantom
including the experimental activity distribution. Fig. 1
shows the photon cloud in a simulated scan,
especially demonstrating the scatter inside the rock.

Fig. 1: Simulated photon tracks In a granite phantom

5. Applications of monte carlo
simulation and neural networks to
image processing in PET

F, EMERT, J. MISSIMER

PET image processing Involves several steps after
data acquistion.These can include correcting for the
reponse of the scanner, correction for scattering in the
subject, attenuation correction and, finally, Image
reconstruction.

Available codes do not perform all of these
corrections and, in particular, the correction for
scattering is a topic of intense activity. In order to
analyse the individual steps, we employ Monte Carlo
simulations. The simulations permit, for example, a
discrimination of scattered from unscattered events
which is unachievable experimentally. The use of
neural networks is motivated by their speed and
flexibility once they have been trained, and by the
discreteness of the acquisition process which
represents numerical complications for conventional
reconstruction algorithms. Our goal is to develop a
fast, robust and accurate procedure for processing
PET images which optimally incorporates known
physical and instrumental characteristics. The
challenge of correcting for scattering in granite
provided the original motivation for this initiative.
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6. Imago processing and recon-
struction with artificial neural
networks

A, RODRIGUEZ, F. EMERT, J, MISSIMER

Artificial neural networks (ANN) are designed to
discover complex linear or nonlinear mappings
between input and output data sets. Onco
successfully trained, these systems are very effective
at dealing with incomplete and noisy input sets; they
have also proved effective at incorporating additional
Information, such as the instrumental response
function, in the restoration of lmages[4].

A PET sinogram is an incomplete set in two
respects, First, the arrangement of the detectors in
the scanner requires that the plane projections
necessary for reconstruction be composed of a
discrete number of lines of response, a limitation
which introduces artifacts in conventional methods of
image reconstruction. Second, the scanner design
also introduces gaps and sampling inhomgenities in
the acquired sinogram. The design of the PET
scanner, expressed as an instrumental response
function, is very difficult to incorporate, however, in
analytical reconstruction methods such as filtered
back projection algorithms. Iterative reconstruction
methods could Incfude (he response function, but they
are too time consuming to be routinely used.

We propose to develop an ANN capable of
correcting for instrumental response and scattering in
the subject as well as of reconstructing discrete input
data; the system should be accurate, robust with
respect to noise and, once trained, fast, We expect
the system to be useful for medical as well as non-
medical applications.

With Monte Carlo, we can generate input and
output data sets corresponding to each stage of the
image generation process. For example, the ANN
incorporating the instrumental response could be
trained with input sinograms containing only
unscattered coincidences detected by the detector
geometry of the scanner; the output sinograms would
contain only unscattered coincidences detected by an
analogous ideal scanner with no gaps, no scattering
between crystals, etc. The capability of generating
sinograms containing only unscattered and those
containing only scattered coincidences should
similarly permit the development of a realistic ANN to
correct for scatter.

After one month of work, we succeeded in
reconstructing Gaussian distributions from discrete
sinograms using a neural network. Comparisons with
filtered back projection and the reconstruction of more
complicated image objects has been undertaken.
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7. Linear pharmacokinetlc models in
PET reconstruction

R. P. MAQUIRE, C. CALONDER, K. L. LEENDERS

In PET, data is gathered as a set of projections of
the activity distribution which can be reconstructed
into images. However the reconstruction algorithm is
very computer intensive, especially for 3D data sets
and a reconstruction must be performed for each time
point in the study and for each tornographic plane.
This new method combines known analysis
methodology with a consideration of the inherent
linearity in the radon transform to allow direct
calculation on the raw projection data set, with a
consequent saving of computing time. We have
validated the theory for the tracer [F-18JFDG and the
Patiak analysis technique.

The Radon transform eq. 1 relates the projection
data to the object. In the case of PET the object
contains a given activity concentration distribution and
the radon transform is an integral of that distribution
along a line drawn through the object.

M x r ) = f(i(r)dyr

11]
where X*(x,) is the radon transform or projection at

angle 1> through the object with activity concentration
distribution p(r) along a direction y, perpendicular to
x,. r is a vector locating a volume element in the
object.

Analysis of the time course of the activity
concentration in the object is normally subsequently
carried out on reconstructed images using methods
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developed from compartment models. The models
yield mathematical descriptions which are normally
combinations of exponential functions, howovor
techniques have been described which allow
transformation of the data such that linear regression
can be performed, One such method Is that described
by Patlak which can be applied to any tracer exhibiting
irreversible binding within the limescale of Ihö
measurement. The Patlak method Is described by the
following equations:

= K(r)9 + P(r)
u/

}cp(t)dx

Cp(0

[2]

[3]

where u(r,t) Is the time varying activity
concentration in the object, Cp(t) is the arterial plasma
concentration of the tracer at time t, K(r) is the influx
rate constant and P(r) is the partition coefficient at
each position in the object and the variable 0,
described in eq. 3, is known as exposure,

The analysis method requires linear regression of
the transformed plasma and scanner data for the
parameters K and P in each pixel,

However by integrating eq. 1 and substituting into
eq, 2 we can solve for a new operational eq. 4 in
terms of the radon transform of the object and the
integrals of the parameters,

JP(r)dyr

| [4]
By comparison with eq, 1 we can see that these

integrals are the radon transforms of the parameter
estimates in the object. Regressing the transformed
projection data on the left hand side against 6 allows
estimation of the transforms of the influx parameter
(see eq. 5) and the partition coefficient.

[51
We have written software which implements the

above method and using the tracer [F-18JFDG we
have been able to validate that this result is exact.
The method is fast since only two sets of 7
tomographic planes need be backprojected. We now
are investigating noise propagation in the method.

8. (^registration of PET and MR
images

J. MlSSIMER

PET Images map biological function such as blood
flow or glucose usage; MR I images map tissue
density, i.e. they represent anatomy. Due to the
superior resolution of MRI, the anatomical localization
of biological function in a single subject can be
improved by transforming the PET Image volume Into
the same reference system as the MRI image volume,
This procedure is called coregistration.

This transformation encounters difficulty in the
circumstance that the two sets of images are made
with two devices at different times with the subject in
different positions. The two sets of Images are
characterized by different pixel sizes, numbers of
slices, slice distances and slice thicknesses, and the
positions of an organ are translated and rotated
relatively within the images.

An approach to coregistration for the brain has
been provided by a set of programs developed at
UCLA and extended at the University of Pittsburgh in
the USA, These programs reslice the image volumes
to accommodate for the differences in voxel
dimensions and numbers of slices, center the brains
in the image volumes independently to eliminate two
rotational and one translational degree of freedom,
and then perform a pixel-by-pixel comparison to
compute the remaining angle and two translations
necessary to bring the PET image volume into the
reference system of the MRI image volume,

The programs require that the scalp, skull and
meninges have been segmented from the MRI
images. At PSI, the necessary program, written by a
1994 summer intern in the PET Program, Qun Lou,
has been incorporated in a suite of menu-guided
MATLAB programs which enable the uninitiated user
to perform coregistration.

These programs recently found their first practical
application in the case of a pallidotomy in which FDG
and Hj'sO-activation studies performed before and
after the operation were matched with an MRI made
after the operation to monitor the improvement of the
patient. Further applications are foreseen in the
microdialysis project.
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9. Statistical imago analysis

J. MISSIMER, R,P. MAGUIRE, K.L. LEENDERS

9.1 Introduction

The determination of regions of significant change
in activation studies involving several individuals
requires (1) mapping the images into a standard
reference volume and (2) statistical evaluation. The
computerized brain atlas (CBA) developed in
Stockholm and the statistical parametric mapping
(SPM) module written at Hammersmith Hospital in
London were both designed to accomplish these
tasks. Since mapping into a standard volume requires
nonlinear as well as linear transformations of
individual images, it is not obvious that these two
conceptually different methods will yield comparable
locations and sizes of regions of significant change,
nor that the amount of increase expressed as percent
or differences of absolute quantities, i.e. regional
cerebral blood flow, will agree, An additional question
is the effect of filtering on statistical comparisons.
Users of CBA employ no filtering of images; a filter of
20mm FWHM in plane was suggested for SPM in
order to accommodate the resolution of ihe scanner
as well as the known scale of individual variations in
human brain anatomy. We report here a comparison
of the two methods of evaluating activation studies.

9.2 Methods

Ten volunteers performed self-paced index
flexions with their right hand at 2 Hz. Blood flow was
measured at rest and during finger movements by
positron emission tomography using the tracer [1SOJ-
butanol. The images of blood flow were then analysed
by comparing the rCBF during activation with that at
rest using CBA and SPM. The comparison was
divided into two stages: standardization and statistical
analysis. In addition the effect of filtering was
evaluated. The scans and the CBA analysis were
performed by our collaborators at the University of
Düsseldorf and Julien.

The images were analysed in four ways. After
spatial standardization using either the methods of
CBA or SPM , the images were smoothed optionally
in plane using a gaussian fitter with full width at half-
maximum (FWHM) of 0, 5, 10. 15 , 20, 25 and 30
nini. Both sets of standardized images were analysed
by use of descriptive t-maps combined with duster
analysis of CBA and with the analysis of covariance
and smoothing techniques of SPM ; the four
procedures will be denoted CBA-CBA, CBA-SPM,
SPM-CBA and SPM-SPM, where the first acronym
refers to the standardization

9,3 Results

The number of epacially separated functional
regions (FR) were: CBA-SPM 2 (p*0.05), CBA-CBA 4
(p<0.01), SPM-SPM 36 (p<0.01) and SPM-CBA 45
(p<0.01), Every method detected activation In the left
motor cortex and the right parasagittal part of the
neocerebellum. The CBA-CBA method located
additional FR In the left supplementary motor area
and In the left anterior cingulate gyrus; the SPM-SPM
method detected additional FR in the basal ganglia, in
the temporal and occipital lobes and in the frontal
cortex as well. The FR detected in the left anterior
cingulate gryrus by the latter two me!hod9 was not the
same FR detected by CBA-CBA.

A comparison of the volumes, rest rCBF and
percentage change of the FRs evaluated by the three
more sensitive procedures yielded reasonably good
agreement on the rest rCBF and percentage increase
of the four FR which could be compared. In contrast,
the FR volumes are remarkably different with SPM-
SPM, being typically ten times those estimated by
CBA-CBA. The SPM-CBA estimates of the FR
volumes lie ten to forty percent higher than those of
SPM-SPM.

To access the influence of varying the FWHM, we
determined the volumes of the FRs, the maximum
and the average of the statistical parameter, and the
average rCBF and percentage change of the rCBF in
the FR for each FWHM. The CBA-CBA procedure
showed a smooth behavior of the volumes with
increasing FWHM: they increased with increasing
FWHM until a maximum was reached whose position
depended on the size of the FR, after which they
decreased notably. The sizes of the smaller FR
vanished at 15 or 20 mm. The SPM-SPM procedure
exhibited irregular increases with no evidence of
decrease at the largest FWHM. The SPM-CBA
procedure exhibited the smooth behavior of the CBA-
CBA procedure. Concerning the maximum statistical
parameter, the CBA-CBA procedure yielded a
monotonic decrease until the FR became insignificant.
In contrast, the SPM-SPM procedure showed a slight
local maxima between 5 and 15 mm after which the
parameter remained almost constant except for a
large fluctuation in one FR. The SPM-CBA procedure
showed a monotonic decrease similar to CBA-CBA.
The average statistical parameter, the average rest
rCBF and percentage change for an FR showed
similar behavior as a function of the FWHM in all three
analysis procedures.
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9,4 G§flglU§l9R§

The procedures yield very similar estimates of the
rCUF at rest and Ihe percentage change using a filter
With a FWHM of 10 mm. Tho difference \n tho number
of FR found by the procedures appears to bo largely
tluajö fhe method 6f starifJärdizTiflöfi; ffie sfereofactfe
Normalization of SPM yields an order öf magnitude
mora FRs and v/olumsä of FRs whid) ara as much as
a factor of ten bigger than the CDA standardization.
Possibly, tho SPM standardization is more effective- at
projecting Ihe activation regions onto FRs but
sacrifices realistic estimates öf (he volumes, (t h a(so
assod/ated v/nh a slight optimum in ifiö maximum ef
the z-seore, irregularity in ihe change In volumes of
the Ffi and in more pronounced decreases in tho
percentage change as a function of FWHM.

Thö effects of filtering were more pronounced with
thy CUA standardization than with SPM, which is
consistent with the volumes being markedly smaller.
vVith (he CßA standardization, observing smaller
volumes demanded that tho filler bo less than 16 mm
nt FWHM. However, tho SPM standardization did not
appear »o benefit from brgor filters either; maximum
sensitivity either decreased slightly or occured for
lifters between 5 and 15 mm for all tho FRg observed
in this study. For tho samo spatial standardization,
ihn 0ÖA stelislicaJ analysis ytefcfe imny rmrs Ffl§
than iho ANCOVA analysis of SPM, A law FRs
evaluated as quite significant by Ihe CDA analysis did
riot appear using the ANCOVA of SPM al all. This
suggests the surprising result that Ihe CQA statistical
analysis, which does not adjust for global differences,
b more sensitive than the ANCOVA. which was
invoked for this ad(uslment, or it may indicate that
ANCOVA is more rigorous We are presently

ihis question with simulations.

10, in vivo microdialysis in tracer
kinotic studios

A, VER.HAQEN, Q, GERHARD*, K.L LEENDER3,
G. KÜHNE,O, STADEIMANN

' University of Colorado. Denver/USA

In vivo microdialysis coupled to high performance
liquid chromatography (HPLC) has become a widely
accoplod method to dötormlno endogenous
compounds in the extracellular fluid In ordor to study
tfio neurccfiernistry within distinct regions G( the brain.
The uses of in vivo microdialysis for
radiophormacokinotic studios in tho development of
new PET tracers may become a new application öf
this method, For this purpose the microdialysis
technique Is currently being explored In a group of
Rhesus monkeys. Tho project Is conducted In
collaboration with Prolessor V, Henn of tho University
Hosprfaf Zürich and Or GA, Gerhardt of (he
University of Colorado Hsalfh Sciences Center.

A microdialysis experiment involves the continuous
perfusion of a thin semipermeable microdialysis
membrane implanted into brain tissue. The
microdialysiä probo consists of a fused silica inner
cannula öxlertding beyond the end 6f a fus&U sKteä
outer cannula, A piesD of dialysis membrane (5 to 10
mm In lenglh) is placed over the protruding portion of
Ihe inner cannula and glued in the end of the outer
cannula. The probo is perfused with a neutral Ringer
's salt solution. The perfusion medium enters the inner
cannula and flows to iis end. There it changes its
direction and returns in the space between Ihe inner
cannula and the membrane. At (he site of the
membrane diffusion takes place along a concentration
gradient, The perfusion flow ranges from 1 to 5 pl/min.
Two pieces of polythene tubing 5ervo as probe inlet
and outlet tubings Dialysales are collected at regular
lime intervals and analyzed by sensitive analytical
techniques. The most widely used analytical melfiod
is HPLC with electrochemical detection Apari from
the use of microdwlysis for sampling endogenous
compounds o; systomically administered drugs and
metabolrtes. the method can also bo used to apply
compounds locally by retrograde diffusion out of tho
pertusfco medium

Our first experiences in applying microdialysis to
the n>eäsufefTKin{ ö? PET fädiop^örmäceui'Cää w' i b«
discussed hero A feastolrty study was performed with
"F-DOPA in unilaterally S-OH-dopamine (&-OHDA)
te rats Using a ste'eotactic frame two

?ebcs wc?<? insert«! büatefa'rty jn tr><? rat
striatum One day after probe implantation dvilysales
were eofi^cted at 20 mirt inter/afs for 180 mm after
tr«iser iniection The önirmte were pretreated with trio
p<rjph«ral aroma!« amir» «tfiid doortoiyla?«
ifvhifaftor befisoraifide a'orw ot in combirvilion with tJi«e
ca!echo|.O-melh'/Hr,irv3feras«? Inhibitor Ro
The total tddidteUrtt ' f t l f£ cl«atysatef» was
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a§ the percentage of lbs Injected do§D per kg
bodywoight (%IB/kg).

Afler tracer injection a significant Increase in total
radioactivity was found from dlalysate no, 1 onwards,
In Fig, 1 tho radioactivity In dlalysatos Is plotted
vorsus lime, The rosults suggosl that at 100 mln an
equilibrium In tho lovol of radioactivity In the strlatal
oxirocollular fluid is achioved, Total radioactivity
appeared \o bo higher In tho nen-lgstenod etrlatum,
Results wem comparable among rats, HPLC analysis
of dopamine and its metabolites as well as other
nourotransmittor molecules In dialysatos will be the
focus of further studios, In vivo mlcrodialysis
experiments In monkeys are currently In progress.

Accurate placement of tho mlcrodialysls probe Into
specific regions of the brain is essential. Although a
standardized storeotactic atlas Is cr rnmonly used, this
method may bo Inaccurate duo to the variability In the
size of the monkeys. By using magnetic resonance
Imaging (MHI) In conjunction with a nonforromagnetic
sterootactlc frame, we are developing a procedure
that provides a stereotactic atlas for an individual
monkey, This olfers thd possibility to determine the
preclso localisation of various brain structures. Probe
placement is verified by postdwlysis MRI, Finding tho
optimal settings for tho MRI protocol Is currently boing
achieved. The first results ara promising, On Iho T2-
weighted Images trie cmr&w mxi puiatmn wem weJJ
visualized (Fig. 2). These brain structures will bo
important target regions in our future microdialysls
projects. The MRI experiments aro conducted at the
PSI In collaboration with Dr. G, Kühne,
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Fig 1: Dialysatö time activity curves (or lesioncd
sttiatum (solid circles) and non-losionod
stratum (open aretes) in a sirtgfe rat.

Fig. 2: Coronal MRI imago of a monkey brain
showing the caudate (Ca) andputamen (Pu).

11. Evaluation of 5 2PD in Positron
Emission Tomography (PET): A
feasibility study

C. CALONDER , K.L LEENDERS

l\m 'iiwtMon mela) Iron Is used by most
bloinorganic molecules. In homoprotoins it allows a
ligandisalion with O2: furthermore it la essential for the
functionality cf tho catalytic centres of different metal
enzymes. In blood ferric iron Is bounded to transferrin
and gets partially transported into defined areas of the
brain by a receptor mediated transfer through the
blood-brain barrier. According to literature there is a
correlation between disturbances in the regulation of
the iron concentration in Iho brain and various
neurological diseases including Alzheimer's and
Parkinson's. An in-vivo study of tho biodistribution of
this element is therefore of interest.

In general PET allows tho visualisaiion of
isotopes, which at least partially decay under emission
of positrons ((I*). For iron this condition and a
reasonable long half-life is only Mlfilled for ^Fo
{t f2*8.27 h). but this Isotope has the disadvantage of

leading to tho Remitting daugthet nuclides 5ariMn
( t , ^ 2 1 m) resp. u M n ( t , ^ 5 6 d). PET delects an
annihilation phoicns Iho &amo v/ay, indepondem ot
their origin; concerning ^ F e / ^ M n fho PET-systom «s
unable lo distinguish between the activity of mother
and daughter and delivers one signal Therefore a
reliable distribution map of ^Fc has to be corrected
for the contribution or fr«ngan*sQ.

In-vitro a GeLkpspectrcrnetef te used to
distinguish between the specific activity of our
isotopes, taking advantage oJ Iho different

y>!m<>3 of M Fe (Ey*168 koV) and



11,1 Experiments anä rggultf

52Fe-Cilrate and "pure" 5&nMn - dissolved in an
Isotonlo NaCI-solutlon - ware produced In cooperation
with tho group of radiopharmacy Measurements of
dilloront phantoms and noedlos with dollnod goornotry
and activity distribution Improved our understanding of
tho influence of the nuclidos above onto Iho
experimental setup; physical siudtes of paiifal volume
effects, doadtimo, spillover and resolution wore of
central Interest. Comparable tests have been dona
with 1flF, Further experiments aro planned to Improvo
and clarify results,

Tho tracers 5^MnCI2 and ssFo/52mMn-Cltratö
(equilibrium between mother and daughter) wore
Injected Into a monkey, either In combination •
detecting two separate scans - or alone, During
scanning the brain we took between 7 and 12 venous
blood probes and measured the specific activity of tho
nuclides above in whole blood and plasma with a
crosscalibratcd v-spoctrometcr.

DoublO'Oxponentlal functions wore shown to fit Iho
data well, According to preliminary results 52rtlMn
loaves tho bloodstream with a biological half-live
shorter than 1 minute, between 30 and 70 times faster
then iron; as expected only minimal amounts of both
isotopes ontor tho brain lissuo during seantirm,
Repeated experiments are necessary to verify and
improvo tho results.

12, Evaluation ef 11G-ketamlne as tracer
lor glutamate receptors

A. VERHAQEN, K.L lEENDt-RS

Nerve colls communicate by releasing
neurotransmittorg Irom tholr nerve torrninalo Into
synapses. These neurotransmitters mediate the
excitation or Inhibition of Iho norvo collo. In tho
mammalian brain the major excitatory
neurotransmlttor Is the amlno geld L-glutamato. Tho
receptors activated by L-glutamato are subdivided Into
various types according to their binding affinities for L*
glutnmnto analogs Excessive activation of tho N-
mothyl-D'aspartato (NMDA) consitivo L-glutamato
receptors or disturbances In the cellular response to
physiological activation of NMDA receptors have beon
implicated In tho pathogenosls of acute and chronic
neurodegenerativo disorders.

Several In vitro studios have demonstrated that Iho
binding of drugs to NMDA receptor, depends on the
degree ol occupancy ol the L-glutamate binding site.
A positron emitting derivative of such a drug may
enable to investigate In vivo excitatory amlno acid
neurotransmission. This may improve our knowledge
on the stale of aclivalion of NMDA receptors under
physiological and pathological conditions. Based on its
chornlcal and pharmacological characteristics tho
NMDA receptor ligand kotamino was chosen to be
radiolabelled with carbon-11. The project was
conducted in collaboration with Professor 1.0yo of tho
Oslo University Medical School and tho Division of
Radiopharmacy,

The synthesis of ''C-kGlamine has been
presented in detail in tho PSI Annual Report 1994 /
Annex II, The results of the in vivo evaluation ot 11C-
kctamine with PET will be discussed here,

Transverse PET linages of a Rhesus monkey
brain demonstrating the distribution of racomlc and 5-
"C-ketamino are shown in Fig. 1. The images were
acquired between 48 and 58 min after tracer injection.
The highest accumulation of radioactivity occurred in
a region interpreted by the investigators as the retina.
This finding is consistent with tho Known high density
of NMDA receptors in Iho rotina. Diffuse tracer uptake
was observed in tho brain ol the animal, A gradual
increase in tho ratio of radioactivity in retina over brain
was found. With racernic "C-keiamine the ratio
increased to 1.68 (range 1.54-1.93) at 58 min onor
injection. For tho S-onantiomer tho retina to brain ratio
was 1.78 (rang* 1.7M.85).

The specificity of the binding m the retina was
further examined in a displacement experiment in
which excess unlabelled ketamin^ v/as injected 60
min after tracer injection. At 33 min 17% of tho binding
of racemic "C-kelamine v/as displaced. For S-"C-
ketamino tho level of divorcement was 2¥."* These
findings suggest that Iho uptake in the rotirva rs
specific. Tho upfafco in tho bratn Is nol displaced by
excess untabsiled ketaminc. An explanation lor this
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inconsistency may ba the low apecHiG radioactivity at
which both tracers wero labelled, This may have
resulted in a diminished fractional receptor
occupancy, In the rtisan time the synthesis of 11C-
ketamino has been Improved, rendering hlghor yields
and specific radioactivity,

The synthesis and the results of the above PET
evaluation have boon submitted for publication,
Whether Imaging with PET of NMDA receptors In Iho
human brain is feasible, Is currontly under
Investigation In our group,

Fig. 1: Images from a Rhesus monkey brain showing
uptake of racemic 11C-ketam!,v? (A) and £
11C'kolamlno (B), Note the h/j'.i uptake in the
retina.

13. Synthesis and autoradiographic
evaluation of the dopamine
transporter radioligands ß-CIT, ß-
CIT-FE and (i-CIT-FP labelled with

or'H.

I. GÜNTHER, C, HAUDIN*. H, HALL*

(*Karolinska Institute, Dept. of Clinical Ncurosclenoe,
Stockholm, Sweden)

In our effort to use a selective* tracer for the
depaminergic reuptake site which would fit perfectly
the outline of our PET program we established a
collaboration with the PET group in Stockholm where
the ß-CIT was under current investigation. The
following work was done in order lo select Iho most
appropiale tracer and was part of my work during a 2
month stay at the Karolinska Institute in Stockholm.

13.1 Introduction

The dopamine transporter which is focalized on
presyraplical dopaminergic nerve terminals is an
important target for Iho investigation of
neurodegeneralive and psychiatric d.öcrders as well
as drug abuso. A large number of varying radioligands
have therefore been developed and used for in vitro
and in vivo characterization of the dopamino
transporter. Ono commonly used ligand is the» cocaine
congener 2ß-carbomelhoxy-30-(4-!odophenyl)tropane

(ß-GIT), ß-CIT and Its N-fluörealkyl analog?
fluoroethyl- änd fluöröpröpyl-riör-ß-CIT (ß-CIT-FE and
ß-CIT-FP) (Flg, 1) have a high affinity for tho
dopamine rouplako silo and have been labelled with
different radlonuclldos, We radlolabolled tho above
Uganda with 125I or 3H and evaluated their capacity In
labelling tho dopamino transporter In autoradlography
on post mortem human whole hemisphoro sections,

13.2 Methods

(125!]ß-CIT 1 and Us N-lluoroalkyl analogs 2 and 3
wore labelled by iododestannylation of tho trimothyllin
precursors, which woro synllioeizod according to
Swan ot al. (1) v/ith NCA (125llsodiurn iodide and
Chlorarnino-T In hydrochloric acid, Tho radioligands
wero purified by somi-preparativo rovorsed-phase
HPLC (u-Bondapak C18, 300 x 7.8 mm, 10 um,
Waters) w*ih acetonitrilo and 0,01 M phosphoric acid
(30/70) as mobile phase and a flow of 5 mt/min, Tho
radioligandsi, 2 and 3 oluted al 9,12 and 15 minutes
with retention times identical to reforenco samples,
After evapomiion of the HPLC fractions tho residues
woro dissolved in 75% othanol. The tritiated
radioliyands 4, £ and g ware synthesized by direct
methylation with [3H]mathyl lodido of tho
corresponding froo acid procursors In DMF using
freshly prepared tetrabutyummonium hydroxide as a
baso, Semi-preparative reversed-phasu HPLC was
carried out as described using 35/65 acetonitrile/0.01
M phosphoric acid as mobile phase. The radioligands
eluted with retention times of 5, 6 and 7 minutes (4,5,
and §, respectively) as validated with reference
samples,

ß-CIT U.5)

[i-GIT-FE (2.5)

P-CIT-FP (3.6)

R

CH3

FCH2CH2

FCH2CH2CH2

Fig. 1; Structure and position of labelling of
V-CIT. \\-cn-FEand\S-CIT-FP

Autoradiography was performed on 100 urn thick
brain cryosoctions of posl mortem human brain
obtained from clinical autopsy al the National Institute
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of Porensic Medieln.9, Karolinska Inslilute, Stockholm,
Sweden using previously doscribod tochniquoa (1),
The SöfitlöhS Wore incubated for 15, 30, 45 of 60
mlnutos at room tomporaturo using HEPES buffer pH
7.4 (15 rnM, 120 rnM NaCI, 0,1% BSA), rlnsod Iwlco
with cold buffor for 10 minutes arid than rapidly rinsed
in cold distilled wator before thoy woro drlod and
oxposod oithor to |}-radiation sonsitlvo film for 92
hours (1, 2, 3) or to tritium sonsitlvo film for four
weeks (4, Jj, i>), Tho specificity of the radlollgand
binding was examined In competition studies with
GÖR 12909 (0,01-100 fiM), citalopram (1-100 uM)
and clesipramino (10jiM), Tho autoradiogramy wero
analyzed using computerized donsltomotry and Irnago
analysis software (Image 1,56, NIH, U,SA), Tho pixol
values woro calibrated with 14C labollod calibration
strips, ROIs woro drawn for tho striatum (caudato
nucleus and putnmon), tho thalamus and tho
neocortex (Insular and clngular area),

13.3 Results and discussion

Tho total radiochornlcal yiolds woro 70-90% for 1, 2
and 3 with a specific radioactivity ol 2200 Ci/mrnol
and 50-70% for 4 ,5 and £ with a specific radioactivity
of 22*57 Cl/mmol. Tho radiochomlcal purity was >99%
In all casos. Tho wholo hemisphere autoradlograms of
.1, 2. 3 revealed an Intense, homogenous aiyl
soloctivo labolling of tha ctriatum (caudato nucleus
and putatnon) and to a lower oxtont of tho noocortox
and tho thalamus (Fig. 2). Labelling Increased with
limo of Incubation and reached a maximum belweon
45 and 60 minutes. Tho ratios striatum over noocortox
with 60 minutes incubation time woro 1.5 (1), 2.6 (2)
and 3.9 (3). respectively, Citalopram, a selective
serotonin reuptako antagonist, reduced tho binding In
neocortox drastically with no visible effect In the
strialurn. The noropinoplirino reuptake antagonist
dosipramltio showed no effect on strialal binding
whereas in the other regions thero was a 55-85%
FRduct'on of labolling. Tho binding of all threo
radioligands to striatum war. abolished with 100 uM
GBR 12909 Indicating that tho binding is specilic for
tho dopamine transporter. Tho same labelling pattern
was seen with tho tritium labelled compounds 4,5 and
£ . It can bo concluded that all threo radioligands are
specilic for in vitro studies of tho human dopamino
transporter in Iho nigrostriatal doparninorgic system.
T?ie order of spocilicity estimated by calculating the
striatum over neocortox ratios is |1-CIT-FP>J1-CIT-
FE»|1-CIT, which is in accordance to tho in vivo
striaturn over cerebellum ratios in PET investigations
(3).
Fig 2; see Appendix 4
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14. [1z'l]5-lüdo-2'-deoxyurldfne, a new
tracer for imaging of tumor cell
proliferation

I. GÜNTHER, L. WYER', R. WEINREICH',

R, DLASBERQ"

'(Institut für Medizinische Radiobiologio, PSI;

"Memorial Sloan Kottering Cancer Center, Now York)

It has been shown that halogenated pyrimidino
nucleosidos wore incorporated into DNA and RNA
during cell proliferation both in vitro and in vivo.
Therelore they are potential tracers for In vivo imaging
of tumor cell proliferation either with PET or SPECT
depending on tho isotope used for labelling. Since
Juno 1995 tho new radiotracor |1Z4ll5-lodo-2'-
dcoxyuridino (lUdR. see VI. 13.1. this Annex) has
been used for in vivo imaging of 14 brain tumor
pationts with PET (see 15.1. this Annex).

The tracer (up to 60 MBq) was administered by
intravenous infusion over 3 minutes, 21 artoriat biood
samples woro taken during tho CO minutes scan time
and tho activity in plasma and whole blood was
measured in a v/ell counter. 13 plasma samples were
depcotoinisod will» ice cold perchloric acid solution and
cold centrifugod. Tho acid-solublo fraction was
analyzed by reversed phase HPLC (250 x 4.6 mm,
Ultrasphore CDS 5 pm, eluted with 20/80 (v/v)
melhanol/water, (low 1 mL/min) using a sensitive on-
lino gamma detector Jo determine tho fraction of
unchanged tracer and metabolites. Data were
normalized for administered activity and body weight.
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14.1 Results and dlgeugglan

The HPLC analysis of Iho plasma rovoalod two
radlolabolsd motabolitos In addition to ILJdR,
lodouracll and lodldo, with retontion tlrnoa of 5
minutes (lodouracll) and 3 minutes (iodldo) comparod
to |UcJR (7 minutes), The total plasma activity
reached a maximum at tho end of tracer infusion
(Fig. 1). Dötwosn ö and G minutes after injection 50 %
of tho tracer was already motabollsod to tho major
rnetabolito lodldo which after 10 minutes accounted
lor >85 % of total plasma radioactivity, The fraction of
lodouracll, the product of tho Initial degradation step
catalyzed by nucloosido phosphorylases, rornainod
email duo to rapid dohalogonation to uracil and Iodide,
Tho moan plasma half-lifo of lUdR was calculated
from exponential curve fits of the Individual pationt
data and wa9 O9timalod to bo 2,5±0.5 minutes, Tho
artorial input function of lUdR was usod for the
analysis of tho Imaging data, The major limitation of
tho tracer Is Iho short half-lifo in plasma, Regarding
this disadvantage in vitro studies In orrJor to inhibit
nucleosldo phosphorylasos aro currently undor
Investigation.

2(1-1
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mn «tiivitv
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minute» «JUr | t i ( I ] lUdlt Injection

Fig. 1 Plasma composition and clearance altor
intravenous administration of [124l}-IUdR in
one brain tumor patient

15. In vivo measuremont of tumor cell
proliferation using positron
emission tomography (PET) and
radiolabeled deoxyuridine

U. ROELCKE, K.L LEENOERS

Turnor cell proliferation and invasion aro main
determinants of the clinical course and prognosis of
lumor patients. A non-invasivo measurement of tumor
cell proliferation (o.cj with PET) could be used to
evaluate regional tumor growth potential and grade ol
malignancy, and to provide spatial information for
radir' n treatment planning.

* jro is so far no means to determine tumor cell
proliferation in vivo. In vitro, proliferation can be
assessed o.g. alter intravenous injection of the DNA
precursor analog bromo-deoxyuridino (BudR) before
tumor resection, followed by staining of surgically

obtalngd HSGUQ specimen with antibodies against
BudR, This mothod yields a laboling indox
(percentage of cells which have incorporated BudR
during DNA synthesis) aa woll as a moaouro for
potential tumor doubling llrno (Tpot) (1), Injection of
radlolabolod deoxyuridlno Into CG glloma bearing rats
rosutts in a high fraction of tracor incorporated Into
tumor DNA (>00%). Tho amount of incorporated
tracor por unit tissue weight is linoarily correlated with
tho labeling indox obtained from tho enmo tissue
specimen [2],

In the following, wo report our first results obtained
In vivo with PET, 124Hodo-deoxyuridtno (1z"Hudn)
and 7cBr-brorno'duoxyurldine (™Br*BudR) rasp. Tho
cholco of positron omitting radlonuclldos for
dooxyurldlno labeling and tho synthesis of Iho
rospoctivo compounds is discussed elsewhere in this
issue (sections Radiopharmacy, Modicat
Radioblology).

15.1 Investigation of brain tumor patients
using 1241-ludR

U, ROELCKE, R. BLASBERG',
K, VON AMMON", N, C R O M P T O N * " ,

I. GÜNTHER*", K.L. L E N D E R S " '

'Memorial Sloan Kellering Cancer Center, New York;
"Department of Nourosurgory, Univorsity Hospital
Zürich,
* " Modical Radiobiology, PSI)

This study alms at the lollowing aspects:
1. Determination of 124!-ludR retention values from
PET scans. Regional tracer retention (ki) in tumors is
assumed to correspond to regional proliferation (1Z4I-
ludR incorporated into DNA),
2. Tumor resection at tho day slter completion of the
PET study. Determination of labeling index and Tpot
values (see above) from the obtained tissue
specimen.
3. Matching of 124!-ludR-PET and magnetic
resonance tomography images (MRI).
4. Comparison of regional PET ki and tissue values.

Among a total of 13 brain tumor patients studied
by December 1995, six glioma patients fulfilled tho
above mentioned criteria, Fig. 1 shows the regional
distribution of radioactivity in one patient with
glioblastoma (GBM) 24 hours after tracer injection and
the corresponding T2 weighted MRI. Tumors with high
malignancy (GBM, n=3) show higher ki values
(15.7±11.2 pl/g/min) compared to tumors with low
malignancy (low grade gliomas (LGG), n=3,
ki=4.4±0.9 pl/g/min). In addition, GBM patients show
higher labeling index values (LI=10.6±2.9%)
compared to LGG patients (Ll=3.0±2.5%). Fig. 2
demonstrates the correlation between LI and Ki
values. These preliminary data suggest that 124l-ludR
PET may provide a non-invasivo, direct measure of
tumor cell proliferation.
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15.2 Assessment
76Br-BudR

of proliferation using

J.-E. RYSER*, R. ROELCKE*, K.L. LEENDERS,

B. KASEfl-HOTZ",

'Department of Radiopharmacy, PSI;
"Veterinarian University Hospital Zürich)

Wilh respect to the physical half-life (7eBr 16 h. 124I
4.2 d) and biodistribuion of tho free radionucllde, In
vitro experiments performed in mice suggested some
advantage of 76Br-BudR over 124MudR (see this
Annex, section Radiopharmacy). One anosthesized
dog presenting with a mastocytoma tumor of the
anterior chest wall was injected 25 MBq 76Br-BudR.
Tumor and whole body PET scans were performed
immediately after tracer injection and ?A hours later.
Tumor and thoracic large vessels could be precisely
visualized. The ratio of count rates In tumor : blood
vessels was between 1 and 1.4. Highest radioactivity
was found in tho spleen. This first study suggests that
the biodistribution of 76Br-BudR in the dog could be
similar to that in mice. Following further studies in
animal tumor patients, t'ne study design mentioned
above will be also applied to human tumor patients.
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16. Intermanual transfer of a motor
skill; Preliminary results

G, THUT, M. NIENHUSMEIER, J, MISSIMER, P, MAQUIRE,

K,L LEENDERS

16.1 Introduction

To Investigate Intorhemlsphorlc communication,
one approach Is to study Influences of unilaterally
practiced manual skills on tho performance of the
opposite, untrained hand, Numerous studies revealed
a bonolil duo to prior dontralalaral learning which was
present in healthy subjects, but not in patients wilh
damage to the major (ibor tract connecting the
corobral hemispheres, tho corpus callosurn, Those
results led to the widely accepted notion that callosal
Influences are facllitatory in nature. In most of those
studios, intermanual transfer of complex tasks
Involving higher order cognitive processing (l.o. form-
board or finger maze performance) has boon
assessed. Conclusions may therefore not bo
generalized, We previously investigated transfer of a
distal motor task with low cognitive load (figure
drawing) and found ovidonco for inhibitory influences
mediated by the corpus callosum: After contralatoral
learning, heallhy right-handed subjects showed a
worsoning of Ihoir right hand porformanco, whoroas
no disadvantage due to prior, contralateral learning
was observed in patients with callosal pathology.

The present study was performed In order to
Identify the cerebral areas related to the inhibitory
influences wo previously observed using positron
omission tomography {PET) and 15O labelled water.

16.2 Methods

Regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) was measured
in 16 right-handed healthy subjects under 3
conditions: i) motor rest, ii) original motor learning
(OL) and, iii) transfer motor learning (TL). During both
motor learning conditions, subjects had to draw
meaningless figures as fast as possible with their right
hand. Visual feedback of the motor performance was
provided through a video system. Movement time was
computed usinj a digitizing tablet connected to a
microcomputer. Figures had to be drawn immediately
after left hand learning of the miiror-reversal (TL
condition) or an unrelated figure (OL condition) prior to
scanning. Thus, OL and TL conditions differed with
respect to the novelty of tho figure which had to be
drawn, but were otherwise identical. During motor
rest, subjects had to remain in a relaxed position
viewing an unknown figuro presented on the monitor.
Condition were counterbalanced across subjects.

Images of rCBF were obtained by summing tho
activity over a 90 seconds period starting from the
time at which an increase) in cerebral radioactivity was
first detected. Image analyses were performed using
statistical parametrical mapping involving storeotaxic
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normalization Significant changoö In rCBF were
analyzod with a pixol-by-pixef analysis of covarianse
to remove the effects duo to differences In global
corebral blood flow. To determine whother areas with
changed rCBF during TL as compared to OL have
inhibitory influoncos on motor performance, wo
porformod Poarson correlations between their rCBF
changes and tho corresponding behavioral changes
(movomont tlmo), Docauso wo wore Interested in
intorhemfspherld communication, we also Included the
hornotoplc counterparts of the significantly activated
areas,

16.3 Rosults

Areas with significant Increases in rCBF during the
original motor learning as compared to the motor rest
condition are presented in Figure 1. In Table 1 further
Information Is provided, Figure 2 and Table 2 show
areas with increased rCBF during the transfer learning
as opposed to the original learning condition,
Significant positive correlations between changes in
rCBF and movement time were found in the right-
sided profrontal cortex (area 10) at the border of its
medial and dorsolateral part (r=0,5i, p=0.04) and in
its homotoplc counterpart (r=0.78, p<.0002). Positive
relationships reflect a worsening of performance with
increasing rCBF in these areas,

Regions Talairach
Coordinates of
Maximal Peak

R Cerebellum
L Thalamus
L Sensorimotor Cortex,
L Premotor Cortex and
L Anterior Cingulate Cortex
L Occipital Cortex
R Thalamus
R Parietal Cortex

20. -58. -20
-14,-18,4

•34,-14, 56
-16,-92,0
10,-1?, 16
42, -48, 48

Figure 1/TabIe 1 Areas with signiiicant increases in
rCBF (p<-01) during original motor learning versus
motor rest.

'JK VA£

Regions Talairach
Coordinates of
Maximal Peak

L Medial Prefrontal Cortex (area 9) and
R Prefrontal, Cortex (area 10) -4,52,28
L&RCingulum -6,-34,32
R Cerebellum 16,-58,-4
I Lateral Parietal Cortex -52, -48,28

Figuro 2/Tablo 2 Aroas with significant increases
in rCBF (p<-01) during transfer motor learning versus
original motor learning. Only values for the 4 areas
with biggest extent are shown In the table.

16.4 Discussion

Results suggest that when a previously acquired
motor engram Is relearned contralaterally,
performance is worsened (inhibited) through activation
of a prefrontal region lying at the border of the medial
and dorsolateral parts of Brodman area 10. The fact
that the inhibitory influences on the motor behavior
are most strongly linked to rCBF increases opposite to
the region which is significantly activated during
transfer motor learning indicates that callosal
functions might be involved.

Our results may contribute to the understanding of
handedness. Motor dominance might partially evolve
due to inhibitory influences mediated by prefrontal
areas and the corpus callosum.
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17, Parkinson's disease

K,L LEENDERS, A, ANTONINI, M. PSYLLA,
I. GÜNTHER, P. VONTOBEL, U, ROELCKE,
J. MlSSIMER, R.P, MAQUIRE

Parkinson's disease (PD) Is one modell disease to
Investigate specific hjman selective brain
neurodegeneration. The properties of PET
radiotracors (soa introduction) can be advantageously
used to help unravel patho-genetics and
pathophysiology or to assess experimental
treatments. Particularly in brain conditions like PD,
which only occur in man, the in vivo tracer methods
aro sultablo to Investigate the blochomlcal aberrations
at the beginning of the disease and to follow up during
progression of the condition. The PSI PET program
addresses the fields of neurotoxicololgy,
neuroprotoction, neurorestoration and storeotactic
surgical procedures,

17.1 Neurotoxicology

In Rhesus monkeys (at the University of Zürich) it
is investigated whether chronic low doses of a special
dopaminergic neurotoxin gives rise to parkinsonism in
non-human primates, This work is performed in
collaboration with the University of Würzburg (Institut
für Organische Chemie), In rats It wus demonstrated
that b-carbolino-alkaloids In low concentrations can
damage the brain dopaminergic neurotransmitter
system, These alkaloids can under certain
circumstances be produced by the body itself. The
substance under investigation here Is "Taclo", derived
from chloral, One Rhesus monkey was investigated
using the tracer [F-I8]fluorodopa before and during
daily very small subcutaneous doses of Taclo. The
Taclo concentration in blood plasma was determined
regularly. This regimen has now been given during
one year. Possible decreases of fluorodopa were
measured on the last scan occasions, but it is still too
early to comment definitively.

MPTP, a well established dopaminergic
neurotoxin, will be used in Rhesus monkeys at the
University of Zürich in conjunction with microdialysis.
Also here PET scans using various tracers are
planned.

17.2 Neuroprotection

Several substances (nerve growth factors) are
supposed, on the basis of their in vitro properties, to
protect or restore certain nerve cells from the
onslaught of toxins or disease causes. The
development of such substances is currently one of
the important neurobiological research fields. Success
in this respect may introduce a spectrum of new
treatments for hitherto intractactable severe brain and
other conditions. In order to investigate the possibility
of regeneration of damaged dopamir.jrglc nerve cells
by neurotrophic factors unilaterally lesioned MPTP
cynomolgus monkeys were studied with PET using 6-
[F-18]Fluoro-L-dopa (FDOPA) before and after local

strlatal or ventricular perfusion, The experimental
treatment of the monkeys took place at the laboratory
In Madrid, For the PET scans the monkeys travelled
to Switzerland.

Four monkeys were made parkinsonian by infusion
In the left Internal carotid artery of the dopaminergic
nourotoxln MPTP (0.4 mg/kg). After tho MPTP lesion
a baseline FDOPA PET scan was performed. One
monkoy was not traatod with MPTP to provide control
PET values for the cynomolgus species, During the
FDOPA PET scuna blood samples were taken from
the femoral artery, FDOPA arterial plasma tracer Input
corrected for radiolabellsd metabolites (HPLC) was
moasurod, Beforo each FDOPA PET scan the
monkeys recoivod carbidopa 5mg/kg i,v, ono hour
before tracer administration and the COMT inhibitor
Ro 40-7592 10mg/kg per os 2 hours before tracer
administration, An overall Influx constant (Ki; units
1/mln) of FDOPA Into striatum was calculated using a
graphical approach.

After the first PET scan a local striatal or
ventricular infusion on te side of the MPTP lesion was
performed. One animal received a vehicle, another
epidermal growth factor (EGF) and two further
monkeys acid fibroblast growth factor (aFGF) or basic
fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) respectively, In the
case of EGF Infusion the tip of the Inlracerebral
cannula was locatod into tho lateral corobral ventricle
ipsilateral to the lesioned side. In the case of aFGF
and L/FGF the tip of the cannula was located in the
striatum on the lesioned side. The follow-up PET
scans were performed 6 to 7 months after start of the
local intracerebral growth factor or vehicle treatment.
The PET data analysis was performed by
investigators blind to treatment modality.

The first FDOPA PET .̂cans of the four MPTP
treated monkeys (before local growth factor or vehicle
treatment) showed that the decarboxylase capavty of
the left (MPTP lesioned) striatum was on average
17% of control values. However, also the right
striatum had usually been damaged (67% of controls).
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Cynemolgus Treatment Striatum Right Striatum Left
Kiii/min)

Healthy 0.0138 0,0148

Vehlclo

EGF

aFGF

bFGF

Table: FDOPA uptake Into striatum of Cynemolgus monkeys before and after unilateral local administration ol
growth factors or vehicle. Monkey no 1 did not receive any treatment and was also not lesloned with
MPTP. Monkeys 2 to 5 were first PET scanned after the left sided MPTP lesions were performed.The
second scan took place after local treatment.

First scan

Second scan

First scan

Second scan

First scan

Second scan

First scan

Second scan

0.0167

0.0153

0.0066

0.0024

0.0084

0.0250

0.0075

0.0289

0.0044

0.0019

0.0040

0.0011

0.0008

0.0048

0.0007

0.0040

After growth factor or vehicle treatment the second
PET scan showed that the animals treated with
vehicle or with EGF did not recover, but rather
showed in general a further decline of tracer uptake.
However, the two animals perfused with FGF snowed
a marked increase of FDOPA uptake after treatment:
on the more lesioned side the striatum showed 5.7
and 6 times increased specific FDOPA uptake; on the
less affected side the improvement was 3 and 3.8
times compared to the first scan (Sre Table and
Figure).These results demonstrate that neurotrophic
factors, in our case FGF, when locally administered in
the brain of MPTP lesioned Cynomolgus monkeys
leads to recovery of dopaminergic function of striatal
nerve terminals. This recovery was bilateral, however,
for which no explanation can yet be provided. The
histochemical post-mortem data on these monkeys
need to be awaited in order to document possible
bilateral cellular recovery.

17.3 Neurorestoration

In order to investigate what happens with the
dopaminergic system really at the beginning of the
disease it should be desirable to study prospective PD
patients before clinical onset. This is currently not
possible using ordinary diagnostic means. However, it
is fortunate that a large population based study in
Rotterdam (ERGO) studying degenerative brain
diseases allows to select "ultra-earl/' patients, who by
themselves had not consulted a physician, but
showed slight signs of parkinsonism

Implantation? A collaborative project between the
University of Rotterdam and the PSI PET program
was started in 1995. A selected group of patients and
age-matched controls traveled from Rotterdam to the
PSI to have FDOPA and FDG PET scans as well as
MRI scan for coregistration and extensive
neuropsychology. In tot^l 8 subjects could be
investigated to date. The project will continue in 1996.
The first question will be whether in very early images
of PD the striatal cellular components of the
nigrostriatal dopaminergic neurotransmitter system
are still largely intact. A positive finding would support
the idea that neuroprotective treatments are in
principle promising also when the disease just has
started.

Embryonic dopamine cell implantation into striatum
is an experimental therapy for selected patients with
PD. Provided sufficient cells in the correct condition
are implanted this treatment has been succesful.
Moderate to marked improvements in despearately ill
patients could be achieved, although no cure can be
obtained. At different centers in Switzerland
(University of Bern and Lausanne) and abroad the cell
biology is studied in order to cicate solid and
acceptable sources of implantable cells in order to
improve the method and to make it available to larger
number of patients. The PET program offers the
possibility to measure the metabolic changes in the
brain after treatment using the established PET tracer
procedures. Collaborations exist with the Universities
of Bern, Lausanne, Navarra, Moscow.
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17.4 Storootaxy and activation studies

The effect of neurosurgical procedures In the brain
of parklnsonian patients can traditionally be studied
comparing before and after operation the clinical
status of the patients, neurophyslological and
pharmacological responses and (omographlc
anatomical imaging (CT or MRI) results, On the other
hand in vivo regional cerebral biochemical activity
can, in a longitudinal sense, only be measured to dato
by positron emission tomography (PET) and to a
certain extent also by single photon emission
computer tomography (SPECT). For research
purposes longitudinal comparison of regional cerebral
biochemical activity in PD patients after small stereo-
tactic lesions, sequential quantitative measurements
as provided by PET is mandatory. In the context of
stereotactic surgery In PD patients only very little
published PET material is available. It will be of
interest to Investigate not only local, but also remote
changes of energy consumr. in in the brain, since the
latter may yiekJ clues about specific interrelationships
between Involved brain regions, both in relation to pre-
operative characteristic abnormal metabolic pattorns,
and concerning the special lesion effects. In general it
can be said that regional energy consumption, at least
In rest, is mainly determined by local synaptic density
and not so much by the local neurons, It Is in the
nerve terminals that mitochodrial concentration is
high. Local changes of energy consumption in the
brain should in the first instance be viewed as the
effect of changed activity or density of the afferent
nerve terminals into that region. Loss of neurons in
one place may show itself as reduced energy
consumption at a distance provided the projection of
the lost neuronal connections is intense enough to be
measurable. The reverse, increased local energy
consumption by increased activation of afferent
neurons elsewhere, can also occur. This principle has
been documented using autoradiographic de-
oxyglucose methods,

Eleven tremor-dominant PD patients (mean age
60±9 years, range 45 to 73 years; 7 male, 4 female,
disease duration 6±3 years) were studied by our
group with PET and F-18 labelled deoxyglucose
(FDG) to assess the pattern of glucose metabolism
before stereotaxy (ST), and the changes of glucose
metabolism in thalamus and functionally related brain
areas following ST. Ten of the 11 patients showed an
asymmetrical tremor, which was predominant at rest
and did not or only marginally improve by taking anti-
parkinson medication. For comparison, 16 healthy
subjects (9 male, 7 female, age 40+19 years, range
27 to 65 years) were investigated.

ST was performed (Dr Jeanmonod, University
Hospital Zürich) contralateral to the clinically more
affected side under local anesthesia using the
Cosman Roberts Wells stereotactic frame.
Thermolesions (4 mm diameter) were placed in the
ventrolateral thalamus. The operation procedure was

guided by magneile resonance Imaging and
intrathalamic electrode recordings. ST Induced Imme-
diate symptom amelioration in all patients which
lasted over the period until the second PET scan was
performed.

FDG-PET scans were performed one week before
and 15±3 weeks after ST, Rest tremor was present
during the scans In 10 öf 11 patients before, and was
improved In all patients studied alter ST. Before ST,
absolute global CMRGIu in PD was reduced (28*5,3
umol/ 100ml/ min) compared with the healthy subjects
(43.3;t7.3umol/100ml /min, Mann Whitney p=0.0008).
Glucose metabolic index (GMI), values for the MC
were bilaterally Increased In the PD patients
(p=0,0001), Highor relative values were also found for
the supplementary motor area (SMA) (ipsilsteral to
the side of ST, p=0.020), putamen (PUT) (bilaterally,
p=0.003 at the side of ST, p=0,016 contralateral to the
side of ST), and thalamus (THAL) L (p=0.012
contralateral to the side of ST), No significant
asymmetry was observed for the putamen, GMI
values for the other brain regions were in the range of
healthy controls. After ST, absolute global CMRGIu
was lower (23,1±3.5umol/100ml/min) than before ST
(p=0,060), For the motor cortex (MC), ST reduced or
abolished the asymmetry observed before ST, but
GMI values remained significantly increased bilaterally
compared to the controls.

The small stereotactic lesion produced in the
ventrolateral THAL resulted in tremor amelioration in
all patients. ST consistently reduced or even
abolished the asymmetry of the MC and SMA, and led
to a reduction of rCMRGIu in the PUT and other
regions. These findings support the notion that
activation of the MC reflects the manifestation of
tremor itself.

Over the last 5 to 7 years brain activation studies
have been developed Increasingly. The applicability of
these methods to many questions concerning the
functional organisation of the living human brain has
drawn a lot of interest from various scientific
communities. Cerebral activation during execution of
motor tasks is just one of the possible applications,
but important in the study of in vivo organisation of the
cerebral motor system. Of interest is, among other
aspects, to know how brain motor organisation in PD
will change under the influence of surgical
procedures. Are improvements in clinical motor
scores associated with specific changes in the
activation patterns of the brain?

PET activation studies essentially measure
sequentially regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF),
mostly using 0-15 labelled water, in two different
conditions (e.g. during rest and during performance of
a motor or cognitive task). Since local brain perfusion
to a certain extent reflects local synaptic activity, it is
assumed that changes in neuronal activity due to e.g.
motor tasks can be measured by comparing brain
perfusion during the different conditions. By
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standardised computerised statistical image analysis'
it can be determined which brain regions were
particularly involved during the specified action, If
subjects have to perform joy-stick movements in one
of four possible directions on a free-choice basis, this
task has been shown to involve sonsorimolor cortex
and dorsolateral prelrontal cortex contralaterally as
well as the premötör cortex, supplementary molor
area (SMA), anterior clngulats cortex and the
cerebellum bilaterally. In healthy subjects, the task
component of internal movement selection was
associated with activation of the SMA.

Using 0-15 labelled water and PET, we studied
rCBF In 14 healthy controls. Subjects wore scanned
with eyes closed under two different conditions; first,
while at rest (baseline) and second, while performing
freely chosen joy-stick movements in one of four
possible directions (motor activation). The move-
ments, performed with the right hand, were paced by
a tone sounding at a fixed interval. rCBF was
calculated for the activity recorded over the first 90
seconds after arrival of the signal in the cerebral
capillary bed. Pixel based statistical comparisons
between the baseline and motor activation condition
(threshold of p<.01) were performfd. Comparisons
revealed activation of the left sensorirroior cortex, Ic't
premotor cortex, left anterior cingulatu cortex as well
as left SMA and right sided acli -Mt;on of the
cerebellum (figure 1),

We have started to investigate rCBF during
internally cu<J movements in healthy subjects and
patients with PD (in collaboration with the University
of Navarra), who were selected for medial pallido-
tomy. One aim is to assess efficiency of surgery by
looking for changes in SMA activation after surgical
intervention.

18. Huntingdon's disease

K.L, LEENDERS, A. ANTONINI

The long term project on Huntington's disease
aims at clarifying the biochemical cerebral changes In
an early phase of the disease (alter determination of
the disease gene) in order to establish whothor
sufficient conditions for experimental neuroprotection
do prevail, Thus far we used PET and the tracers
[18F]fluorodeoxygtucose (FDG) and [HCJracloprlde
(RACLO) to study glucose metabolism and dopamine
D2 receptor binding in the caudate nucleus and
putamen of 1G carriers of tho Huntington's disease
(HD) gene mutation (10 asymptomatic subjects and 8
untreated symptomatic HD patients in an early
disease stage). We also performed MRi scans and
measured the bicaudate ratio (BCR). Data were
compared with 9 mutation-negative members of HD
families and separato groups of age matched
controls. PET scans were repeated in 6 asymptomatic
gene carriers 1.5 to 3 years after the first
measurement. This project was carried out in
collaboration with the Institute of Medical Genetics at
the University of Zürich.

Symptomatic HD patients showed a marked
reduction of FDG and RACLO uptake in caudate
nucleus and putamen and a significant Increase of
BCR, Asymptomatic mutation ouiiiura revealed a
significant reduction of glucose metabolism in caudate
nucleus and putamen. RACLO binding was
significantly decreased in putamen and showed a
trend in caudate nucleus. The decrease of caudate
tracer uptake, particu arly RACLO, correlated
significantly with the increase of BCR in symptomatic
and asymptomatic gene-carriers. Metabolic and
receptor binding decreases were also significantly
associated with larger size of the HD mutation.
Discriminant function analysis correctly classified
clinical and genetic status in 24 of 27 subjects on the
basis of their striatal PET values (83% sensitivity and
100% specificity). The remaining 3 asymptomatic
mutation carriers were classified together with
mutation-negative subjects, indicating that these
individuals had normal striatal RACLO and FDG
uptake. Follow-up PET data showed a significant
reduction in striatal RACLO binding of 6.3% per year
on average. Striatal glucose metabolism revealed an
overall non significant 2.3% decrease per year.

These data indicate that asymptomatic HD
mutation-carriers may show normal neuronal function
for a long period of life. These findings also suggest
that, once neuronal loss has started, it can be
predicted when an asymptomatic gene carrier v/ill
develop clinical symptoms. Experimental treatment
projects can thus be designed and are currently be
considered. The findings have been recently accepted
by BRAIN for publication.

' Program made available to the PSI PET program by
courtesy of MRC Cyclotron Unit, London, UK
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19. GIUCOSQ metabolism in patients
with spasmodic torticollis

S. MAQYAR-LEHMANN, A, ANTONINI, U. ROELCKE,
R, P. MAQUIRE, J. MISSIMER, M, MEIER,
K.L LEENDERS

Dystonia is a common movement disorder
characterised by sustained muscle contractions
causing twisting, repetitive movements or abnormal
posture, One form of adult onset focal dystonia Is the
idiopathic spasmodic torticollis. The pathophysfology
of spasmodic torticollis is still unknown. Basal ganglia
dysfunction has been suggested to underlay this
clinical syndrome. The site in the basal ganglia most
frequently associated with symptomatic dystonia is
the putamen.
We studied 9 patients suffering unilateral torticollis (5
with the chin shifted to the right and 4 to the left side)
using positron emission tomography (PET) and (18F)-
2-fluoro-2-deoxy-D-glucose (FDG). The age of onset
was between 34 and 68 years. Data were compared
with a group of 10 age-matched healthy control
subjects. We performed statistical parametric
mapping (SPM) to compare the two groups, The
stereotactic coordinates of the sites of significant
changes were determined and correlated with the
reference stereolactic atlas (Talairach). SPM analyses
showed significant metabolic increases bilaterally in
the putamen and thalamic region (Figure), The
bilateral increase of relative glucose metabolism in the
putamen was confirmed by using the region-of-
interest-technique (ROI). A glucose metabolic index
(GMI) was calculated (ROI value divided by global
value) for a series of cortical and subcortical regions
of interest.

1. SPM showed significant increases of glucose
metabolism bilaterally in the putamen and thalamic
region of torticollis patients.
2. GMI in putamen was found to be significantly
increased bilaterally in putamen of torticollis patients
by using the ROI-technique. In all patients, the global
cerebral glucose metabolism was in the range of
healthy control subjects. No changes were observed
in GMI in caudate nucleus or other brain areas.

3. No statistically significant correlation was found
between side to side differences in putamen glucose
metabolism and torticollis side. Furthermore no
correlation was found between duration of illness and
putaminal increases in glucose metabolism.

4. This indicates that increased putaminal metabolic
activity is primarily related to the pathogenetic
mechanism of torticollis.
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Axial sections demonstrating brain areas with
significantly increased glucose metabolism in
torticollis patients compared to control subjects, A
statistical parametric map (SPM) is presented. The
data show significantly greater glucose metabolism in
the putamen and thalamic regions of torticollis
patients (P<.01, corrected).

20. Fatigue in multiple sclerosis

U, ROELCKE, L, KAPPOS*, EW, RADCI",
AJ. STECK*, KL LEENDERS

'DEPT. NEUROLOGY,

"DEPT. NEUFIORADIOLOGY, KANTONSSPITAL BASEL)

Fatigue is a common and disabling symptom of
multiple sclerosis (MS), and a major cause of
unemployment in MS patients. The pathophysiology
of fatigue in MS has not been established. We used
positron emission tomography and 18F-
fluorodeoxyglucose to assess regional cerebral
glucose metabolism (rCMRGIu) at rest in MS patients
with severe fatigue (FAT, n=20) and patients with
minor or without fatigue (NOF, n=24), Patients of both
groups were matched for age, disease duration,
clinical course, and disability. PET data sets were
spatially resliced according to the Talairach
stereotaxic atlas system. Statistical parametrical
mapping (SPM) was applied to compare FAT and
NOF patients on a pixel by pixel basis.
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J ä , SCT päliafitö §höWed iücreäsed SMI Values
In the premoior cortex, supplementary motor area,
cerebollar hemisphere), and parietal cortex, In
contrast, QMI valuo9 for tho motor cortex, putamon
and thalamus woro In tho same rango lor both groups,
Those Undings Indicate that cortical areas Involved In
movement preparation may ten*! \g eompensata tor
Inolfectlvo projection of pyramidal neurons to alpha«
motoneurons. Relatively Increased glucose
consumption In tho parietal cortex could bo related to
an amplification of sensory signals from tho periphery,

22. Pharmacology

K. L, LEENDERS

PET tracer methods lend themselves very well to
investigate tho Influence of Pharmaceuticals on
specific tissue biochemistry. In 1995 two
pharmaceutical companies were interested to study In
collaborative research projects tho effect of well*
known drugs on tho cerebral dopamlnergic
nlgrostriatal system In man In vivo.

1) Using tho tracer l(M1]racloprido (dopamlno D2
receptor antagonist) the In vivo dose-occupancy
relationship and tho time courso of occupancy was
Investigated for tho pharmaceutical tlaprlds, which is
usod to treat various dysklnotic syndromos. This
project was performed in collaboration with the
company Syntholabo, Munich. Tho question of
Interest was which tiapride dose leads to sufficient D2
receptor occupancy In striatum without risk of
overdosing. Also it is of Interest to know what the half
life of cerebral tiapride receptor binding is. A group of
healthy controls was PET scanned before and after
taking either 100mg, 300mg or 600mg of tiaprido. The
timo between tiaprido taking and repeat PET scan
was either one hour or 5 hours. Preliminary results
show that 100mg results in 30% and 300mgr in 70%
receptor occupancy. After 5 hours the occupancy was
only slightly further increased.

2) Using the tracers (C»11]raclopride and [F-
18jfluorodopa the influence of pergolkle, a dopamine
receptor agonist used in the treatment of patients with
Parkinson's disease, on striatal dopaminergic
neurotransmitter status was investigated in a group of
5 parkinsonian patients. The patients travelled from
Spain and were PET scanned before and 6 months
after pergolide treatment. This project was carried out
in collaboration with the company Lilly, Spain. The aim
was to study the adaptation of the striatal
dopaminergic system, crucial in tho pathophysiology
ol Parkinson's disease, to chronic pergolide
treatment. The data acquisition was concluded by the
end of 1995 and data analysis is being pursued in the
following months.

23. Teaching activities and publi-
cations
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K.L. LEENDERS, J. LECHNER-SCOTT, S, HUBER, L.

KAPPO3 "Assessment of fatigue In MS, correlation with
neurological and neuropsychological findings". J.
Neural, 1995; 242, S2; 119.

A. ANTONINI, P. VONTOBEL, M. PSYLLA, I. GÜNTHER,

K.L. LEENDERS: "Cerebralor Dopa-Umsatz
(Fluorodopa-PET), Dopamin-D2-Receptoren
(Racloprid-PET) und Glukose-Stoffwechsel (FDG;
Arkinson und Multi-System-Athropie)", SGMR
Jahresversmmlung, Zürich 11-13 May, 1995

F. EMERT, J.H. MISSIMER, K.L. LEENDERS: "Monte
Carlo evaluations of scattering correction in PET
studies of massive granite". ECAT User's Meeting,
Stockholm.

I. GÜNTHER, H. HALL, C. HALLDIN, C.-G. SWAHN,

L. FARDE: "Synthesis and autoradiographic evaluation
of the dopamine transporter radioligands ß-CIT, ß-
CIT-FE and ß-CIT-FP labelled with 125I or 3H". J.
Labelled Compd. Radiopharm. 37,49-51 (1995)

K.L. LEENDERS, C. SANCHEZ, M. PSYLLA, P. VONTOBEL,

A. ANTONINI, A. ZOLLINGER, J. DE YEBENES: "In vivo

assessment of dopaminergic nerve cell regeneration
in brain by local striatal neurotrophic factor perfusion
using FDOPA PET in MPTP cynomolgus monkey".
Swiss Neuroscience Poster Meeting, Bern

R.P, MAGUIRE, F, EMERT, J, H. MISSIMER,

K.L. LEENDERS, D. TOWNSEND: "3D Imaging Study of
Activity Distribution in Massive Granite with Positron
Emission Tomography." 1995 International Meeting
on Fully Three-Dimensional Image Reconstruction in
Radiology and Nuclear Medicine, Aix-les-Bains,
France. 4 - 6 July 1995

R,P. MAGUIRE,, G, GALQNDER, K.L LOEMDERS; "Patlak
analysis applied to slnogram data", In Myors R,
Cunningham V.J., Bailoy D.L. and Jono9 T (ed),
Quantification of Brain Function Using PET, Academic
Pres9, Son Dlogo (In pros9).

R.P. MAQUine, C. CALONOER, K.L, LEENOERS:

"Integrated Parameter Estimation and Filtered
Backprojectlon.", SGSMP Jahrestagung Zürich, Nov.
1095. Proceedings In press.

MAQYAR-LEHMANN S,. ANTONINI A,, MEIER M,(
LEENDERS K.L, (1995) "Glucose metabolism In
pationts with spasmodic torticollis". J. Nourotogy 242
(Suppl. 2), 47.

J. H, MISSIMER, U. KNORR, R.J, SEITZ, R. P. MAQUIRE,

G. SCHLAUQ, K. L. LEENDERS: "Localization of rCBF
increases in human frontal cortex and cerebellum In
voluntary Indox flexion movements". BralnPET 95 ,
Oxford, England, 7 • 9 July 1995

M NlENHUSMEIER, R.P, MAQUIRE,, T, VONESCH,
K.L, LEENDERS, B. WEDER: "Die Untersuchung der
Somatosonsorischen Diskriminalion Mittels PET."
SGMR Zürich, 11-13 May, 1995.

A. OTTE, U. ROELCKE, K. VON AMMON, 0 . HAUSMANN,

EW. RADÜ, K l , LEENDERS (1995): "Gekreuzte
cerebelläre Dtaschlsls (CCD) bei Hirntumoren".
Schwoiz. Mod. Wochonschr., 125, Suppl, 68:26S,

A. OTTE, U. ROELCKE, K.L, LEENDERS (1995):
"Crossed cerebellar diaschisis (CCD) and brain tumor
biochemistry studied with positron emission
tomography (PET), 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG)
and 11C-methionino (MET)". J. Neurol., 242, Suppl. 2,
S128.

M. PSYLLA, A. ANTONINI, I, GÜNTHER, P. VONTO2C.L,

K.L. LEENDERS: "Der Einfluss von Enzym-Inhibitoren
auf den 6-("F]Fluoro-L-Dopa-Metabolisrnus in
Rhesusalfen", SGMR Jahresversammlung, Zürich,
11-13 May, 1995

U. ROELCKE, K. VON AMMON, O. HAUSMANN, DL.

KAECH, EW. RADÜ, K.L. LEENDERS: "Verlauf operierter
niedriggradiger Gliome ohne und mit zusätzlicher
Radiotherapie. Eine 11C-Methionini- und 18F-FDG-
PET-Studio", SGMR Jahresversammlung, Zürich, 11-
13 May, 1995

U. ROELCKE, A. ANTONINI, G. THUT, K.L. LEENDERS:

"Different glucose consumption patterns of thalamus
and cortex in tremor-dominant and akineto-rigid
Parkinson's disease (PD) (1995)". Schweiz. Arch.
Neurol. Psych. 146:32

U. ROELCKE. K.L. LEENOERS. K. VON AMMON, EW.

RADÜ. P. VONTOBEL. I. GÜNTHER, R. PELLIKKA (1995):
"Eisen-Transferrin-Aufnahme in Hirntumoren: Eine
Untersuchung mit PET und |52-Fe]-Zitrat". Schweiz.
Mod. Wochenschr., 125. Suppl. 68:24S
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U. RöiLcKg, L KAfrtoö, J. UOHNEH-SOOTT H
BRUNNSCHWEILER, W, AMMANN, A. PLOHMANN 8
DELIAS, AJ. STECK, K.L, LEENDER» (1995); "Rodücod
glucose metabolism in the frontal corlox and caudato
nucloua In multiple sclerosis patients with fatigue", J
Nourol,, 242, Suppl, 2, S 7-8.

U. ROELCKE, O. HAUSMANN, K. VON AMMON, DL
KAECH, E W . RADQ, K.L, LEENDERS (1995): "Low-grade
gllomas attor surgery: Comparison of Irradiated and
non-lrradlatod patients with positron emission
tomography (PET), HC-methlonlne (MET) and 18F-
fluorodeoxyglucose (FOG)". J. Nourol., 242, Suppl, 2,
S 128-129,

A.F. RobWQuez, W.E. Suss, P. EMERT, J. MISSIMER,
K.L. LEENDERS: "Artificial neural network Inverse radon
transformer". ECAT User's Meeting, Stockholm.

G. THUT, A. ANTONINI, U. ROELCKE, J. MISSIMER, R.p,
MAQUIRE, M. REGARD, K.L. LEENDERS: "Cognitive
ronlai impairment and motor disability In patients with

idiopathic Parkinson's disease: Relation to regional
cerebral glucose metabolism, disease duration and
age at onset". Joint Meeting of the European
Parkinson's Disease Association with the Swiss
Neurological Society, Zürich

F. VOLLENWEIOER, A. ANTONINI, CH. SCHARFETTER,
J. ANGST, K.L. LEENDERS: "Hyporfrontality ond
psychopathology in the acute ketamine and psilocybin
model of schizophrenia using PET and FDG" J
Neurol (1994) 241: 262

P. VONTOBEL, A. ANTONINI, M. PSYLU, I. GÜNTHER,
K.L. LEENDERS: "Vergleich von Qunatifizierungs-
methoden für 6.["F]Fluora-L-Dopa am Beispiel von 9
gesunden Probanden", SGMR Jahresversammlung
Zurich, 11-13 May, 1995

B. WEDER, M. NIENHUSMEIER, A. KEEL, K.L LEENDERS,
H.P. LUDIN. "Somatosensory discrimination of shape-
prediction of succes In normal volunteers and
parkinsonian patients". Swiss Neuroscience Poster
Meeting, Bern

23.3 Organized meeting

EC Small Workshop PET (NECTAR/NEST; Biomed-
I)PSI, Vllllgen. Friday 7th and Saturday 8th april 1995

Postgraduate Kurs für experimentelle Medizin und
Biologie "PET: Tracerkinetische Anwendungen in der
Himforschung'PSI, Villigen

Stand und Perspektiven der Therapie hochmaligner
Ghomo. Basel, Zentrum für Lehre und Forschunq
8.9.1995.

PET Pharmacokinetic Course. PSI, Viiligen. Thursday
• Saturday. Nov. 30 - Dec. 2.1995
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VI MEDICAL ßADIQBIÖUDGY

1. Introduction/Overview
B, LARSSON

Medical radiobiology stands out as a highly
Interdisciplinary fiold that depends on woll coordinated
collaboration between basic and applied lito science
(at all levels of biological organization) with applied
mathematics, physics and chemistry, This status
report shows that well-functioning collaborations now
have been established, not only between the
scientists active in the different disciplines
represented In IMR but also between this young
Institute and its national and international partners, at
PSI and at Installations abroad, such as the European
Synchrotron Radiation Facility (F), the European High
Flux Reactor at Petten (NL) and the Institute of
Radiation Sciences in Uppsala (S) and their hospital-
based associates in various European countries.

At the same time it is evident, especially from the
contributions from neutron and synchrotron radiation
physics that dominate the report this year that the
instrumental situation In radiobiology is very much
like the situation in various branches of contemporary
physics: radloblologlcal rosoarch and teaching
requires participation in multicentre collaborations and
utilization of advanced radiation sources or technology
that are available only at specialized national or
international accelerator* or reactor centres. An
applied radiobiology program aiming at goals such as
new realistic strategies for radiation protection or
hospital-based cancer therapy is also similar to many
a high-energy physics program, in the sense that it
requires extensive new technological developments
and long-term sustalnment.

The four IMR-projects 'molecular and cellular
radiobiology', 'predictive assays based on tumour
biopsies from individual patients, 'experimental tumour
therapy1, and 'radiobiology for radioprotection' are
strongly result-oriented towards clear-cut practical
goals in radioprotection and cancer research. For this
and short-term economical and logistic reasons, the
choice of materials and instrumentation and initiatives
requiring technical development are coordinated to
the greatest extent possible. This is true for the
cultivation, handling and analysis of the biological
material as well as for the instrumentation developed
for the irradiation experiments. Inspite of the fact that
the establishment of the program has required (and
still requires) extensive long-term technological
developments, many scientific high-lights have been
recorded. Of general interest to basic biology and
preclinical medicine are, for example new principles
for the design of molecular conjugates able to carry
DNA-seeking ligands to selected cells in tissues or
cell populations via receptor-mediated uptake; the
establishment of experimental in vitro models that

would permit proper radioblologlcal and
pharmacoklnotlc tests of the cell-killing ability of short-
range secondary electrons produced by K-shell
iöfllzallöfl, and new concepts for radiation sources
that would bring neutron capture and photon
activation therapies closer to the clinical reality.

2. Genetic susceptibility to radiation
and loss of heterozygosity

P.M. SCHWEIZER, I, CORDT-RIEHLE

We studied in Drosophlla spontaneous and
radiation-induced loss of heterozygozity (LOH) In
homozygous and heterozygous carriers of radiation
susceptibility genes, because LOH is an Important
mechanism underlying tumor suppressor gene loss in
human neoplasms and genetic susceptibility to
radiation a possible risk factor. Frequencies of genetic
mosaics resulting from allelic loss at dominant
regulatory cell differentiation genes (SMART-test
strain) In primordial wing colls wore analysed [1]. A
comparison of LOH frequencies In homozygous or
heterozygous carriers of radiation susceptible genes
moi-d* and möi'41DS [2\, under conditions of acute
and chronic low dose-rate irradiation was carried out.
Homozygous carriers of mel-ff* and meI-41DS

mutations are significantly more sensitive to radiation-
induced LOH than wild-type genotypes. In
heterozygous constitution the radiation susceptibility
genes did not affect the frequency of recombination
mediated LOH, but appear to moderately sensitize for
deletion-induced LOH, poorly compatible with clonal
proliferation. We conclude that radiation susceptibility
mutations meS-90 and mei-41DS in Drosophila, whose
pleiotropic phenotypes comprise excision repair- and
postreplication repair-deficiency significantly affect
radiation-induced LOH in homozygous carriers but
exhibit barely an effect on LOH in mei-93 /+and met-
41DS /+ heterozygous genotypes. According to these
experiments heterozygous carriers of radiation
susceptibility genes are not exposed to higher risk for
radiation-induced LOH.

References:
[1] SCHWEIZER. P.M.: "Linear dose-response

relationship and no inverse dose-rate effect
observed for low X-ray dose induced mitotic
recombination in Drosophila melanogaster". Int. J.
Radiat. Biol. 67,303-313, (1995).

[2] SCHWEIZER, P.M.: "A cell-cycle stage-related
chromosomal X-ray hypersensitivity in larval
neuroblasts of Drosophila mei-9 and mei-41
mutants suggesting defective DNA double-strand
break repair". Mutat. Res. 211,111-124, (1989).
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3, individual radlosensltivlty testing
and cytotoxlclty studies for
radiation oncology

N.E.A, CROMPTON, E,M. OZSAHIN, Y,O, SHI,
N. SAYDAN, Q. EMERY, W. BURKARD, R, SCHEIDEGGER,
B,

We have developed a rapid pro-treatment assay
for radlosonsitlvity screening for tho clinic. It is the
radiosensitlvity of normal tissue located within the
therapeutic beam which posos the primary limitation
I© radiotherapy success. The assay wo havö
developed predicts sensitivity to radiation-Induced
programmed cell death. Results are obtained within
24 h following venipuncture and require just 1 ml of
blood. The technique can distinguish both radio-
sensitive and radioresistant Individuals. Furthermore,
the assay is sensitive to low doses of radiation In the
centlgray region. Tests are being conducted to
determine the use of this data In predicting therapy
response (in collalxjratlon with Dr. C. West, Paterson
Institute, Manchester, UK). Clinical endpoints under
observation include tumour cure and early and late
complications. We are also screening the blood of
paediatric leukemia and lymphoma patients to assist
In diagnosis (In collaboration PD Dr. F. Nlgglf, Klndfer-
spita), Zürich), Tho assay is a gonoral assay to
determine induced levels of apoptosis and should be
useful for screening chemotherapy patients as well.

We have also developed a cytotoxicity assay for
screening potential therapy modalrtites. Various
agents induce either physiological or pathological cell
death and play a significant role in the war against
cancer. The assay we have developed discriminates
different types of cytotoxic action indicating potentially
complementary treatments. Therapeutic failure is
often associated with the heterogeneous nature of a
tumour mass. The assay offers the possibility to
combine complementary therapy modalities in order to
overcome partial therapy resistance to a single agent.
We have investigated the cytotoxic response of a
number of agents including X rays, protons, photo-
dynamic therapy (in collaboration with PD Dr. H. Walt,
Frauenklinik, Zürich), taxol and hypcrthermia.
Mechanisms of cytotoxic action and the appearance
of novel populations of vital cells in response to
therapeutic agents are being investigated by isolating
various cell populations using a Becton Dickinson
FACS Vantage cell sorter and subsequent analysis by
flow cytometry and electron microscopy (in
collaboration with Prof. T. Baechi, EM Zentrallabor,
Zurich). Together with two of our collaborators we
were honoured to be the recipients of poster prizes
this year; with Dr. B. Kaser-Hotz et al. (Veterinary
School, Zurich) awarded by the organizing committee
of the First World Conference on Spontaneous Animal
Tumours; and with PD Dr. H Walt et al. (Frauenklinik,
Zürich) awarded by the "Schweizerische Gesellschaft
für Gynäkologie und Geburtshilfe".

4, Development of a now method for
low dose Irradiations with
measured track positions

H.W. REIST, E. HEIMGARTNER, A, KELEMEN,

M, KÖHLER, B, LARSSON, R. LEEMANN, C, MICHEL,

C. NlEVERGELT, R. ScHEIDEGGER, J, STEPMEK,
5, TEICHMANN

Single particle irradiation of single cells taps new
dimensions to radlobiological research and enables
interesting Investigations on radioblological
mechanisms. However, tho number of Individual colls
that has to bo oxposod to such low dosos has to be
high in order to get statistically meaningful results. Al
IMR-PSI a new irradiation technique Is being
developed which combines the possibility of irradiating
more than a thousand cells simultaneously with an
efficient colony-forming ability and the capacity to
localise a particle track through a cell nucleus (see
Annex 93, 94).

In the reporting period sources of potential errors
which would affect localisation accuracy of a particle
track through a cell nucleus were systematically
examined. Interesting results were achieved
determining the 3D-contours of cell nuclei using
stacks of confocal CLSM images. First biological
experiments arrived at preliminary results on survival
probability of exposed V79 cells, on hatching rate and
on the three cell state in the development of an
Irradiated two-cell mouse embryo.

5. Autofluorescence imaging of living
cells

J. MARELIUS, M. C. NIEVERGELT-EQIDO

All mammalian cells have intrinsic fluorescence
due to the natural presence of fluorescent molecules
inside them - autofluorescence is a normal
characteristic of all viable colls (1). Our interest is to
study living cells in culture with minimal interference
such as from exogenous fluorochromes, because that
is important in clinical application like radiosensitivity
assays.
We have developed a procedure for recording
autofluoresecence microscopy images with a confocal
laser scanning microscope using UV excitation light
(2). Fig 1 (Annex I) shows that the autofluorescence is
concentrated to vesicle-like regions in the cytoplasm
and absent from the nucleus. Since the fluorescent
molecules of the cell, such as NADH, are involved in
the energy metabolism, we hypothesised that the
autofluorescent structures are mitochondria. Fig 2
(Annex I), where mitochondria have been stained with
rhodamlne 123 (3), indicates that this is the case. We
have also started to compare cancer cells with normal
cells and to study irradiated cells.
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6. Cytotoxic effects of benzimidazole
compounds and radiation on
mouse embryos in vitro.

M.C. NlEVEROGLT-EaiDO, M. KÖHLER, B. LARSSON,
H.W. REIST, C, MICHEL

Two fluorescont bonzimidazolo compounds,
Hoechst 33258 (Ho-58) and Hoechst-33342 (Ho-42)
were used as DNA-seeking drugs in embryonic
mouse cells. The uptake of both fluorochromes in the
trophectoderm cells was observed after one hour and
in the inner eel! mass (ICM) after two hours of the
incubation. The fluorochromes were not totally
released from the nucleus for at least 5 days but the
fluorochrome intensity was reduced after two days.
The fluorochrome Ho-42 showed a higher cytotoxicity
than Ho-58 as indicated by a lower number of
embryos reaching the egg-cylinder stage. Irradiation
with X-rays or protons without Hoechst resulted in a
decrease of frequency of embryos in the egg-cylinder
stage.
In combined treatments of Ho-58 and X-rays a
protection effect was observed, whereas with Ho-42 a
radiosensitization was present. When embryos were
treated with Ho-58 before exposed to protons an
enhancement of the radiation effect was found.

7. Radiotoxicity of iodinated Hoechst
33258 in cell cultures

M.C. NIEVERGELT-EGIDO, B. LARSSON, R. WEINREICH

A systemic therapy of cancer cells is successful
when the toxicity for DNA of tumour cells is
maximized while minimizing the impairment of healthy
tissue. This approach should be realisable when an
Auger electron emitter of very short range is labelled
to a DNA ligand. Therefore, we have chosen 1 2 4 I -

labollod Hoechst 33268 as modol system and
Investigated Its radloblologlcal response In normal and
tumour cell cultures,
In some preliminary experiments, it could be
demonstrated that this system Is useful for studying
cytotoxic effects In DNA, Tho experimental method Is
doscribed In tho last annual report [1],
In order to study the influence of Auger versus non-
Auger electron emitters on cell proliferation, H 33258
has been labelled with 4,2-d 1 2 4 I , 60-d 125I and 8.05-d
1 3 1 1 , respectively. Auger electrons are emitted by
radioactive decay of 125I and 124I but relatively less by
decay of 1 3 1 I , H 33258 has been investigated In tho
cell lines Du-145 (human prostate tumor line), HTB-40
(human adenocarcinoma lino) and, for comparison, V
79 (hamster fibroblasts), Tho radioblologlcal effect
has beon measured by counting the viable cells at
different times in a Coulter Counter. Additionally, the
fluorescence of the dyes in the cell nucleus have been
measured in a cytofliiorimeter,
Fig. 1 shows the result of the experiment with the
HTB-40 cell line. From this experiment, it may be
concluded: a) 124I is radiobiologically effective when
labelled to DNA. To our knowledge, this is the first
demonstration of the Auger-cascade-related
radloloxiclty of 1 2 4 I , b) H 33258 Is bound to DNA In
both its iodinated and non-iodlnatod form, c)
Radiotoxicity of 124I is fairly similar to those of 1 2 S I ,
rather than to 131I which indicates that the low-ranged
high-LET Auger electrons are responsible for the
radiotoxic effects rather than the low-LET ß--particles.
d) Radiotoxicity of 124I has been demonstrated In a
human tumour cell line and not only in non-applicable
hamster fibroblasts [3].
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Fig. 1: Influence of H 33258, labelled with 124i, 125I,
and 131i, on number of viable cells in HTB-40
lines
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8. Molecular radiation biology of
cyclin-dependent protein klnase
complexes

R. JAUSSI, P, FORRER, C. ELLENRIEDER,
R. TAMASKOVIC

Radiation damage to DNA perturb3 grov/th
procossos in living organisms, We are studying the
influence of radiation on the intracellular signalling to
and from several types of cell cycle controlling protein
kinase complexes, Our current objects of study about
structure-function relationships include the cyclin-
dependent protein kinases CDK2, CDK5 and CDK7
as well as structural variants and mutants of these
proteins. Rodent and human cells react differently to
drug or radiation insults. CDK2 Is of special interest
because a larger variant of 40 kD Is present In rodents
but not in man. CDK5 occurs in terminally
differentiated ceils like neurons which respond to
radiation damage by programmed cell death. This
type of cell death might depend on the activity of
CDKs. Finally CDK7 is probably part of both the cell
cycle driving machinery as well as the transcription
machinery which is known as RNA polymerase II
holoenzyme. CDK7, besides playing a rofe as a cell
cycle activating kinase, might be relevant for
transcriptional regulation and perhaps transcription-
repair coupling. We have now genetically constructed
a chimera between CDK7 and CDK2 and are studying
the functional influence of this manipulation.

9. Neutron capture radiography

S. TEICHMANN, J.F, CRAWFORD, D, GABEL1,

B. LARSSON, P, LEMMEN', P. OLSSON\ 0, PETTERSON',

L WEISSFLOCH*

1 University of Bremen, Department of Chomlstry,
Germany
1 Technical Unlvoralty of Munich, Institute for Organic
Chemistry, Germany
3 Uppsala University, Department of Radiation
Sciences, Sweden
4 Technical University of Munich, "Klinikum rechts der
Isar", Department for Radialion Therapy, Germany

9.1 Introduction

Our Interest In neutron capture radiography (NCR)
and our ambition to uso PSI's spallation neutron
source SINQ for the Irradiations have been described
In the annual report 1993, Annex II. NCR is a well
known method for biological applications which
involves the quantllativo detection and imaging of
stable Isotopes with large thermal-neutron capture
cross-sections. The most important reactions are:
10B(n,a)7LI, 6Li(n,a)3H, 14N(n,p)14C [1]. Other
isotopes of Interest are 17O, ^ S , M S , ^K , wCa. A
sandwich of the biological sample and a solid state
nuclear track detector (usually a polycarbonate or
cellulose nitrate) Is Irradiated with thermal (or cold)
neutrons. A capture fluence of the order of 1013 cm*2

over a period of at most a few hours is required. The
capture reaction products leave damage trails in the
detector which can be developed by chemical etching
in NaOH to microscopically visible tracks (a few u.m
diameter). By using suitable calibration samples, the
track density can be used for a quantitative analysis.
To avoid background tracks from recoil protons, the
neutron beam must have negligible contributions of
non-thermal neutrons. Atmospheric nitrogen also
presents a problem; the samples are therefore usually
packed in evacuated polyethylene bags before
irradiation.

9.2 NCR at the Institute for medical
radfobiology

Our predominant interests at the moment are the
mapping of a 10B distribution in tissue and the
analysis of 14N in protein spots of electropherograms.
The former is part of our efforts within the European
Collaboration for boron neutron capture therapy
(BNCT). In this context, NCR has already proved to
be very useful [2]. Analysis of the 14N distribution has
been limited so far to histological sections [3] and
plant material [4]. Our plans for a NCR facility are
based on experience gained in Sweden (see [1]),
where »he Sludsvik reactor has been used for
irradiations, analysis being done at the Division for
Biomedioal Radiation Sciences of Uppsala university
[5,61. Early experiments used a guided neutron beam
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from the reactor In Grenoble [7]. From calculations
and from discussions with the SlNQ team, wo
conclude that a guided neutron beam from SlNQ, e.g.
1RNR13, would satisfy the capture flux and boam
purity requirements for such a facility, The 1RNR13
guide is 30 x 120 mm2, For larger samples (up to 300
x 300 mm2 are contemplated but am expected to be
rare) and to average out intensity fluctuations, a
scanning table Is being designed. A sample holding
system which allows the stacking of samples, perhaps
also at an angle to the beam, to reduce scanning
times, Is In preparation. The expected cold neutron
flux Is at least 3 x 108 cm'2. A system for routlno
etching of the detectors and for automated track
counting Is being worked on.

9.3 Recent results

In collaboration with the groups from Munich,
Bremen and Uppsala, the metabolism of the boron
containing ether-lipid B-Et-11-OMe1 [8] was
investigated in mice. A total of six mice were
sacrificed between 4 h and 48 h after administration of
the compound. Thin, whole-body cryo-sections were
mounted on CR-39 detector plates, packed In
evacuated polyethylene bags and Irradiated at
Studsvik with a thermal-neutron fluence of 3.45 x
1012 cm'2. Figure 1 shows one example of such a
cryo-sectlon. Individual organs can be clearly
recognized. After careful removal of the sections, the
detector plates were etched in 6.25n NaOH at 63°C
for 2.5 h. Figure 2 shows the resulting track image of
the section shown in Figure 1. The lowest track
densities (light grey) originate from the naturally
occurring boron in tissue. Strong enhancements (dark
regions), due to the administered boron compound,
can be seen in the liver, the kidney and in the
intestines. In the implanted tumour, the real target of
such compounds, only minor traces could be found.
Apparently, most of the substance is eliminated
through the digestive tract. Blood standards with
known amounts of 10B, in the range between 0.1 ppm
and 150 ppm by weight, were used for calibration.
The final results will be published elsewhere.

9.4 Improvements to the method

In the context of BNCT, it has been shown that the
distribution of 10B on a subcellular scale is of vital
importance to the efficacy of the treatment. A high
spatial resolution of the isotope mapping, i.e of the
order of 1-2 u,m, is therefore important. With NCR, a
resolution of 2-3 urn has been achieved by using very
thin detector foils that are etched from the side facing
away from the biological sample [9]. In this case, the
detector foil and the biological sample do not have to
be separated for analysis. The handling is, however,

rather tedloug. In addition, our preferred detector
material, CR-39, Is not commercially available in the
required thickness of about 10 urn A method to
correlate tho developed tracks In the detector with the
original biological samplo, using specially marked
detoctors, Is currently under Investigation. A resolution
of 1*2 u.m is feasible [10]. In addition, we have
developed a method to analyze the profile of particle
tracks in CR«39, using a confocal laser scanning
microscope [11], This allows the determination of the
Incident angle of the particle. Sires up to a few urn
are removed from the detector surface during the
etching procedure, knowledge of this angle will
Improve tho accuracy In determining tho original
location of the boron Isotope. Another improvement In
spatial resolution can be achieved by reducing the
thickness of the biological sample through cold
Incineration, a procedure which preserves tho
morphological structure [12].
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// Cryo-Boctlon of a mouso on CR'39,

F/0. 2: Corresponding track Image In Cfl-39 aftor
Irradiation and etching,

10. A direct comparison of neutron
energy spectra at high and low
powers in the HB11 beam at H.F.B.
Petten
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' I.M.R. & P.S.I., CH-5232 Villigen, Switzerland
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10.1 Introduction
The HB11 neutron beam at the High Flux Reactor

(HFR), Petten, NL, was specially buill for Neutron
Capture Therapy(NCT). As part of commissioning, its
energy spectrum was measured by proton and a
recoil in hydrogen and helium gas proportional
counters at kW power lovels[1,2J. This low power was
required because gas counters are limited to kHz
rates. While the measured spectrum was found to
agree with simulations, some concern arose whether
the spectrum remains the same at the much higher
power ol 45 MW required for therapeutic fluxes.

In order to test this point, a prototype scintillation
detector, at once sensitive enough to function at low
power and robust enough to handle the high rates
expected at full power, was constructed at PSI. The
initial objective is to compare amplitude spectra at
high and low powers in HB11, to check whether they
are in fact the same shape.

10.2 Equipment and methods

Earlier work on this topic has been described
elsewherel3,4), where fuller discussions, descriptions
and reference lists can also be found. The scintillator
was ol mm dimensions, viewed by two photo-
multiplier tubes (PMTs) via plastic light-pipes 4 mm in

diameter and 1 m long. Neutrons in the beam scatter
on protons In the scintillator; fho recoiling protons
loavo energy In the scintillator as visible light which Is
subsequently detected by the PMTs. The amount of
light depends upon the neutron onorgy.

The fast electronic circuitry Is basod on
commercially available stato-of-tho-art units. For each
evont, definod by signals In both PMT's within 2? nsec
of each other, the following Information was written to
a disk file lor later analysis:

1, Pulse height from each of tho two PMTs; this is the
Information ultimately required to assess the
neulron energy spoctrum.

2. Information on the relative timing of tho two
signals. The reason for recording this Is that light
reaching both PMTs from an event In the
scintillator will produce signals In the tubes
synchronised to a few nsec; PMT signals from two
independent events will show no such
synchronisation.

10.3 Data analysis

Analysis of the data Is straightforward. Figure 1
shows timing spectra at low and high reactor powers.
The contra) peak In each Is attributed to signals In
both PMTs coming from tho oamo ovont and Ihoroioro
wolf synchronised in time. Whether or not the event
arises from a neutron, the width of tho peak (about six
nsec FWHM) IS set mainly by the properties of the
PMTs; most signals are due to single photo-electrons.
The underlying plateau is due to random events that
are not synchron Ised in this way; these can arise from
separate events In tho scintillator2, from events In the
plexiglass light pipes, or in the PMTs themselves. Tho
very narrow peaks near 0 and 40 nsec are artefacts.
As described in the caption, by specifying the time
range to be accepted, synchronised or random events
can be selected from a particular run. Assuming a
gausslan shape for the central peak, and taking the
FWHM to be 6 nsec, a central region of 5 nsec width
will contain about 2/3 of the synchronised events.

Figures 2'3 show logarithmically plotted amplitude
spectra selected in this way under four different
conditions: synchronised and random events, at high
and low powers. Because PMT 2 was less noisy and
more stable than PMT 1. its data are shown. The
PMT gain was significantly higher at high power, a
well-known effect arising from rate effects in PMFs; to
compensate, the low-power data have been scaled up
in amplitude in Figures 2-3 by about 10%, so that the
broad peaks near channel 50 arc aligned.

Most ovenli wll emit so little light that It is improbable that
enough pholons will reach the PMTs to give a signal in both ol
thoffl.
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Tho heart of the present work Is the observation
that, for eynchronised evente, there is an extra
component at high power In channels 180-1000, for
which thoro Is no evidence when random events are
selected, Tho latter observation excludes any
explanation for the excess that depends on rate
effects In tho scintlllator, TMTs, or the electronics,

An estimate of the dose corresponding to the extra
compononi In Figure 2 can be made as follows, Tho
bread peak eenlrod at about channel 150 In Figures 2-3
car) bo shown (by Inducing o very faint light loak) to
be duo to single photo-electrons; from a test with a
w C o source, these events are predominantly tfua \G
In-boam *f3. By subtracting random from synchronised
spectra of Figures 2-3, amplitude spectra showing
Irua events can bo obtained at Iho Iwo power levels,
These two subtracted spectra are shown In Figure 4,
In contrast to the spectra of Figures 2-3 .which
contain equal numbers of events, Iho synchronised
spectrum In Figure 4 contains 2.14 limes as many
events as the random spectrum, which has been
seated up accordingly. Tho extra component Is clearly
visible as a difference between them above channel
180. By dirdd subtraction, tho difference Is found to
total 300,000 ADC counts, which can bo converted,
by tho above factor of 50 ADC counts per photo-
etectron, to 6000 photo-electrons.

From Independent measurements, ono photo-
electron corresponded to about 180 koV released In
the scinlillator; the extra component can then be
expressed as 6000x180 keV, or about 1.1 GeV. The
data run contained 180,000 events, tho scinlillator
was measured to be 0.07 gm, and the trigger rate was
7,2xio7 per hour. The extra componenl can then bo
converted to a dose rate (1.1 Gev\7.2 x 107 per
hour)/(2/3x0.07 gmx180000)or about 1.5x1O"a Gray
per hour at 42 MW, a reassuringly low value.

10.4 Conclusions and open questions

Whilo it seems clear that the neutron energy
spectrum Is harder at high power levels, fhe oxtra
dose Is negligibly small. The Initial goal of this study
has therefore been achieved.

The counting rate In the small scintiftafor was
considerably lower than exported from the
manufacturer's data, calculated beam properties, etc.
This disciepancy te not understood.

Two possible avenues for further work oro the
extraction of the neutron spectrum from tho observed
amplitude spodra, and the development of tho
concept into a routine beam spectrum and Intensity
monitor.

PholO'Tube Time Difference (nS)

Fig.1:

w

t

Fig.2:

10 20
Ptioio*Tu>e Irre

Timing spectra of events taken at low (lower)
and high (upper) reactor powers; the time
regions. 5 nsec wide, shown near 20 nsec
(random events) and 30 nsec (synchronized
events) were selected for comparison; see
Figures 2-3.

11 F nil"
*-'{ . i l . n l ; . I ' T i l .

13" 13' ID1

Amplitude spectra taken at SO kW (dashed)
and 42 MW (solid): events are synchronized
in lime. I.e. in the central timing peaks in
Figure 1.
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Fig. 3: Amplitude spectra taken at 50 kW (dashed)
and 42 MW (solid) for random events, I.e. In
the plateaux In Figure 1.
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Amplitude spectra taken at 50 kW (dashed)
and 42 MW (solid); events are synchronized
in time, and random backgrounds have been
subtracted. As discussed in the text, the
difference between the two spectrais evidence
for an extra flux of faster neutrons at 42 MW.
On the horizontal axis, 50 channels
correspond to one photo-electron, which in
turn corresponds to about 180 keV.
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11. Theoretical and experimental work
In the field of synchrotron-and
photon-sources

J. STEPANEK, 8. LARSSON

Various theoretical, numerical and experimental
studies are presently underway or in preparation. The
experiments are performed at station B ol the Swiss-
Norwegian Beamline (D1) at the European
Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) In Grenoble [1J,
The main present aim is to Investigate the efficiency
of the photon activated therapy (PAT) of functional
radiosurgery.

Photon activation therapy Is a binary system which
Is currently under Investigation as a potential
therapeutic modality to improve the treatment of
malignancies, in particular tho highly lethal and
malignant brain tumour, glioblastorna multiformae.
Enhanced cell killing is achieved by incorporation of a
higher-2 atom in the immediate vicinity of the DNA
and its subsequent K-shell Ionisation by external X*
rays of appropriate energy. This results in emission of
Auger and Coster-Kronig electrons which can
preferably affect only the selected target. Since tho
energy density of this deposition is relatively largo tho
effect is supposed to be of high-LET type (Linear
Energy Transfer), resulting In efficient cell inactivation.

Tho future functional radtoiurgery should be
preferably based on the use of very thin photon beam
produced by laser Compton-backscattcring from
relativists electrons with a very high dose-rate. Tho
energy of these photons is dependent on Iho laser
and electron energy and can rango from keVs to lens
ot MeVs. In a sufficiently narrow bockscattering angle
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tho photonö aro noarly monochromatic. In contrast to
It the gamma knife permits high precision but Is less
versatile, the linear accelerator lacks the necessary
precision and tho X-ray tomograph gives too low
doso-rato. The energies above 1 MoV allow direct
cross-firing of small targets. In addition, at
characteristic X-ray energies, it allows tho use of K-
shell Ionisation of suitable heavy elorrtonis such as
Iodine, gadolinium or platinum, with potentially
important applications In radiosurgical and
radiotherapeutlcal Interventions. It could also find, for
optically woll defined monoonorgotic X-ray beam,
Important uso for a variety of clinical applications that
are not considered, e.g. In diagnostic radiology (digital
subtraction radiography, above and below the K-odgo)
or for the analysis of trace elements, In addition,
synchrotron radiation (SB) produced In bonding
magnets or special Insertion devices could be made
available for clinical spectroscopic or microscopical
measurements with visible or UV light, a promising
wide biomedlcal field of application that is now eagerly
explored at existing low-energy SR facilities,

11.1 Monto Carlo calculations, opoctra of
activated nuclldos and X-Ray
dispersion

J. STEPANEK, P, CEREGHETTI, D, MBS?!., 0 . MOBEIRA

Experimental analysis and numerical studies
require the availability of photon and electron cross
sections in the energy range down to 10 eV, Monte
Carlo particle tracking method in nanometer range
with inclusion of fluorescence and Auger cascades
activated due to the atomic/molecular Ionisation, and
the possibility to calculate radiation spectra of stable
nuclides due to their single atomic Ionisation.

11.1.1 Cross sections and Monte Carlo particlo
tracking

The PSI modification of the Monto Carlo particle
transport program GEANT from CERN [2,3] permits
completely now particle tracking based on tho
pathlength probability and uses pointwise cross
sections and secondary particlo spectra based on the
Evaluated Photon Data Library (EPDL) [4] and tho
Evaluated Electron Data Library (EEDL) [5] from the
Lawrence Uvermore National Laboratory. The cross
sections are available in the energy range from 10 eV
to 100 GeV and contain tho Ionisation cross sections
for each atomic subshell. This enables precise
calculation of tho secondary electron energy and
angular distribution as well as inclusion of the
fluorescenco and Auger and Coster-Kronig electron
emission, subsequent to a particular inner-core
subshell ionization. Both X-ray and electron emission
spectra were determined using computer programme
IMRDEC devoloped recently at PSI (see below).

At PSI currently under development aro throo
additional atomic data libraries (or positrons, protons
and a-particles. Also under development is the

electron data library for H2£>, All those libraries aro
written for consistency with EPDL and EEÖL files in
their formal, Tho first three contain data for elements
from Z»1 to 100 In the energy range from 10 eV to 10
QoV. The library for H2O presently contain data from

1 oV to 100 koV, Tho ionization process Is currently
described, consistently with administrated Auger
emitters (slable nuclldes activated by EPDL and
EEDL data, using the Weizsäcker-Williams method
(1935) Improved by Seltzer In 1987.

In the electron and positron data libraries the
olaötio scattering was calculated using a method
based on the solution of the radial Sehrodlnger
equation using partial wave approximation. It
presently enables a most accurate determination of
the cross sections In tho energy range down to aboul
1 koV, In this method, tho electrons and positrons are
assumed to undergo scattering from single atomic
potentials, which have to bo calculated solving tho
relatlvisllc Dirac equations by Dirac-Hartreo-Fock«
Slater method.

In tho case of tho low energy electrons (E ä 1 keV)
one of the crucial problems Is the proper
determination of tho radial dependency of tho
exchange and correlation-polarization potentials at
largo atomic radii. Therefore, wo have developed our
own computer programme IMRATO which solves the
DIrac's equations by Dlrac-Hartree-Fock- method. It
calculates the effective central potential considering
various recently developed methods to calculate tho
exchange and corelatlon-polarizatlon potential. Based
on the partial wave solution of radial Schrödinger
equation, wo obtained a very good agroement with
experimelal data at energies above 1 keV. In the
energy range between 50 oV-1 keV wo obtained
accuracy of about 10% comparing our total elastic
scattering cross sections calculated for 2xOxygon to
available experiments measured for molecular
Oxygen. Between 0.15-50 eV our values are still
about 4 times higher than experimental values for
molecular Oxygen.

Recently, we started the development of the
method to calculate the Inelastic scattering (ionization
of each atomic or H2O subshelJ) for electrons,

positrons, protons and a-particles. This method Is also
based on the solution of the relativists Dirac
equations and calculation of the radial distribution of
the effective potential.

For both tho elastic and inelastic scattering we
concentrate now on calculation of tho exchange
potential considering variations! optimization with a
hope of the further improvement of the calculated
cross sections at low energy range.

In studies of photon activation therapy (PAT) the
initial physical and chemical events in DNA damage
induction and rotated aspects of modelling has to be
taken into the account. Therefore, the Monte Carlo
particle tracking (physical stage) has to bd
accomplished by time dependent generation o( the
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freo water radicals, their diffusion and by calculation
of their reactions amongst themselves

In thö caso of Intörnal photon lonlzatlon or
radlonuclldos It Is Important to consider precisely tholr
spatial distribution In the tumor. This is because tho
omittod Augor/Costor«Kronlfl electrons have a very
low energy so that they are stopped in the Immediate
vicinity of tho nuclldo, Therefore from tho
therapeutical point of view the Auger omittors are
most efficient If Incorporated into the DNA.

Flg.S: Example of a few-cells tumor containing a
close packed spherical-cells

In order to enable the related studies, three
acometrical models v/cra developed [6]: (t) a three-
dimensional random packing arrangement of spherical
cells as a model of the astructural nondifferontiated
form of a few-cell tumor. The method bases on the
generation of a close-packed hexagonal (cph)
spheroid by considering a superposition of two
orthorhombic face centered lattices, (2) for
differentiated carcinoma of the colon tho cylindrical
geometry was concidered to simulate tubules. The
cylinders are arranged at random In the main cylinder
and their walls are built by layers of cells dispoded
around the villus cavity, (3) a simple DNA model
which is composed of two strands whirling together.
The DNA strand unKies are nucleotides which are
connected through phosphate bonds.

20nmT OOOOOOOO

Fig. 6: Example of DNA (two views)

In the caso of spherical or cylindrical cells the
nuclides can be distributed inside the wholo tumor, or
on the cell membrane, or inside of the cell plasma, or
on the nucleus membrane, or they can bo distributed
homogeneously in the whole tumor. It enables to
search for single and doublo strand break of DNA by
action of radiatior Iguros 1 and 2 show examples of
generated geometries.

11,1.2 Radiation spectra of stable nuelldes duo to
their single atomic lonlzatlon

Recently, wo developed computer programme
IMRDEC (7] which calculates the radiation spectra of
stable nuclldos due to their single atomic lonlzatlon, or
complete decay specfra of radlonuslldes, In the ease
of a singlo atomic lonlzatlon tho program uses data
only from the Evaluated Atomic Data Library (EADL)
(8) from Lawrence Livormore National Laboratory,
This library contains the atomic structure data
(number of subshells, number of electrons In subsnoll,
tho binding onorglos and tho atomic relaxation data),
The specfra can be calculated using (he fast
deterministic or slower Monte Carlo mothod.
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Tab.1: Totaly roloasod energy and ylolds duo to
ionization of tho K or L,-shell of the stable
nuclides

Using the IMRDEC we calculated the radiation
spectra of stable nuclides from Z = 53 to 83 punching
a single electron hole in K-shell or in L,-sholl.
respectively. Tab.1 gives the totally released energy
£„, (equal to the atomic shell edge energy), photon
yield V,, totally released photon energy Er, electron
yield V,, and totally released electron energy £, duo to
a single ionization of the K* or L,-shell of element Z,
The totally released energy is equal to the binding
energy of the ionized shell, the locally deposited
enorgy is equal to the energy of the free-bound
X-rays, and the electron yield is equal to the number
of emitted Auger and Coster-Kronig electrons.

The total number of emitted Auger and Coster-
Kronig electrons increases in general with Z, but it
depends first of all on atomic periodicity and on the
fact that in the EADL file the transitions between the
subshells of highest shell are currently not taken into
account. Therefore, some electrons with a very low
energy, typically less than a couple of electronvolts,
had to be omittet. The total energy of the radiative (or
fluorescence) emission increases in comparison to tho
total energy of norv- radiative (or Auger and Coster«
Kronig) emission with increasing difference between
the energy of the shell containing the punched hole
and energies of the higher shells, i.e. with increasing
Z This makes the higb-Z elements less interesting
than tho elements with Z between SO and 60.
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Fig, 7; Bloctron spoclrum of lodlno altor a slnglo K-
shell lonlzatlon.

f/g.S; Electron spectrum of bismuth alter a single K-
shell fonization.
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Electron spectrum of Iodine alter a single L,-
shell lonlzatlon.

: Electron spectrum of bismuth after a single L,-
shellionization.

On the other hand tho external X-ray source ha9 to
have its energy just above the edge of the Ionized
atomic shell and tho high energetic X-ray sources
noedod to Ionize the K-sholl of hlgh-Z elements would
penetrate tho tissue bettor so that the background
dose to tho lissuo will be smaller.

Photon activation therapy (PAT based on direct
lonteatlon of L,-ehell Would be more advantageous far
very weak radiative emissions than non-radlatlvo
omissions. There Is still a large number of emitted
electrons. But In contrast to photon-activation therapy
based on K-sheli lonlzatlon these electrons oniy have
a vety low energy so that they dre stopped In the
immediate vicinity of the DNA. Unfortunately, the low
L,-edgo energies mean the penetration of the X-rays
would bo extremely small. Therefore, this technique
would be useful for skin therapies or if the X-ray
source could be located adjacent to the tumor cells,

Fig.7 • 10 display Auger and Coster-Kronig
electron spectra of Iodine and bismuth after a single
K-sholl ionization and after a single L,-shell ionization,
respective. They demonstrate a considerable ylold of
electrons with energies below 200 eV which have a
very short range,

11,1.3 Calculation of X-ray disporslon at motal
surfaces

Currently, we are preparing different experiments
with synchrotron light at ESRF. In one of them the aim
is to investigate the molecular DNA structures labeled
by a stable hlgh-Z nuclide. The related numerical
analysis requires not only the inclusion of the Auger
spectra emitted due to the X-ray ionization, but also
the ability to calculate tho X-ray dispersion at perfectly
smooth surfacos of multilayer-media. Therefore, a
computer program REFLECT [9] based on Parrat's
theory of X-ray dispersion was written. In comparison
to other programs, REFLECT uses detailed data for
tho real anomalous scattering form factors and the
total cross sections for photoionization. Both are taken
from the Evaluated Photon Data Library (EPDL) of
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory [3]. It
consists of data in the energy range from 10 eV to
100 GeV.

The test calculations of 8.91 keV X-ray
reflectivities at copper surfaces and related
penetration depths have shown a very good
agreement with experimental values (see penetration
depths in the Rg.11),
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Flg.11: Comparison of calculated penetration depths
In Copper (lines) with experimental values
(symbols).

Calculated critical angles of 33.17 keV X-ray
reflectivity at well polished surfaces between air and
thick layers of Silicon, Germanium, Silver, Platinum
and Gold are 0.94, 1.34, 1.85, 2.54 and 2.42 milliard,
respectively (sooFig.12).

Fig.12: Reflectivity of 33.17 keV X-rays for selected
materials as function of the glancing angle

11.2 Radiosurgcry with photon beam
produced by laser compton-
backscattering from relativistic elec-
trons

B. GlROLAMf1, B. LARSSON, M. P R E G E R 1 , C. SCHAERF1,
J. STEPANEK

'InstHuto Superiore di Sanrta and INFN, Secione
Sanita, Roma, Italy, 'INFN, Laboratori Nationali di
Frascatl, Italy, 'Univorsila di Roma Tor Vergata" and
INFN, Secione di Roma 2. Italy

The frontal collisions of a laser with relativistic
electrons result in Compton-backscattered photons.
The energy of these photons Is dependent on the
laser and electron energy in the ranges from keVs to
tens of MoVs. In a sufficiently narrow backscattering
angle tho photons aro noarly monochromatic and
have almost constant intensity.

Our present Merest Is to Investigate the possibility
of using 34 koV to 10 MeV yray boams for
applications in stereotactlc functional radiosurgcry
(see Rof, 10 for more details). Wo foresee tho
possibility of nourosurglcal operations through tho
intact skull with precise and effective destruction of
deep-lying mm-sizod targets with minimal effects on
intervening structures, high reproduclblllty and precise
prediction of the results.

For small functional lesions 100 to 400 Gy are
required to produce tho necrotic lesions, In our Monte
Carle calculations we considered a dö§6 6f 200 Gy for
simplicity. The beam fluency required for other doses
can be obtained by scaling our values for 200 Gy. To
estimate the efficiency of radiosurgery in brain with t
ray beams, a series of calculations were performed
using the IMR version of the Monte Carlo code
GEANT [2,3],

In contrast to our report in ANNEX II • Annual
report 1994, wo considered a spherical head-phantom
of 16 cm diameter with a central spherical target ol 2
mm diameter and skull simulated by 7 mm thick
annulus placed at the outer surface of the phantom.
Tho material compositions were taken from ICRU
report. 46 (Brain : wholo brain of adults, and skull:
whole skeleton-cranium).
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19.93 MaV

49.97 MaV

99.95 MaV

36

23.2

41.2

55.1

717

77.6

83 0

B5.7

86.6

86.1

If
(phol.MC)

7.29.10'0

1.7710'0

1.4710'

6.47108

2.J7.10»

1.56-108

6 62-10*

1.44-10*

1.67-10?

7.78-10»

O«Wflf •
Pharlom
Swiaco
<mOy)

1Q30.0

133.0

36.3

27.3

19.9

17.0

1S4

16.1

159

160

Tab.2: Average photon energies In the target,
fractions of the photon entering the target and
y-ray beam fluxes and dose at phantom
surface required to deliver 200 Gy to the
target, as a (unction of the y-ray-beam energy

The irradiation was simulated considering 107

histories of 34 keV to 100 MeV photons in a parallel
beam of 2 mm diameter focused Isotropically onto the
target.

Table 2 displays, as a function of the Y-ray beam
energy £,, the average photon energies in the target,
the fraction of photons entering the target, FT, the
required f ray beam flux per second, /T, and the dose
at phantom surface. The ratios of the average energy
in the target to the source energy are high and almost
the same lor all source energies because only
uncollided photons can enter such a small target. It
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shows that In nil sm$§ th# energy ef photens inuring
the target can be very well defined. The fraction of
photons entering tho target and tho y-ray beam flux, /Y,
strongly depends on the energy of the photon beam.
This is due to a combination of two ma\or effects (1)
tho increased stopping rango of photons and (2) tho
decreasing number of their scattering events and
average angular deviation, as a function ör inersäslfig
photon energy, Tho dose at the phantom surface Is
also a function of two above effects, but in thid case
the first one plays the dominant role,

Flg,i3 demonstrates the wh§l# esmplex ef pheten
source and radlosurglcal room. Here the electron
boarn of o synchrotron Is tho source of rolativfstlc
electrons.

Thickness of
Skull (mm)

7

3.5

0

E,

34köV

100keV

500 keV

1MeV

34koV

100keV

500 keV

1MeV

34koV

100koV

500 keV

1Mev

7,29-10'°

1,77-10'°

1.47-10»

047-108

5.1910'0

1.73-10'°

1,45-10«

8.44-108

3.6Ö-1010

1.64-1010

1.40-109

0.40108

F(uin(om
SurfaOT (mQv)

1630.

133.0

36,3

27.3

1300.

122.5

35.6

26.9

159.9

64.9

27.2

18.9

Tab. 3: y-ray beam fluxes required to deliver 200 Gy
to the target, as a function of the y-ray-beam
energy By.

These results demonstrate that radiosurgery with
photon beams of energies above 3 MeV enables
precise destruction of deeply lying mm-sized targets
with minimal effects on intervening structures. The
energies from 34 to 100 koV were chosen to exploit
the possibility of enhancing the effects of functional
radiosurgery using DNA-seeking substances which
contain stable high-Z elements, such as iodine,
gadolinium or platinum, for example, with K-shell edge
energies of 33.16, 50.30 and 78.15 keV. Photons of
energies slightly above K-edge have a large
probability of K-shell ionization of high-Z element
resulting in emission of Auger-electrons. This electron
cascade will cause a large number of ionizations in
the nearby DNA with a high probability of cell killing.

All the above calculations were performed
considering a 7 mm thick skull. We also investigated
the effect of skull considering a 3.5 mm thick skull and
the head-phantom without skull, i.e. the skull was fully
replaced by brain. Table 3 shows that the effect is
negligible above the photon energy of 100 keV. Below
this energy it grows rapidly. As it can be expected, the
sensitivity of dose at the phantom surface is larger
than that of the X-ray beam fluxes required to deliver
200 Gy to the target.

Flg.13: Complex of the Compton-backscatterlng
based photon-sourco and radlosurglcal room
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12. Photon activation therapy with
bromodeoxyuridine using mono-
chromatic synchrotron radiation

C. SCHULZE, M. C, NIEV£RGELT-EG/00, R.
B.LARSSON

The principle of photon activation for therapeutical
purposes was discussed in the introduction (see Ref.
1 for more details). Here we report on a first
experiment with synchrotron radiation, which was
intended to elucidate the mechanisms of cell
inactivation by photon activation.

Monochromatic irradiation of cells containing
bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) at energies just above and
below the K-absorption edge (13.474 keV) should
allow the precise determination of the effectiveness of
the photoactivation. When a third measurement is
carried out at a significantly higher energy than the K-
edge energy, such as the third harmonic from a
Si(111) monochromator, it becomes possible to
separate the sensitisation effect due to the BrdU-
incorporation alone from the effect of
photosensitisation. Moreover, the virtual lethal Auger
dose, i.e. the number of Auger cascades necessary
per cell inactivation can be derived from these
measurements, yielding a very important value to
quantify the Relative Biological Effectiveness (RBE) of
the Auger cascades with respect to other high-LET
irradiation modalities.

12.1 Material and methods

The experiments were carried out at station B of
the Swiss-Norwegian Beamline (D1) at ESRF (2). The
cell preparation was performed in the laboratories of
the EMBL outstation in Grenoble.

Flg.H §h§w§ ih§ experimental setup. The
polychromatic beam from the bending magnet is
monochrornatisod by moans of a Sl(111) channel-cut
monochromator. The monochromatic beam la
colllmatod to tho appropriate size with the secondary
Gilts, The motorlsed sample stags allows tho sample
to be positioned horizontally and to be scanned
vertically, Slnee the beam is only a few millimetres
high, vertical scanning IQ necessary In order to
achieve homogeneous irradiation of the sample. An
Argon filled Ionisation chamber is used as a dose
monitor.

lönfzätföfi Chamber

XZ-SampIo Stage

Secondary Slits

Sl(111) Channel-Cut
Monochromator

Bending Magnet

Fig. 14: Schematic view of the experimental setup.

Prior to the experiment the intensity distribution of
the monochromatic beam was measured with the
ionisation chamber. The homogeneity in the horizontal
direction was found to be better than 5% over the full
sample width. The ionisation chamber values were
compared with TLD measurements and the
disagreement between the two doses was below
10%. The energy was calibrated by measuring the
intensity of the beam transmitted by an NaBr sample
as a function of the monochromator angular position.
The cells were irradiated at 90 eV above and below
the Br K-edge at 13.454 keV as well as at 50 keV.
The conta-nination with higher harmonics was
measured to be smaller than 2%. The dose was
adjusteu by measuring the photon flux with the
ionisation chamber and subsequently correcting the
vertical scanning speed. It was verified by repeating
the scan with a TLD in the sample position.

The V79 and DU 145 cell lines were obtained from
the American Type Culture Collection (Rockville, MD),
They were routinely cultured in OPTIMEN (Gibco,
BRL) with 10% fetal bovine serum. The cells were
trypsinisod at less than 75% confluency for the
experimental procedure. The cells were removed by
trypsin, and collected by centrifugation (200 g for 8
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min). Afterwards the colls Were rosuspehded In tho
medium and exposed for 1 hour to BrdU (Fluka
ChGm.) at a final concentration of 15 uM. The control
cells were not exposed to BrdU. Following the
Incubation tho colls were centrlfuged, resuspondod In
medium and filled Into dialysis slldoa (0,1-0.3 ml, 12.5
mm x 12.5 mm, Pierce) for Irradiation (0.2,1,2, 5 and
10 Gy), After the irradiation the cells were dispersed
In a 24 chamber plate and Incubated at 37 BC for 6
days without a change of medium, From the second
day on, a fraction of the celts was trypsinlsed,
collected and counted with a Coulter Counter (Flg.15).

1000,00

% 100,00

0.01

Control A--A Brt!U+0.2 Gy

J - G OfdUfO Gy .*••K 0.2 Cy

,w-,\ DrdU + IOGy

2
Incubotion Time [days]

Fig. 15: Cell proliferation as a function of the
Incubation time for V79 cells for different
doses In the presence and absence of BrdU.
The photon energy was 13.544 keV In all
cases.

12.2 Results

In a first experiment we determined the
proliferation activity as a function of the dose only, but
not the surviving fraction. Some results for the
Chinese hamster cells V79 are presented in figure 2.
A sensltisation due to the incorporation of BrdU was
found for all doses. Moreover, it can be seen that the
proliferation activity at low dose (0.2 Gy) is
determined by the presence of BrdU in the cell DNA,
whereas at larger doses (10 Gy) the effect of the
radiation is predominant. At about 1 Gy both effects
contribute equally (not shown in Figure 2).

Further data analysis was hampered by too long
exposure times at 50 keV and by contamination of the
prostate CPIIS due to laboratory inconveniences.
Based on the experience of this experiment we are
confident that these problems can be overcome and
that further experiments with monochromatic
synchrotron radiation will provide deeper insight in the
mechanisms of cell tnactivation by external irradiation
with photons.
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13. Targeted radiotherapy with DNA
ligands
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13.1. 124I - a model nuclide for both radio-
therapy with Auger electrons and
tumor diagnostics with PET

124I decays with a half-life of 4.2 d, for an
abundance of 74.4% by electron capture and of
25.6% by positron emission, respectively. Thus. 124I
should be useful for both radionuclido therapy with
Auger electrons and kinetic PET measurements.
Because of the low range of Auger electrons in tissue
(av. 30 nm), the therapeutic approach strongly
requires direct binding to DNA; for the diagnostic
approach, DNA labelling could open the way for
visualization of cell proliferation.

In order to overcome the problem of low availability
of the nuclide. in cooperation with the University
Hospital Essen, high-current yields of 1 2 4 I , produced
via several nuclear reactions, have been measured. It
has been found that:
1. The highest yield shows the (d,2n) reaction which
is commonly recommended for large-scale production.
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2. 1 | / t l can be produced In reasonable yield and
higher purity also by «ho (p,n) reaction In small
cyclotrons (> 14M&V),
3, Tho uso of non-onrlched lollurlum dloxldo as targot
material gives unacceptable high amounts of
contaminants. This problem might be solved by post-
purification via mass separation.

In order to exploit 124I In clinical oncology and for
PET visualization of cell proliferation, lodoHoechst
33258 and 33342 (bls-benzimidazoles with high
affinity to the A-T base pairs of DNA) and [124l]5-lodo-
2'<feoxyuridine ("IUdR") have been labelled with 1 2 4 I ,
Labolllng has boon porformod by direct oloctrophlllc
substitution and has been developed via analogous
methods which have been developed for labelling with
125I or1311, respectively.

The yields are 70% for H 33258, 30% for H 33342,
and 65-75% for iUdR, respectively, Tho quality conlrol
(HPLC) showed < 1% unbound 124I In the Hoechst
derivatives and < 5% In lUdR. ILJdR contains traces of
UdR which are not toxic (-10 ug). The stability has
been tester) directly and at the corresponding
131llabelled compounds: the Hoechst products
remained unchanged at A°Q for more than 1 week,
and from the ILJdR solution, 1% [124l]iodide per day
are cleaved off, The specific activity of [124!]IUdR has
been detected to 20-60 GBq/prnol,

[124t]H 33258 (37 kBq/ul) has been investigated in
the cell lines Du-145 (human prostate tumor line),
HTB-40 (human adenocarefnoma line) and, for
comparison, V 79 (hamster fibroblasts). The
radiobiological effect has been measured by counting
the viable cells at different times in a Coulter Counter.
Additionally, the fluorescence of the dyes in cell
nucleus have been measured in a cytofluorimeter.

From these experiments, it may be concluded:
« 124I is radiobiologically effective when labelled to

DNA. To our knowledge, this is the first evidence
of tho radiotoxicity of 1 2 4 I .

• H 33258 is bound to DNA in both its iodinated and
non-iodinated form.

• Radiotoxicity of 124I is fairly similar to those of 1 2 5 I ,
rather than to 131I which indicates that the low-
ranged high-LET Auger electrons are responsible
for the radlotoxic effects rather than the low-LET
p--particles.

• Radiotoxicity of 124I has been demonstrated in a
human tumour cell line and not only in non-
applicable hamster fibroblasts.

[i24|]iudR has been provided regularly for a clinical
PET study of brain tumors (cf. there).

These unexpected positive results have
demonstrated that 124I is a valuable basic model
nuclide for extended research in related inactive
iodine compounds for activation by synchrotron light
and in 211At compounds for a-particle therapy.

13.2. Other approaches

5-Bromo-2'-deQxyuridine (BrUdR) is routinely used
for measuring cell proliferation In animals, but to date
It Is not commercially available In Injectable solution,
Thus, In cooperation with Tlorspltal Zurich, we
propared H according to Good Manufacturing Practice
(GMP) Rules and tho European Pharmacopoa. Under
our storage conditions, 1 year after preparation 4% of
BrUdR has been transformed into Bromouracil. The
solution is applied in dogs (samples of 500 mg
amount) and cats (100 mg samples). To date, more
than 60 animals have been investigated,

One of tho most radiotoxlc nuclides Is 211At, This
property makes it interesting for the use In targeted
radionuclide cancer therapy. 211At generally produced
by the 2O9Bi(ct,2n)211At nuclear reaction at 28 MeV a-
particle energy using a solid bismuth metal target, in
cooperation with University Hospital Essen, The
labeling will preferably be performed by
halodometalation of siannylated or mercurlated
precursors, preceded by experiments with
(radio)iodination of the corresponding precursors,

The aim of our work in boron chemistry is the
preparation of carborane derivatives of Hoechst
33258, usoful for boron neutron capture thorapy
(BNCT), In our previous routes (linear syntheses), no
carboranyl derivative has been found, probably
because of decomposition.

- o - CEt-O'
O-C-C-j—CH

Thus, a convergent synthesis route has been
elaborated, and the intermediate 1 has been obtained
in crystalline form.
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Appendix 1:

Fig. 2: Simultaneous diplay of tho dose distributions calculated using the original analytical method
(left hand windows) and tho Monto Carlo approach. In each ol the images (transaxial, sagittal
and Irontal). dose is represented using a colour wash technique, tho banding of which is
shown in tho colour bar on tho right hand side.



Appendix 2:

Flg. 3: Simuitanoous display ol tho doso distributions calculated using tho now analytical method (lelt
hand windows) and tho Monte Carlo approach. In each of the Images (Iransaxial, sagittal and
frontal), doso Is represented using a colour wash technique, the banding of which Is show in
tho colour bar on tho rigt hand side.



Appondlx 3:

Hoavy Chain
45

101

100
Light Chain

46 98
Fig. 1; One of the twoposslblo dlsultido bridges (H44 • L100) In the CB7 Fv fragment.

Fig 2: Two possible locations for disullido bridges (white and green).The light chain is In blue,
the heavy one in red and the 3 corresponding CDRs of each chain In yellow and orange.
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